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A workshop to discuss the granular resource requirements for proposed Mackenzie Valley pipelines was
held February 16 and 17, 1993 in Yellowknife, NWT. This workshop was convened to summarize previously
completed borrow resource inventory studies, identify any new granular resource requirements or development
constraints in the Mackenzie Valleyand Delta regions, and identify any future research requirements or outstanding
granular resource management issues, Thisinformation will be used in future planning for MackenzieValley
hydrocarbon development.

The workshopwas sponsored by the NorthernOilandGasAction
Program ( N O G A P ) Project A4:
Granular Resources Inventory and Management andthe Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
(DIAND). The services of Stanley Associates Engineering Ltd. of Yellowknife and Edmonton were engaged by
DIAND to help with pre-workshoppreparations, the facilitationof the workshop agenda, and preparation of these
workshop proceedings. The main elements of the workshop consisted of introductory statements by the project
sponsor and facilitators; a series of invited technicalpresentations by industry, government, and consultant groups;
a series of discussion panels involving industry, government andaboriginal group representatives; and a concluding
plenary session.
The workshopbrought together thirty representatives of oil andgasproductionand
transportation
companies, federal and territorial government departments, aboriginal groups, local contractors, and others with
a specific interest in the granular resources of the Mackenzie Valley area. Special invitations to participate in the
workshop were extended to the main aboriginal groups of the Mackenzie Valley and Delta regions: the Inuvialuit,
the Gwich’in, and the Slavey’s of the Sahtu and Deh Cho. Aboriginal representatives provided a review of their
claims and granular resource management issues within their region.

It is widely recognized that large quantities of sand, gravel and other granular materials would be required
for construction of major trunk pipelines and collectors, gas plants, compressor and pumping stations, staging areas
and other onshore facilities associated with hydrocarbon development in the Mackenzie Valley and Delta regions.
This massive demand for a limited, non-renewable resource could place added pressure on the supplies that will be
required for community use and for other major public projects, such as the extension of the Mackenzie Highway.
Technical presentations at the workshop showed the considerable breadth and scope of granular resource
research that NOGAP funds have supported. Regional granular resource deposit inventories have been completed
for the South Slave Region, the Upper Mackenzie Valley, the Lower Mackenzie Valley and the Mackenzie Delta
Region. Also significant are the studies of granular resources that might feasibly be recovered from the bed of the
Mackenzie River. Current uses of granular in the MackenzieValley region include roadwayand airstrip
construction, various public works projects and the Norman Wells pipeline.
According to several industry sources at the workshop, the economic outlook is for sustained low oil and
gas prices, and, therefore, the development of any majoroil or gas production or pipeline facilities in the next5-10
years is highly unlikely. It was also stated that the projections for granular resource requirements that were made
during the 1970s and early 1980s are probably higher estimates thanwould be required for a future pipeline
development. Improved construction techniques, improved quality of pipeline steel, the use of foam or other
synthetic padding, and ‘lessons learned‘ from the Norman Wells pipeline experience in the mid-l980s, would all
contribute to the likely need for less granular resources.
It was agreed that one of the main reasons for success achieved to date is the cooperation of industry,
variousfederaland
territorial governmentdepartmentsandthe
Inuvialuit LandAdministrationthrough
their
participation in program planning and
reviews, sharing of available information, and joint-funding and management
of projects. Considering the current economic climate, continued cooperation will be needed to complete future
granular resources inventory work.
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sEcrIoN 7.
INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

NORTHERN OIL AND GAS ACTION PROGRAM

The Northern Oil and Gas Action Program
(NOGAP)is a research and planning program intended to
advance the state of federal and territorial government preparednessfor major hydrocarbon developmentin Canada's
northern territories. Government preparedness for major hydrocarbon development generally refers to acquiring
the knowledge and analytical capability to make appropriate decisions concerning major northern development
proposals. Preparedness requires the ability to evaluate environmental impacts andmitigate adverse ones; to develop
guidelines and techniques to minimize h
a
z
a
r
d
s
; to plan for additional public services and infrastructure; and, to
implement means of enhancing northern opportunities and benefits from future hydrocarbon development.

NOGAP funds are used to accelerate work on current projects or to undertake newactivities which existing
budgets cannot accommodate. Projects are proposed by NOGAP participants to support their responsibilities in
connection with northern hydrocarbon development. They
are undertaken withinthe context of generic development
scenarios which have been adopted for the program.
This workshop on borrow material requirements of proposed Mackenzie Valley pipelines is sponsored by

DIAND as part of the NOGAP. DIAND engaged the consulting services of Stanley Associates Engineering Ltd.
to provide workshop organizational, facilitation, and proceedings production services.

WORKSHOP TERMS OF REFERENCE
The workshop is intended to bring together representatives of oil and gas production and transportation
companies, federal and territorial government departments, planning and regulatory agencies, aboriginal groups,
communities, local contractors, and others with a specific interest in the granular resources of the Mackenzie Valley
area in the N W T .
The major objectives are to present to these important stakeholder groups information on recent inventory
work and potential pipelinerelated borrow requirements; to determine the potential impact of these demands on
public projects and other granular resource-related issues concerning the region, to discuss future inventory and
managementapproachesandmethods,andtodeveloprecommendationsthat
will assist resource managersin
implementing them.
Large quantities of sand, gravel and other granular materials will be required for construction of major
trunk pipelines and collectors, gas plants, compressorandpumping stations, staging areas and other onshore
facilitiesassociated with hydrocarbon development
in the Mackenzie Delta-BeaufortSea region andits transportation
through the Mackenzie Valley. This massive demand for a resource that is already scarce will place added pressure
on the supplies that will be required for community use and for other major public projects such as the possible
extension of the Mackenzie Highway.

The potential effects of large scale granular resource extraction have been identified as one of the main
issues to be addressed in regional planning. Some specific concerns relating to the future availability of granular
resources include, but are not limited to: the adequacy of the existing inventories of supply andforecasts of demand
for both community needs and major industrial and transportation developments; the need for conservation of
existing materials; the reservation of adequate community supplies; the protection of the environment; and, the
rehabilitation of depleted source areas.
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WORKSHOP AGENDA AND PROCEEDINGS

The GranularResourceRequirements for ProposedMackenzieValleyPipelines
workshopagenda is
presented in Figure 1. The two-day workshop was attended by thirty representatives of oil and gas production and
transportation companies, federal and territorial government departments, aboriginal groups and local contractors
(Appendix A). The workshop consisted of bothinvited technical presentations and a series of more informal topical
discussion panels.Duringthemorningprogram
of Day 1, eight technical presentations which outlined the
"inventory" of granular resources along the Mackenzie Valley corridor were made. In the afternoon of Day 1, five
technical presenters and three discussion panel members concentrated on the past, current and future "demand" for
granular resources in the Mackenzie Valley corridor. During an optional evening program at the conclusion of the
first day of the workshop, a northernpipeline construction video was shown and three northern granular resourcerelated computer programs were demonstrated.
Day 2 of the workshop concentrated on the constraints to future granular resource development in the
Mackenzie Valley corridor. During the morning session, three discussion panel members presented their views
concerning granular resource developmentand potential bio-physical, fisheries and heritage site impacts. This
session was followed bya three-person discussion panel which reviewed the present status of aboriginal land claims
in thewestern NWT and the impactofland claims on granular resource development.TheDay
2 program
concluded witha video presentation on granular resource management and a plenary work groupsession to identify
any remaining research gaps or granular resource inventory or development issues.
The task of preparing these proceedingshas been enhanced through the use ofaudio-tape recordings of all
plenary, technical and discussion panel presentations. As well, invited technical speakers provided electronic media
of their presentation material for re-formatting and inclusion in these proceedings.
Although we were mostappreciativeof their participationin the workshop, individual speakers commenting
in the question periods have not been identified. As well, individuals are not named for their specific suggestions
or recommendations made in the plenary sessions.

These GranularResourceTechnicalPapersand
Workhop Proceedings have' been organized in
chronological order. The workshopopeningremarks are notedinSection 2. The mainbodyof the workshop
consisted of formal, invited technical presentations and a series of more informal discussion panel presentations and
plenary discussions. The submitted texts of the technical presentations and transcribed versions of the discussion
panel presentations are reproducedin Sections 3 to 9. Section 10 of these proceedings contains thetabulated
tesponses of the final plenary session. Section 11 of the proceedings consists of the concluding comments to the
workshop.
It must be emphasized that someof the technical panel members were unableto provide a formaltext of
their presentation. lhis was also the case for all discussion panel presentations. As a result, the editors of these
proceedings have had to rely upon the audio-tape versions of the presentations for transcription purposes. We
apologize, in advance, for any misintepretation or errors made. in transcription. Cautionary notes have been
ven5 the
attached to each of the presentations which were transcribed. Jf necessary, we would suggest the reader
accuracy of comments in the transcribed presentations with the respective presenter.
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Figure 1.
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SECTION 2.

WORKSHOP OPENING REMARKS

WELCOME FROM WORKSHOP SPONSOR

(Presented by Bob Gowan, DIAND)
On behalf of DIAND, I’d like to welcome you to the Mackenzie Valley Pipelines Granular Resource
Requirements Workshop. This workshop is part of Project A4 Granular Resources Inventory and Management,
sponsored by the Northern Oil and Gas Action Program(NOGAP).It is intended, therefore, that the results of the
workshop will help DIAND, as the manager of theresource, prepare for future northern hydrocarbon development
and the resulting demands for large quantities of granular materials. This requires a knowledge of the existing
supplies and of future demands for both pipelines and other public and private projects, as well as consideration of
other factors limiting the availability of supplies.

-

Since it was initially proposed about three years ago, there has been considerable interest in holding this
granular resources workshop, from industry, native organizationsand government. We acknowledge thatthe timing
of theworkshopmay
be less thanideal for the pipeline andenergy industry and for someof the native
organizations. Unfortunately, the timing has been controlled mainly by the availability of funding. At the same
time, recent changes in the availability of granular resources as a result of land claims, increased environmental
concerns and consideration of sustainable economic development initiatives are very significant. By holding the
workshop in Yellowknife, we hoped to provide an opportunity for greater participation by those most affected.

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

(Presented by Colin Anderson, Stanley Associates Engineering)
I’d like towelcomeeach
of you to Yellowknife.We’repleased
that we have been able to gather
representativesfrom the federal andterritorial governments, Mackenzie Valleyaboriginal groups, pipeline observers
including IPL and Polar Gas, and contractors, consultants and scientists from Calgary, Edmonton and the north.

The workshop is intended to present information on the borrow material requirements in the Mackenzie
Valley. One of the things that is very important is the potential effects of large scale granular resource extraction.
It has been identified as one of the main issues to be addressed in the regional planning and also aboriginal land
claim settlements in the Mackenzie Valley. Some specific concerns relating to the future availability of granular
resources include but are not limited to: the adequacy of existing inventories of supply and forecast of demand for
both community needs and major industrial and transportation developments; the need for conservation of existing
materials; the reservation of adequate communitysupplies; the protection of the environment; and, the rehabilitation
of depleted source areas.

The major objectives of this workshop are to present information on recent and historical inventory work
and potential pipeline related borrow requirements; to determine the potential impact of new demands on public
projects; to discuss future inventory and management approaches and methods; and to develop recommendations
for resource management. We hope that everyone enjoys the workshop and finds it to be of value.
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WORKSHOP COMMUNICATIONS
(Presented by Bob Mahnic, Communiplan/Stanley)
The technical presentations and other discussions we will hear over the next two days will provide each
of you with an opportunity to communicate--as a technical presenter, as a panel discussant, and as a participantobserver. You will hear about the study and use of northern granular resources in respect of the past experiences
and future plans of aboriginal organizations, government, pipeline operators, the oil and gas industry, contractors,
and the consulting and scientific communities. It will be very interesting, over the next two days, to see where the
commonalities of interest lie. I look fonvard to working with each of you to help uncover the shared experiences
of the diverse groups represented here.
What is the main reason we are here? I think we are here for more reasons that to just attend a workshop.
I think the main reason we are here is to communicate. The more involved that you are in the discussions, the
question periods and the plenary sessions, the better this workst0
' is going to be, and that translates into better
recommendations and future plans. As the workshop facilitator 1 am able to take things only so far. In fact, I
should only be acting as a 'referee' to these proceedings. It will be the participation of each individual that will
indicate whether or not we have had overall success at this workshop. Each of you is responsible for listening and
for contributing ideas and suggestions.

I want to talk briefly about workshop communication and some
effective communication techniques. These
are all common sense concepts. We use them every day.
of my "research" into the topic of communication, I
Why communicate? Well, while completing some
have discovered some of the infamous Murphy's Laws of communication. Murphy the Pessimist has formulated
a Law of Communication which
states that 'the vacuum created by thefailure to communicate will be quicklyfilled
with rumour, misrepresentation, drivelandpoison'. It certainly does point out the need to communicate in a timely
and effective manner. Being in the same room with people with similar interests and problems can be to your
advantage. We are going to have to carefully break down andassess the results of past experiences which may have
turned into problems because we did not communicate effectively.
What canwe hope to accomplish injust two days? Well, perhaps wecan share some important information
with each other. Most of us are familiar with the axiom "informationis power". Murphy the Optimist believes
that "the abiliry to use information is power and information shared is power multiplied". I think if we keep this
in mind throughout the workshop--that by sharing whatever relevant information we have--wecan effectively help
other groups as well. This again helps each of you in the long run. In the short run you may not see the immediate
benefits of sharing your information, sharing your knowledge, your experience, and your expertise. I can assure
you though, in the long
run, significant benefits can be achieved. We will have to freely share our collective
thoughts andexperiences if weare to accomplish ourgoals for this important northerngranular resources workshop.
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SECTION 3.
TECHNICAL PANEL "A"

SOURCES OF /NFORMAT/ON ON
GRANULAR RESOURCES

SURFlClAL GEOLOGY MAPPING OF THE MACKENZIE TRANSPORTATIONCORRIDOR
Alejandra Duk-Rodkin, Ph.0.
Research Scientist, Terrain Sciences Division
Geological Survey of Canada, Calgary, Alberta

ABSTRACT
The surficial geology mapping of the Mackenzie Valley Transportation Corridor was undertaken by the GSC in
1971-1973. Two A-Series maps cover the northern part of the Corridor, while the southern Comdor is covered
by 11 maps. The maps include terrain evaluation for engineering purposes, sources of aggregate (sand andlor
gravel), geomorphicprocesses,naturalhazards
(landslides), thicknessof drift, and ground-ice content. The
maps also include a comprehensive glacial history of
the region that helps to determine problematic areas for
engineering evaluation.
Most of the Quaternary sediments in the Mackenzie Valley are of glacial origin. During advance and retreat of
theLaurentide ice sheet, glaciofluvialsandandgravel
were deposited on the glaciatedsurfaces. Particularly
important sources ofaggregate are former deltas built into glaciallakes. Glaciofluvial complexes,kamesand
eskers are mostly related to long periods of ice sheet retreat. Glaciofluvial channels are also excellent sources
of gravel and sand. Former glacial lake sediments and some morainic sed~mentshave high ice content, and thus
are unsuitable for any type of construction.

The maps of the central part of the corridor were
compiled from various sources of information
including airphoto interpretation, field work, and
from oil companiessuch as
seismicdata(obtained
Amom, Aquitane, Chevron, Dome, Imperial, Mobil,
Shell, Sun, WesternDecaltaandothers).Additional
informationon surficial geology and granular materials
was obtained from CanadianArcticGas
Pipeline,
Foothills Pipe Lines, Dempster Lateral Gas Pipeline
Project, Ripley, Klohn & Leonoff, EBA Engineering
Consultants, Public Works Canada and others.

Introduction

Surficial geology studies in the MackenzieValley
began
in
the late 1960s as part of "Operation
Norman". The oil and gas pipeline proposal for the
Mackenzie Valley initiated a series of studies within
the Mackenzie
Valley
transportation corridor
including studies of surficial geology. This mapping
resultedin 35 Open File maps beingcompletedin
three years at 1:125,OOO scale (Figure 1). The
MackenzieValley Comdor wasdivided into three
regions:northern (7 maps),central(16maps)and
southern (1 1 maps). Maps covering the three regions
have been upgraded to A or B Series. Those of the
northern regionhave been published as A-Series at
1:1,OOO,OOO and 1:25O,OOO s c a l e s andB-Series at
1:25O,OOO scale and the southern region as B-Series at
1:125,OOO scale.Mapping of the southpartof the
comdor has been expanded to the east to cover areas
south of GreatSlaveLake.
These maps will be
published as A-Series at 1:25O,OOO scale. Mapping of
the central part of the corridor was begun by DukRodkin in 1985. When the complete series of maps in
the central region is f i s h e d it will total 19 maps
published as A-Series at 1:25O,OOO scale.

These maps contain information that have two main
uses: 1) scientific, and 2) applied.
Scientific
information includes a comprehensive glacial history
limits, erratics, meltwater
oftheregion.Glacial
channels, moraines, ridges, kames, and eskers are
shown on the surficial geology maps and enable the
user to understand past glacialmovements.Applied
information is ofageotechnicalnature.
Granular
materials, quality of deposits for construction,
geomorphic pmcesses, natural hazards (slides),
thickness of drift and ground ice content are some of
the characteristics described in the extended legendon
the back of the map sheets.
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Terrain Evaluation

21 Moraine deposits

Glaciofluvial channelsandmoraine
belts associated
with ice margins are often important sources of
aggregate materials. Other sources include kames,
glaciofluvialplains and terraces. Deltas deposited into
glacial lakes are a source of sandymaterial rather than
gravel, except
where
they
were
derived
from
mountainous
Moraine plain areas were rarely
associatedwithmajor
ice margins,but may have
scattered gravel deposits related to minor meltwater
channels and/or eskers.

Generally, moraine deposits provide goodconstruction
sites. When vegetation is removed there is potential
for subsidence due to thawing of ground ice. The ice
content can be up to 2556. Where the moraine cover
is thin it can be removed and the underlying bedrock
used for riprap. Areas of rolling moraines usually
haveahighice
content at depth and result in
differential subsidence ofup to 3 metres due to
thawingof
segregated ice masses. Most
of
the
hummocky moraineunits also have highgravel content
(60-7096)and may be used as aggregate.

terrain.

Following deglaciation, climatic conditions resulted in
the formation of permafrost and associatedactive layer
development. Processes resulting from active layer
dynamics include retrogressive thaw flow slides that
are particularly common inglaciolacustrinesediments.
Up to 500 metres of down cutting by streams in the
Canyon
Ranges
has
caused
major
landslides,
particularly in the foothill regions.

3)Lacustrine deposits
Forest fires or other disturbance of vegetation may
cause active layer detachment slides followedby
retrogressive thaw flaw slides. These occur commonly
in glacial lake sediments. These deposits are also very
susceptible to gullying and not recommended for any
type of construction.

Relevant geotechnical informationcontained on the
GSC surficial geology maps includes the location of
granular deposits of glaciofluvial, morainic, lacustrine
and alluvial origins.

4) Alluvial deposits

Alluvial plains and terraces may be asource of
aggregate where underlain by gravel rather than sand.
Certain alluvial plains have thermoht depressions
and ice wedges due to high ice content (up to 50%).
When the vegetative cover is removed the ice wedges
melt, formingpolygon-shaped depressions. Terraces
are good construction sites. Alluvial deposits are also
subject to periodic flooding; particularly alluvial fans
which are generally unsuitable for any type of
construction.

1) Glaciofluvial deposits

Glaciofluvialplains and terraces are good construction
sites where the material is gravel rather thansand.
Glaciofluvialhummocks and eskers ate a good source
of gravel andsomesand.Small
UnriLapped deposits
may also occur in association with minor meltwater
channels.
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DIAND NORTHERN GRANULAR RESOURCES INVENTORY PROGRAM

Robert J. Gowan, P.Geol.
Geotechnical Advisor, Land Management Division
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, Ottawa, Ontario

ABSTRACT
DIAND first attempted to establish a comprehensive inventory of Mackenzie Valley granular resources in the
early 1970s. These efforts wereinanticipationofanincreaseindemands
due tohydrocarbon exploration
activity in the Mackenzie Delta, completion of the Mackemie Highway, and competing proposals for large
diameter gas transmission facilities. Most of the initial work was completed by consulting firms contracted by
DIAND. Supplemental to this were regional assessments based on surficial geology maps of the Mackenzie
Corridor that were completed for DIAND
by theGSC,and site specific investigations by government and
industry.
With the expansion of hydrocarbon exploration into the Beaufort Sea in the 1980s and the growth of industrial
support facilities in Tuktoyaktuk, a second period of granular resource inventory work was completed. This
waslargelyconcentratedintheBeaufortSea-MackenzieDelta-TukPeninsula
area. Since 1984, significant
fundinghas been availablethrough NOGAP to assistindevelopinggovernmentpreparedness
for northern
hydrocarbon development. More recently, the pressures on public supplies of granular resources have arisen
fromcommunityland use concernsandfromaboriginallandclaims.Continued
cooperation between key
stakeholder groups is required to complete further granular resources inventory work.

The Department of IndianAffairsandNorthern
Development (DIAND) undertakes a northern granular
resources inventory program
in
support of its
responsibilitiesregardingmanagementofgranular
resources in the Northwest Territories 0 ,
the
Yukon Territory and in the adjacentoffshore areas. In
recent years, the program has received limited “core”
departmentalfundingandvaryinglevelsof
support
from special allocations as part of the Northern Oil
and Gas Action Program ( N O G A P ) and the Inuvialuit
Final Agreement Implementation Program. Over the
past five years, considerable effort has been expended
towards compiling existing information on northern
granular resources into a series ofcomputerized
databases. These will provide improved accessibility
to the extensive body of information that has
been
collected
in
numerous
consultants
reports.
Once
complete, this will be one of themostextensive
computerized granular resource data collectionsin
existence.

DIAND is responsible for the management of granular
resources on most Crown lands in the NWT, the

Yukon and in the adjacentoffshore areas. Previously,
this involvedmostof
the known deposits inthe
Canadian North since Crown lands represented all but
a few percent of the total area. This paper outlines
DIAND’s efforts to developan inventory of the
granular deposits inthe Mackenzie Valley. It does not
include, but does acknowledge, the
significant body of
information produced by various departments of the
Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) and
by other federaldepartments
in support of their
requirements as consumers of granular resources.
Background
The firstattempts, commencing in the early 19703, to
establish a comprehensiveinventoryofMackenzie
Valley granular resources responded to an anticipated
increase in demands due to hydrocarbon exploration
activity in the Mackenzie Delta, plans for completion
of the Mackenzie Highway and competing proposals
for large diameter gas transmission facilities. Most of
the initial work was completed in three stagesby
several
consulting
firms contracted
by
DIAND
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(Pemcan Services, 1972; Ripley, Klohn and Leonoff,
1973; and, EBA Engineering and F.F. Slaney, 1974).
Supplementing thosereportswere regional assessments
of granular resource potential based on preliminary
surficial geology maps ofthe Mackenzie Corridor that
were completed for DIAND by the Geological Survey
of Canada (Miming, et al, 1975; Lawrence, er al,
1975), and site specific field investigations, mostly by
Public Works Canada and the petroleumindustry.
Bibliographic citations for all available granular studies
will be included in thedatabase and bibliography
described in another paper in these proceedings (by
Ross Goodwin).

development or other enhancedeconomic
proceeds in the Mackenzie Vally region.

Collectively, these studies formed a major part of the
granular borrow materials extractionplans prepared by
the pipeline proponents, and for much of the comdor,
they have provided adequate information for all types
of construction activities, continuing to the present.
This work has been consolidated and summarized as
part of regional studies that will be described in three
followingpapers(by Rita Olthof, Jim Oswell,and
Jack Fujino). In a few communities, growth has lead
todepletionof
the initially-identifieddeposits; but
there has generally been little need for additional field
work in much of the comdor.

DIAND’s role in the preparation ofa
granular
rewlurce inventory is as a resource manager, not as a
resource user. Therefore, it attempts to classify
granular materials according to their natural condition
(without processing) and their broadest range of
potential uses, by all potential users. In contrast, a
more
specialized
(e.g.
highways)
user-oriented
inventory might classify materials according to their
adherence to precise material specifications (e.g.
surfacing material, or concrete aggregate). While the
DIAND inventory gives highest priority to higher
quality resources, it does not exclude lower quality
materials since they also must be managed.

With the expansion of hydrocarbon
exploration into
the
Beaufort
Sea the
inearly
1980s and the
tremendousassociatedgrowthofindustrial
support
facilities in Tuktoyaktuk, a second period of granular
resource
inventory
work
was needed. This was
largelyconcentrated in theBeaufort Sea and in the
Mackenzie Delta and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, These
efforts have been intermittent and continue to the
present.

activity

In support of this, DIAND’sLandManagement
Division, Natural Resourcesand Environment Branch,
has initiated a northern granular resources inventory
program. The main objective of this program is to
ensure that
adequate
scientific and technical
information is available to support the department’s
responsibilities regardingmanagement of northern
granular resources.

Program Focus

The maingoalof the program is to develop acoordinated, systematic approach to granular resources
has been placed on avoiding
inventory.Emphasis
duplicationof effort and on utilization of existing
information. The program also tries to make the
inventory information more accessible to current and
potential users.

More recently, the pressures on public supplies of
granular resources
have
arisen primarily
from
community land use concerns and from land claims.
Ownership of, and responsibility for management of
granular resourca has changed considerably in recent
years as a result of land claims settlements. Granular
resources are considered part of the surface title, and
therefore are included with ownership of lands. As a
result, amajor proportion of the known granular
deposits are now privately-owned,and generally more
costly. This creates a greater demand for the
remaining sources of supply on Cwwn lands, and an
increased need for more effective management of the
publicresources. As a result,asignificant effort is
now needed in many areas to update and expand
the
existing information base before hydrocarbon

Within the department, the responsibility for inventory
activities is informally divided among headquarters,
regionaland district offices. DL4ND Headquarters
provides geotechnical support and research,
and
overall direction of the inventory program. Technical
advice on granular resource issues is providedby
headquarters
personnel
to
various parts of the
department, from senior managers, to regional land
administrators, to resource management officers in the
district offices. Granular resource inventory work
pipelines)
or
related to major projects (e.g.
transboundary issues would
normally be undertaken by
headquarters.

D

W Regional offices have main responsibility for
planningand administration. This wouldnormally
include initiation of regional granular resource
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management plans andissuing quarry permits. Studies
to identify, delineate or planthedevelopmentof
specific public or community granular material sources
are usually initiated by the regional offices.

DIAND District offices are responsible for operations.
This includes
inspection
proposed
of
granular
extraction sites and of existing pits and quames and
the monitoring ofongoing operations. They also
represent the primarycontact between DIAND and
granular resource users.
It is important that all areas provide input to, and
feedback on, the inventory activities of each of the
others. For example, geotechnical interpretations may
be required from headquarters, regional offices may
identify new areas requiring more detailed inventory,
and the districts may provide confirmation of predicted
subsurface conditions based on site inspections.
Program Funding

Funding for most of the previous northern granular
resource inventory work has involved
special
allocations. The original three-stage inventory work
was completed with one-time funding allocated to the
Mackenzie Highway Granular Working Group. Core
funding for granular resources
inventory
and
management in the past has been sporadic, variable
and susceptible to postponement or cancellation. More
recently, as local shortages of granular materials
became apparent, funding for granular resources
inventory work has been moreplentifuland
more
certain.

studies, and evaluations of special materials that might
be required for hydrocarbon development. The
regional studies included field investigations on
Richards Island (Subproject A4-07) and in the South
Slave Region (Subproject A4-18; see also paper in
these proceedings by Nick
Hemadi), and a compilation
of existing information for the Lower Mackenzie
Comdor (SubprojectA4-08; see also paper by Jim
Oswell).
Special
studies of potential sources of
concrete aggregates (Subproject A4-09) and ofquarry
rock
(Subproject
A4-12)
for use in offshore
hydrocarbon structures, and of the feasibility of
dredging granular materials from the bed of the
Mackenzie River (Subproject A4-10;see also paper by
Neil MacLeod) were completed.
In 1990, Project A4wasrevised
to place greater
emphasis on granular resource issues
related
to
pipeline transportation of hydrocarbons in the
Mackenzie Valley. These activities are the main focus
of this paper and the workshop proceedings. The
workshop is sponsored entirely by NOGAP, as
Subproject A4-26A. NOGAP ends at the completion
of the 1993-94 fiscal year.

Since 1984, significant funding for salaries and
contracted studies has been made available through the
Northern Oil and Gas Action Program ( N O G A P ) , as
Project A4 - Northern Granular Resources Inventory
and Management. NOGAP was established to assist
in developinggovernment preparedness for future
northern hydrocarbon development. The overall
objectives ofProject A4 are to provide information on
the location, type, quantities and qualities of major
borrow sourea in the Mackenzie Valley and Beaufort
Sea Regions, to support conservation and effective
utilization strategies and policies, and to recommend
appropriate management strategies and amore modern
regulatory regime.

The secondmajor source of funding for granular
resources inventory studies in the Mackenzie Delta
area is aspecial
allocation made as part of the
Inuvialuit Final Agreement Implementation Program
(IFAIP).
IFAIP Task
7
- Sand
and
Gravel
Inventories, received varying levels of funding for
each of the first ten years of the program. The main
objective of this task is to update andcomplete
inventories of granular resources in the Inuvialuit
Settlement
Region.
More specifically, the task
attempts to transfer to the Inuvialuit Land
Administration (ILA) existing data neededfor granular
resources management, to assist in determining and
updating long-term demand forecasts, and to assist in
establishing reserves for public use.
Studies
completed under Task7 and covering parts of the
Mackenzie Valley comdor include a series of reports
on granular inventory and demand forecasts (Task 7.1)
and developmentplans (Task 7.4) for Aklavik, Inuvik
and Tuktoyaktuk, and geokhnical field investigations
of new sources near each of these NWT communities
(Tasks 7.2 and 7 . 9 , and compilation of the existing
information in computerized granular resource
databases (Tasks 7.1 and 7.3).

The NOGAP granular project initially focused on
development
of
a preliminary inventory for the
Beaufort Sea, butincludedseveralregional
onshore

The limited core funding available for granular
resources management has generally been spent on an
as-needed basis to address critical shortages in
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communitiesthroughoutbothterritories.
In 1991, a
consistent level of core fuodingwasestablished for
granularinventoryandmanagementprograms.
This
covers most salary and support costs, all travel costs,
student assistants, and several small contracted studies
eachyear.Thesestudiesgenerallyrelate
to interregionalgranularissues(e.g.DempsterHighway),
methods and toolsfor inventory and management(e.g.
databases, training aids) and other geotechnical issues
requested by DIAND Regional offices.
Beginning in 1993-94, limited "seed" funding will be
available for granular resourcesresearchrelated
to
energy,through the Panel on EnergyResearchand
Development (PERD). Two new PERD projects have
been established.OnePERD project willdeal with
environmental
issues
related
to pipeline borrow
development,and
a secondproject
is to support
continuedresearch on offshore granular resources
development.
Granular Resources Databases

Overthepastfiveyears,considerableprogress
has
been made towards compiling existing information on
northern granular tesources into a series of
computerized databases. These will provide improved
accessibility to the extensive body of information that
has been collected in numerousconsultantsreports.
Theywillalsomakeitfeasibletomakethisdata
availabletoexistingandpotential
users, thereby
making effective management an attainable goal.
As
a matterof policy, newinformation is nowbeing
collected in the standardized formats of the existing
databases.
The northern granular resources inventory consists of
four separate databases that are linked by two unique
key fields.
The
databases
include
a reports
catalogue, a deposits database, a borehole database
and a geographic database. Each report or study in
the report catalogue is identified by a unique study
o
m in the source
number. Each deposit or borrow s
database is identified by a unique source number.
The remainingdatabasesinclude
both thestudy
number and thesource number. Each of the databases
is described briefly in the following paragraphs.
The Report Catalogue contains a listing of all
available reports containing granular resource data for
theareaunder
study; included are geotechnical,
surficial geology, airphoto interpretation
and
geophysical reports. This information extends beyond

a bibliographic database by including a preliminary
evaluation of the extent and usefulness of the data in
the reports. A summary of the main subject areas in
thedatabaseand
the number
ofdata
fields (in
parentheses) in each area is shown in Figure 1.
The Deposits Database contains data for individual
deposits(gravel/sand pits and/or deposits)thatwas
obtained
from
the
reports
listed
in
the
Report
Catalogue. A comprehensive description of a Deposit
and its materials is obtained if all fields are filled out.
This database also summarizes
the
information
containedintheBoreholeDatabase.
A summary of
the main subject areas in the database and the number
of data fields (in parentheses) in each areais shown in
Figure 2.
The Borehole Database contains
geotechaical
boreholedatafrom the reports listed intheReport
Catalogue and for the individual sources listed in the
Deposit Database. These include a description of the
borehole, stratigraphic data and laboratory test results.
A completeborehole
log, and other graphical or
tabular output can also be generated withthe borehole
database sofhvare. A summaryofthemainsubject
areas in the database and the number of data fields (in
parentheses) in each area is shown in Figure 3.
The Geographic Database contains information
needed to display the locations of the studies, sources
or boreholes on a map using the QVIKMaplinFOcus
desktop
mapping
system.
It includes plotting
instructions for symbolsand labels, including size,
colour, orientation and fill pattern.
The databasesandtheirlinkages
are indicatedin
Figure 4, togetherwithproposed
additions to the
granular inventory. Information on granular resource
usage should be included in a separate database, that
would be linked to the source database by source
number.
This would permit instantaneous
determination of the remaining quantity of material in
any source through a simpledatabase report that
would ~ccessbothdatabases. Similarly, compilation
of
laboratory
test data
obtained
during source
development
could
be maintained in a material
properties database that could be linked to both the
source database and the borehole database to provide
verification of the exploration data.
A brief summaryof the current extentofgranular
resource databases in the Mackenzie Valley and the
Inuvialuit Settlement Region is given in Table 1.
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Figure 1.

DIAND Granular Resources
Database:

REPORT CATALOGUE

Identification Data
SponsorKontractor

Site and Location Data

1

Geographic Location
(15)

Location
Mapping
(7)

Site Mapping
(7)

Survev and Studv,Details
Details
Survey
DetailsStudy

(81
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Figure 2.

WAND Granular ResourcesDatabase:

SOURCECATALOGUE

Identification Data
1

Source (3)

Study (3)

Site Description and Location Data
Geographic Location

Site Description

Transportation (8)

Past Use (6)

Source Investigation and Description
General Investigation

Subsurface.

Description
Stratigraphy
Source
Source

Test Results and Material Quantity

I

Test Results

I

Material Quantity
(1 1)
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Figure 3.

DIANDGranularResources

Database: BOREHOLEDATABASE

Index Data
Who (15)

Details (6)

Where (17)

Misc. (6)
1

I

Soils Data
Soils (5)

Comments (3)

SamDles

I

Samples (9)

Units (12)

I

Test Data
Science (9)

Basic (11)
I

I

Engineering Strength
(9)

Consolidation
(10)

I
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Figure 4.

DIANDGranularResourcesDatabase:GRANULARDATABASES

REPORT
CATALOGUE
Reference
Location
Maps/Plans
Study
Detail
Equipment
Data
Reporting

DEPOSIT
DATABASE

- inFOcus

-- Location
Status

-- Reports
Deposits
- Areas
Boreholes
-- Access

- Site Invest.
- Description
- Stratigraphy
- Test Results
- Quantities

-

Distance
Pit Plans

I l l

I

I '

I

I

RESOURCE
USAGE
DATABASE

-- Amount
Permits
-- Type
Stockpiles
(proposed)

SPATIAL
DATABASE

MATERIAL
-PROPERTIES
DATABASE
.:

- Gradation

-- :Variability
lpecif
ication.

- .Per'formance
(proposed)

1
BOREHOLE
DATABASE
- ESEBase

-- Stratigraphy
Index Info.
- Soil Descr.
-- Test
Samples
Data
- Permafrost

Table 1.

NWT Granular Resource Databases

Region

Contents

Year Created

Records

I

inventory include govemnent departments, native
organizations, consultants and contractors.
The
interest expressed by several user groupshasbeen
encouragingand these efforts will continue for the
nextfewyears.
Once complete, this will represent
one of the most extensive computerized granular
resource data collections in existence.

Ongoing studies are currently extending these
databases and linking them
with
the geographic
database.Oncecomplete,a
user-friendly interface
will be developed to make this information accessible
to users lacking database management experience.
It should be noted that the information compiled to
date is often old data, and in most cases we have not
identified the extent to which these sources have been
utilized. To overcome this deficiency, it is planned to
review
each
data record
with
local resource
management officers and
highway
foreman,
and
update the soutce databases. Information held by the
territorial government andother users would be a most
welcome addition to the granular resource inventory.

One of the main reasons for success achieved todate
is the co-operation of industry, various federal and
territorial government departments and the Inuvialuit
LandAdministrationthrough
their participation in
program planning and reviews, sharing of available
information, and joint-funding andmanagement of
projects. Considering the current economic climate
and the intense competition for limited claims
implementation funds, continued co-operation will be
needed to complete the neededgranular resources
inventory work.

Conclusions
Potential users of the northern granular resources
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BORROW RESOURCES IN BlBlLlOGRAPHlC DATABASES

Ross Goodwin
Manager, ASTIS, Arctic Institute of North AmefiC8
University of Calgary, Caloary, Alberta

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses thecurrent granular resources coverage of the Arctic Science and Technology Information
System (ASTIS), and describes a project to make this coverage comprehensive in order to produce a Northern
Granular Resources Bibliography anddatabase. The subjectand scope oftheproposedbibliographyand
database are described in detail, and feedback is encouraged from workshop attendees to ensure that the scope
oftheprojectmeetsthe
needs ofpotential users. Possible sourcesofadditional
citations are listed, and
attendees are invited to add to this listing. The formats of the proposed bibliography and database
are then
described, and, once again, attendees are encouraged to provide feedback on whether these will meet the needs
of the users. A draft copy of the Northern Granular Resources Bibliography, containing only citations that are
already in the ASTIS database, will be distributed to workshop attendees for comment.

varietyofformats.
By making use of our s o h a r e
and expertise, as well as the thousands ofcitations and
abstracts already contained in the ASTIS database, an
organization can have
customized
databases
and
bibliographies produced very cost-effectively.

Introduction

The Arctic
Science
and
Technology
Information
System
(ASTIS)
is a multidisciplinary arctic
bibliographic and researchproject database (Figure 1).
ASTIS abstracts and indexes recent
literature about the
Arctic,
and
provides
descriptions
of
recent and
ongoing arctic research projects. ASTIS is a program
of the ArcticInstitute of North America (AINA)of the
University of Calgary.

ASTIS is actively involved in an effort'by a group of
Canadian
polar
information
centres
to
create
a
Canadian Polar Information System (CPIS). ASTIS,
the Canadian Circumpolar Library in Edmonton, and
a group ofother organizations with an interest in polar
informationhave, with funding from theDIAND
Circumpolar and Scientific Affairs
Directorate and the
Canadian Polar Commission, completed much of the
preliminary design of a CPIS. Further progress on a
CPIS
awaits
the
commitment
funding
of
for
implementationandoperationof
the system. All
informationcurrentlycontained
in ASTIS will be
included in my future CPIS database.

The geographic emphasis ofASTIS is on the Canadian
Arctic and Canadianarctic waters. ASTIS includes all
subjects: the earth sciences, life sciences, engineering
and
technology,
renewable
and
non-renewable
resources,
government,
economic
social
and
conditions, landuse and native people. ASTIS gathers
information
from
many sources, enters this
information into anautomateddatabase,andthen
a
disseminates the contents of the database through
variety of publications and
services. More information
aboutASTIS'sinformation
s o u m andproducts is
contained in the ASTIS brochure.

The Northern GranularResourcesBibliography
and Database

Over the next six months ASTIS will be preparing a
comprehensive
bibliography
and
microcomputer
bibliographic database on granular resourcesinthe
Yukon and the Northwest Territories. This project is
funded partly by the DIAND LandManagement
Division andpartlybythe
Northern Oiland Gas
Action Program (NOGAP).

Contract
indexing
projects
for industry
and
government are a major source of both information
and revenue for ASTIS, which is mandated to recover
all of its costs through contracts, grants and sales of
products.
ASTIS can produce
camera-ready
bibliographies and
microcomputer
databases
in a
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Figure 1.

Arctic Science and Technology Information System(ASTIS): Database Components and Services

I

I

I

I

1

1

1

1

I

I

1

1

format that we are proposing to use. A questionnaire
included in the bibliography asks some
specific
questions, but all comments and suggestions are
welcome. A second purpose of the draft is to provide
a tool that organizations c8n use to determine if their
granular resources publications are already in ASTIS.
The final bibliography can only be made
comprehensive with the cooperation of the many
organizations that have reports on northern granular
resources. We would very much appreciate your help
in this endeavour.Additional
copies of the draft
bibliography will be available from ASTIS at no
charge until May 1993.

ASTIS already contains much ofthe required literature
because of two indexing projects that it has recently
completed. Under a contract from
the
NOGAP
Secretariat all NOGAP-funded reports toOctober
1991, includingthoseof
Project A4
Granular
Resources Inventory, have been addedto ASTIS.
These citations were used to produce a NOGAP
Cumulative
Bibliography
and
a
corresponding
microcomputer
database.
Also
in
1991, under a
Esso Resources (now Imperial Oil
contractfrom
Resources), ASTIS added 800 reports to its database
froma proprietary collectiondonatedto AINA by
Canadian Arctic GasStudyLimited(CAGSL).
The
reports to be indexed were selected from the CAGSL
collection by Esso engineers, and the resulting
citations were used to produce amicrocomputer
database.ASTIS also contains manyof the reports
produced for the Polar Gas, Maple Leaf and Alaska
Highway natural gas pipeline proposals.

-

The second task of Phase I of this project will be to
examine the overlap between the draft bibliography
and theLandManagement
Division's database of
granular resources reports, which includes a collection
of citations prepared for DIAND by EBA Engineering
Consultants. The DIAND database may be the largest
single source of relevant citations that are not yet in
ASTIS. This taskwill therefore give us an idea of
how many reports may need to be added to ASTIS in
Phase 11 of this project in order to produce a
comprehensive
northern
granular
resources
bibliography and database.

The preparation of this bibliography and database on
northern granular resources will be undertaken in two
phases, as described below.
Phase I

Phase I of the project, to be completed by March 31,
1993, consists of two tasks. The first of these tasks,
the preparation of a draftNorthern Granular Resources
Bibliography, has recently been completed. The draft
bibliography, containing 241 relevant citations that
were already in the ASTIS database at the start of the
project, isbeing distributed at this workshop.No
sources other thanASTIS were checked during the
preparation of this draft, and no new citations were
added to ASTIS for inclusion in it.

Before turning to a discussion of the searching and
indexing that will make up Phase 11 of the project I
will describe the proposedsubjectandgeographic
scopeof our work in more detail, as well as the
proposedformatof
the finshed bibliography as
illustrated in the draft version.
Subject and Geographic Scope

Citations to be included inthe draft bibliography were
chosen by searchingthe appropriate ASTIScontrolled
vocabulary terms, such as "Granularmaterials"and
"Gravel", andbyfree-textsearching
for a broader
group of terms in titles and abstracts. The search was
then limited to the geographic area of interest and the
resulting citations were examined online to select those
that
appeared
to be relevant.
Some
additional
irrelevant documents were eliminated while reading a
preliminary printed draft of the bibliography. After
checking preliminary versions of the bibliography
indexes for consistency,
camera-ready
copy
was
produced and the bibliography was photocopied.
The draft bibliography has two purposes. The first is
to allow potential users to comment on the scope and

This project will cover all aspects of granular
~esou~ce8
defined
,
as gravel, sand and crushed rock
for use in construction. Documents on the availability
of granular resources will be covered, including
descriptions of specific sources, inventories of
granular resources and the management
of
this
resource. Methods of extracting and transporting
granular resources will also be covered, including the
environmental and socio-economicimpactsofsuch
work and methods of mitigating these impacts.

Documents on hture requirements for granular
resource in all types of construction will be covered,
including conflicting demands for granular resources.
Documents on geological or geotechnical surveys will
only be includedifthey
contain information on
possible sources of granular resources.
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We will try to restrict the bibliography to only those
on the
documentsthatcontainoriginalinformation
subjects
covered.
General
documents
that
make
passing
references
to granular resources
without
providing any hard information will be excluded.

linked to GIS applications.
3.

The bibliography and bibliographic database will cover
both the Yukon andtheNorthwest Territories, and
adjacent waters. Documents that overlap into Alaska
andtheprovinceswillbeincluded
as long as they
4.
contain some information about granular resources in
either of the two Territories.
Format of the Bibliography

Produce
camera-ready
copy
for the
final
printed version ofthe
Northern Granular
Resources
Bibliography.
The scope and
formatwillbe
the same as for the draft
version unless potential users of the
bibliography request changes.
Produce two versions Northern
the
of
Granular Resources Bibliographic Database.
Oneoftheseversionswillbedistributed
publiclyusingthe
Folio Viewsretrieval
software. Folio Views is a fastfull-text
retrievalpackagethat
compresses files to
approximatelyone-half
their original size
during indexing, will run on PCcompatible
computers, and allows run-time versions of
the retrieval software to be freely distributed.
This package
was
used to produce
the
NOGAP Infobase. The other version of the
database will be a tabdelimited one for input
into FoxPro for internal use at DIAND.

The proposed
format
of
the
finished
Northern
Granular Resources Bibliography is illustrated in the
draft version distributed at this workshop. Entries in
the bibliography will consist of complete citations with
full abstracts. In the main section of the bibliography
citations will be sorted by author. Citations with
no
author willappear at thebeginning. Citations with
multipleauthorshipwill
be listedundertheirfirst
author (usually a consulting
company)
and
cross-referenced from alltheir other authors, including
Four additional tasks could also be undertaken to
sponsors. The citations listed under each author will
improve
the
usefulness of the
bibliography
and
be sorted by title.
database, and the accessibility of the documents that
they cite:
The bibliography will contain four indexes that refer
backto the main section by citation number. Terms
1.
Mostof the citations selected for inclusionin
in the Subject and Geographic Indexes will
be taken
the draft bibliography were chosen based on
from the ASTIS Subject and Geographic Thesauri. A
the subject terms assignedto them when they
Title Indexwillprovideaccess
by report title, with
were originally indexed by ASTIS. For this
leading articles (A, The, etc.) removed. A Serial
reason some the
of
citations the
in
Index will allow citations tobe found under thetitle of
bibliographymake no mentionofgranular
the journal, report series or proceedings in which they
resources in their titles or abstracts.
appeared.
Information on granular resources is only a
part of such
publications.
ASTIS could
As mentioned previously, comments on the proposed
revisit such publications to ensure that they
scope and format of the bibliography are welcome.
contain significant relevant information, and
to add a sentence or two to their abstracts
Phase II
summarizing whatthey have to say about
granular resources.
Phase II of this project will begin April 1, 1993,and
should be completed by the summer of 1993. Tasks
2.
Twenty"
of
the citations in the draft
to be undertaken include the following:
bibliography contain the note "Document not
seen by ASZ7S. Citation from
Such
1.
Identify, locate, obtain (when possiblej and
citations were
taken
from bibliographies
add to the ASTIS database additional relevant
prepared by organivrtions other than ASTIS,
documents.
without ASTIS having seen the actual
publication being cited. The purpose of the
2.
Add uniqueDIAND identifier codes to ASTIS
note is to warn users that such citations may
granular resources records to allow them
to be
not be as complete or as correct as if ASTIS

... ".
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maintained
DIAND
the
by Land
Management Division, including
those
citations prepared
for
DIAND
by
EBA
Engineering Consultants.

had seen the
publication.
ASTIS could
attempt to obtain all suchpublicationsand
upgrade their citations.

3.

4.

Seventy-six
the
of
citations
this
in
draft
"This is a
bibliographycontainthenote
proprietary report available only with the
permission of Esso Resources Canada.
Contact ASTIS for detailr. " These citations
describe reports in a proprietarycollection
donated to theArctic Institute byCanadian
Arctic Gas Study Limited (CAGSL), access to
which is now controlled by ImperialOil
Resources Limited. (We will change the note
toread"ImperialOilResources"before
the
final version of the bibliography
is produced.)
While Imperial OilResources has so far never
refused permission for someone to use these
reports, it would be more convenientfor users
if as many of them as possible were shownas
being available in publicly accessible library
collections.Wehave
noticed thatsome of
these reports are not really proprietary, and
are availablefrom sources other than the
CAGSLcollection. ASTIScouldattempt to
identifypubliclyaccessiblelocationsfor
as
many of these reports as possible.
The last line ofmostcitationsin
the draft
bibliography (i.e., thelast line beforethe
abstract)
contains
standard
Canadian
interlibrary loansymbols for one or more
libraries thatholdthedocument.(Exceptin
the case oftheproprietaryCAGSLreports
ASTIS doesnotsupply
mentionedabove,
documents.)
Documents
that
have
no
interlibrary loansymbol may beavailable
from a library or from their publisher.
all
ASTIS
could
identify
locations
for
documents that will appear in the
final
bibliography and database.

Sources of Additional Documents

Sources that will be checked order
in to make the final
bibliography
and
bibliographic
database
as
comprehensive as possible include the following:
The database
of
granular

The considerableamountof northern material
at the University of Calgary that
is not yet in,
or not yet all in, ASTIS. This includes about
halfoftheCAGSL
collection, the AINA
Library's Pipeline Room, and material in the
DOBIS and NOMADS online catalogues.

3.

The databases other than ASTIS
that
are
included on the NISC Arctic & Antarctic
Regions CD-ROM. The most useful of these
databases will likely be BOREAL, the
catalogue
of
the Canadian
Circumpolar
Library in Edmonton. On thebasis of a
preliminary
search
of
the NISC disc,
however, we onlyexpect to findabout 10
new citations within the scope of this project.

4.

5.

.

The cataloguesof the DIAND Departmental
Library in Ottawa and the DIAND Technical
Library in Yellowknife.
Other
databases,
catalogues,
lists and
bibliographies, as well as individual reports,
suggested by DIAND, by the participants in
this workshop and byother potential users of
this bibliography. Our success infinding
reports in this category will determine how
comprehensive,andhowuseful,thefinal
bibliography and database are.

How You Can Help

The final printed bibliography, and
the
public
microcomputer database containing thesame citations,
will be distributed by the Land Management Division
in late summer 1993.

1.

2.

resources reports

Does your organization have relevant reports that are
not included inthe draft Northern Granular Resources
Bibliography? If you are able to send us a list of your
granular resourw reports we will check it against the
ASTIS databaseandthe
other sources that we are
examining. If you have no way to easily produce a
list we can work from photocopies of title pages. We
may getback to you later to borrow someofthe
reports briefly for indexing if we cannot locate them
elsewhere. Your help is essential to the production of
a comprehensive final bibliography and database, and
will be very much appreciated. Thanks in advance for
your assistance.

I would also like to acknowledge the efforts of ASTIS
staff members LyndaHoward, LynneHoward and Iola
Phillips for their work on the draft bibliography.
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library because some of the reports
are unique and the only copies they
haveandtheydon’twant
to lose
track of them.Whereveryou
see
that note, contact us andwe’ll
arrange to get permission for you.

QUESTION PERIOD
Question #1.

I’m interested in the downcutting
process that’s going on now. Is that
a reflection of isostatic rebound as
well as natural forces?

Duk-Rodkin.

It could be but we don’t have very
good statistics on the isostatic
rebound. The thing I do know is
that the quantity of material that was
moved
by
the ice
sheet
was
incredible.

Question #2.

The GISmapsthat
are available
from the Geological
Survey
of
Canada, where can you get them and
how much do they cost?

Duk-Rodkin.

They are not sold but available on
request.

Question #3.

So you’d have to request them from

Question #5.

On yourdatabaseinformation
on
granular resources, particularly the
environment of Alaska fisheries,
how far can you go to that end?

Goodwin.

Wehaven’tdecidedyet.We
list
some specific places we think we
should draw the line.

Question #6.

Let’s think about this in the Alaska
scenario. There is quite a bit of
information on existing impacts
associatedwith pipelines. Not so
much on the geological but the
i m p a ac st s o c i a tweidt h
developments. I’m just curious,
are you going into that area?

Goodwin.

There will be reports about areas
other than the Yukonand NWT
that are relevant because they talk
aboutimpactsof
construction or
techniques of construction. I guess
ultimately it’s up to DIAND
whether they want to pay for us to
look a bit further into that area. I
probably did exclude one or two
studies on environmental impactsin
Alaska. There may be things l i e
that that
should
remain
in the
database.

Question #7.

You
mentioned
that you
were
starting an inventory of remaining
resources or remaining gravels.
How do youperceivedeveloping
that and
how
current do
you
perceive keeping it?

Gowan.

So far
we’re pulling together
information
from
reports. What
we’d like to do now is to work
with the resource
management
officers in various DIAND offices
and also with the ILA to do a
source-by-source checkup.

the Geological Surveyin order to get
them?
Duk-Rodkin.

Not too many are available in
Calgary, there’s quite afewmaps
completed. The only thing that’s not
included in those maps are the small
kame deposits.

Question #4.

Are all the Arctic Gas reports
available at the Arctic Institute
Library - can you go look at them or
are they unaccessible.

Goodwin.

They’re not in the Institute Library,
they’re in our office at ASTISand
wehaveto
get permissionfrom
Imperial for each person that wants
to look at one of the reports. That’s
one of the reasons why I’d like to
find out which of the reports aren’t
proprietary because it’s been a lot of
work for us to call themand get
permission. Esso never says no,
they’ve been very good about letting
people look at these reports. Many
of the reports are not proprietary in
the sense that Imperial doesn’t want
people to look at them,they just
want the collection kept together,
they don’t want it to go into a public
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SECTION 4.
TECHNICAL PANEL "B

REGIONAL BORROW DEPOSITS
INVENTORIES

REGIONAL BORROW DEPOSITS INVENTORY: SOUTH SLAVE REGION

Nick Hernadi, P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnicel Engineer
Thurber Engineering Lrd., Calgary, Alberta

ABSTRACT
A 1987 study by Thurber Consultants, funded under theNOGAP Program, wasundertaken to investigate
granular aggregate supply and demand,and to develop a suitable management strategy for the granular
resources of the South Slave Region of the Northwest Territories. The study also addressed the identification
andrehabilitationofdepletedsources.
Total reserves in the order of 83,000,000 d,contained in a large
number of sources, was identified with a projected maximum demand of onlyabout 1,100,OOO n3 over a 5-year
period (1988 to 1992, inclusive). However, while supply considerably exceeds current demand, conflicts and
competition between sources and for different material classes were also identified.

A number of aggregate sources in the region were found to be depleted, or likely to be depleted in the near
future. In addition, numerous borrow pits were opened up during highway and railway construction and have
since been abandoned. Procedures for site restoration and rehabilitation were developed for clean-up, grading
and contouring, overburden and topsoil replacement, drainage and erosion control, and natural revegetation.
As well, recreational end uses for the depleted areas were considered such as picnic or camping areas, scenic
viewpoints and road-sideturnoffs.Some
sites may be suitable for waste disposal, aggregate crushing, or
temporary stockpiling.

Introduction

0
0

During 1987, the Department of Indian and Northern
Affairs retained Thurber Consultants Ltd. to develop
a Granular Resource ManagementStrategy for the
South Slave Region of the Northwest Territories
0.
The study was fundedunder the Northern
Oil and Gas Action Program (NOGAP). The project
was carried out by Thurber Consultant’s Ian Jones as
the Project Geologist, and Nick Hernadi as the Project
Engineer.

formulation
of
development
strategy; and,
preparation of rehabilitation plans.

The scope of work under these tasks is described in
the following sections of this paper.
Review of Available Information

Initial research into the borrow deposits inventory of
the South Slave region consisted of a review of:
0

The study region was subdivided into five Resource
Management Areas, defined in relation to the existing
transportation network, thesupplyldemand situation
around various communities andthe current pattern of
resource usage. Figure 1 shows the study region and
the five Resource Management Areas.

0

0

surficial geology
and

bedrock geology maps;

number
a consultants’
of
reports prepared
between 1974 and 1986 for various areas
within the study area; and,
a terrain analysis
using
typically

1:50,000

airphoto coverage.
The principal components of the study included:
0

0
0

a
0

review of available information;
contacts with granular materials users;
investigations;
field
laboratory testing;
supply/demand analysis;

Contact and Interviews with
Managers of Granular Materials

Users

and

The purpose of these interviews was to establish
historic demands and forecasts of future demands, as
well as to identify favoured past, present and future
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Figure 1.

I

I

South Slave Region:ResourceManagement

I

I

I

I

I

Areas

I

I

I

I

I

I

was formulated involving:

sources for all types of material. Contacts included:
0
0

0

e

Municipal, Territorial and Federal managers;
Northern Transportation Company Ltd.;
CN Rail; and,
Pine Point Mines.

e

requirements for additional exploratory work;

0

dedication of sources to specific uses to
promote conservation and effective usage of
remaining resources; and,

e

site development,
environmental
and source restoration.

Field investigations

The main purposes of the field investigationswere:
0

to conduct
field
areconnaissance
of
existing accessible granular sources;

all

Preparation of Rehabilitation Plans

Work under this task involved assessingthe remaining
potentially recoverable materials in depleted or nearly
depleted sources and development of rehabilitation
plans including:

to
sample granular materials
from
exposures
and stockpiles;
e

0

protection

tophotographexposedgranularmaterialsand
pertinent features of each source; and,

0

consideration of site end uses; and,

to carry out an aerial survey of existing

e

preparation of site specific recommendations
and conceptual sketches.

active, depleted and abandoned pits.
Laboratory Testing

GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND SITE CONDITIONS

In addition to grain size analyses,
aggregates
potentially suitable for concrete production were tested
for L.A. Abrasion, sulphate soundness and
petrographic analyses.

Types of Granular Aggregate Sources

SupplylDemand Analysis by Management Area

Five main types of suficial deposit with potential as
sources of granular aggregate have been identified in
the South Slave Region. The& are, in decreasing
order of significance:

The supply/demand analysis consisted of:

0

glaciofluvial ridges (gravel and sand);

e

glaciolacustrine and lacustrine beach ridges,
s p i t s and lag deposits (gravel and sand);

0

alluvial floodplain and
terrace
and gravel);

deposits (sand

0

recent lacustrine beaches
(silty

sand); and

0

eolian dunes and ridges (silty
sand).

0

analysis
of
the supply of proven,
probable
andprospectivereserves of various quality
aggregates;

e

identification
of depleted, nearly
depleted
abandoned sources;

0

analysis of the demand data for various types
of aggregates: and,

e

or

assessment of the suitability of available
granular materials to supply the regional
demands for concrete aggregates.

In addition, some bedrocksources have been identified
for the production of granular materials.
Permafrost

Formulation of Development Strategy

Based on the supplyldemand analysis, and the
identified areas of competition andconflict for specific
deposits and material classes, a development strategy

The South Slave Region is located within the southern
part of the discontinuous permafrost zone, hence
permafrost occurrence is widespread in organic
terrain, prevalent
less
in glacial tills and
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glaciolacustrine soils, and usually absent in
aggregate deposits.

A summary of the prospective supply versus 5-year
high demand projection for each class of aggregate in
eachManagement Area is shown in Table 1. As
shown, the total supply greatly exceeds the total
maximum 5-year demand projection of about
1,100,OOO m3,however, the higher class of aggregates
are not available in all Management Areas.

granular

AGGREGATE SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Within the entire study region a totalof 104 aggregate
sources were identified, whichincluded 23 deposits
actively being developed, 65 undeveloped deposits and
16 deposits which have been depleted or abandoned.
Most of these sources are within 5 to 10 km of the
transportation network and communities.

GRANULAR
RESOURCE
STRATEGY

Total prospective reserves of all classes of materials in
the order of 83,000,000 d were identified. However,
the distribution of the materials is such that not all
classes of aggregates are available withinagiven
management area, and the higher quality materialsare
frequently confined to a limited number of sources.
A brief summary of the material classification system
used in the study follows:

Class 1:

Class 2:

Class 3:

Class 4:

Class 5:

MANAGEMENT

Based on the supply inventory and the
aggregate requirements over the next 5
granular resource management strategy was
with specific recommendations
given
identified source.

projected
years, a
developed
for each

The assumptions madein developing the strategy were
as follows:
0

Excellent quality material, such as
well graded sands and gravels
suitable for use as asphalt or
concrete aggregates with a minimum
of processing.

conservation of aggregate, for the highest
quality uses to which it is suited, is a
priority, so as to minimize "high grading"
and limit the continuing requirements to
locate new sources of high quality material;

0

Good quality materials suitable for
base andsurface course aggregates
or structure supporting fills.
Production of concrete aggregates
may also be possible with extensive
processing.

logical and orderly developmentof individual
sources (from preliminary explorationthrough
extraction to site restoration) is essential, so
that the extraction of different classes of
material from any particular source is
maximized;

0

supplydemand conflicts within management
areas and competition for sources and
aggregate classes should be minimized;

0

utilization of the concrete aggregate resources
that are available in the Regionshould be
optimized;

0

restoration and rehabilitation depleted
of
sources should take place on a continuing
basis as resource development proceeds; and

0

adequate reserves of suitable material for
specific community uses should be assured.

Fair qualityaggregates
consisting
generally of poorly graded
sands and
gravelswith or withoutsubstantial
silt content.
Poor quality
materials
generally
consisting of silty, poorly-graded
fine sand, with minor gravel.
Bedrock of fair to good quality.

Based on the interviews with the users and managers
of grnular materials in the study area, 5-year high
and low demand projections were developed for each
Management Area for each class of aggregate for the
1988 to 1992 time frame.

The recornmended resource management strategy was
summarized in a series of tables for each Management
Area. An example is shown on Table 2.
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Table 1.

South SlaveRegion:Prospective

Aggregate Supplyand Demand
~

~

~~

SOUTH SLAVE REGION
SUMMARY OF PROSPECTIVE AGGREGATE SUPPLY
AND 5-YEAR (1988 TO 1992) MAXIMUM DEMAND(W)
Aggregate Class

Management
Area

-

1 demand
* supply

-

2 demand
- supply

- supply

5 - demand
- supply
Total

- demand
- SUPPIY

2

100

275,000

"

"

1 13,000

305,000

3 - demand

- supply
4 - demand

1

"

"

3

500
1,800,000

169,000
3,180,000

167,000

61,000
3,760,000

10,000

1 10,000

"

5,000

"

70,000

125,600
305,000

7,630,000

CONCEPTS

AND

Restorationconceptsandrecommendedprocedures
included consideration of the followingpints:

"

1 4,000

20,000

200,500
53,880,000

removal
buildings,
of machinery,
fuel
containers and related debris; and,
where
temporary
abandonment
is considered,
some equipment couldbe permitted to remain
on site, pending renewed extraction activity.

Field testing outside of the pit boundnriw
may be necessary to confirm.

"

16,000,000
"

"

5,050,000
"

"

685,000
88,000
17,870,000

"

"

100
2,250,000

4,410,000

1 00
3,750,000

Determine Preferred End Uses

Due to the proximity of the sources considered inthis
study to transportation corridors intheSouthSlave
uses could be
Region, a numberofpotentialend
considered for depleted sites, including:

0
0

road side rest areas;
road side campgrounds;
aggregate crushing or stockpile sites; or,
waste
disposal sites for community use.

Grading and Contouring
0

Grading at sites to be abandoned
only
temporarilyshouldbesuchthatremaining
aggregate reserves are not sterilized.

0

Depleted sites should be graded
and
contoured to eliminate surface depressions as
much as possible. Maximum slopes of 2
horizontal to 1 vertical are recommended and
slope crests should be rounded and should
blend into the surrounding terrain.

Verification of Source Depletion

Wheresourceboundaries
are not defined by
distinct ridges, sourcedepletion
must be
confirmed by material thickness and quality.
At least 0.8 m thickness should be available
for economic extraction.

1,500,000

~~

28,000

0

0

40,000
3,800,000

9,000
12,750,000

0

0

"

1,160,000

Site Clean-up

0

"

"

SOURCE RESTORATION
PROCEDURES

0

5

8,500,000

~

7,500

4

1

Table 2.

Management Area II: Aggregate Supply andDemandRecommendations

AGGREGATE SUPPLYAND DEMAND
MANAGEMENT AREA H

.

6 . Highway 5
I

Depait

Location/Acce88

I

I

Landform
and Material

~~

5- 1

5-2

5-3
(HR-106)

Beach ridge;
gravelly sand

S of highway (km 7).

Beach ridges;
gravelly sand

5-4

8 k m N of highway, 6
k m E of Hay River;
poor access through
Indian reserve

Environment
and
Development
Concern8

~

1 km S of highway
(km 3). 8 k m S of Hay
River; trail into site

10 k m SE of Hay
River; no access

I

.

"

Close to Sendy
River valley

Future Work

Aggregate
Aggregate

(1988 -

I

Class 4:
35,000m3

I

I

On Hay River I.R.
close to Sandy
River and lake
shore

I

15 k m S of highway
(km lo); 25 km NE of
Enterprise; no access

Glaciofluvial
ridges; sandy
gravel

None identified

1 4 k mS of highway.
25 kmSE of Hay
River; no eccess

Beach ridges;
sandy gravel

None identified

6 k m S of highway

Glaciofluvial
ridges; sandy
gravel

None identified

Deposit long depleted,
with good natural
revegetation

"

Development not
recommended at this time

None
proposed

projected

I

1
Beach ridges;
gravelly sand

Comments

Demand

I

Class 4:
1 ,000,WOm3
(prospective)

Development not
recommended

None
proposed

None
projected

I

Class 3:
375,000m3
(prospective)

Development not
recommended at this time

None
proposed

projected

I

I

5-5

5-6
(HR-109A;
Mile 12s)

I

(km 18), 22 kmSE of
Hay River; access via
Fort Smith winter road

I

I

1

1

I

Class 3:
2,W0,000m3
(prospective)

None
projected

None
proposed

Development not
recommended at this time;
however, could be opened
up after Deposit 5-6 is
depleted

Class 1:
70,000m3
(proven);
Class 2:
95,000m3
(proven);
Class 3:
130,000m'
(proven)

Class 1:
i2,000m3

Potential of
ridges to SW
of main
deposit should
be
investigated;
low priority

Source of good t o
excellent aggregate in
Management Area II;
continued development
recommended

I

Class 2:
48,000m3
Class 3:

5,000m3

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

Control of Surface Drainage and Erosion
0

0

Pit development
has often resulted in p o o r
surface drainage, including pondmg of water
in shallow depressions.
Recontouringshould aim to promote positive
drainage
site eliminate
and
closed
depressions, where possible.

0

Only limited use of seedingand application of

fertilizer in this area is expected to be
required.
All sources identified as abandoned, depleted or nearly
depleted were considered for source restoration on a
site specific basis. In presenting the recommended
area restoration plans, annotated airphoto mosaics,
oblique air photographs and conceptual sketches were
prepared and utilized.

Replacement of Overburden and Topsoil
0

Available stockpiled overburden
and
topsoil
should be spread evenly over the graded and
contoured site.

Revegetation
0

0

Experience
has
shown that natural
revegetation abandoned
of
sites in the
forested areas of the southern NWT is
relatively rapid duetotheabundanceof
natural seed sources.
Spreadingof stockpiledtopsoil will encourage
this natural revegetation.

R E Q U I R E M E N TFSOARD D I T I O N A L
EXPLORATORY WORK

To complete the granular resource
management
strategy for the South Slave Region, recommendations
were
given
for additional exploratory work to
determine
the
distribution of granular materials
remaining in developed sources, as well as to prove up
probable
and
prospective aggregate reserves in
undeveloped deposits.
and
The objective was to assist with planning
budgeting for future granularresource exploration
plans, rather than to scope out detailed site specific
exploration plans.
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REGIONAL BORROW DEPOSITS INVENTORY:
UPPER MACKENZIE VALLEY
Rita I. Olthof, P.Eng.

Geotechnical Engineer
EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd., Calgary, Alberta

ABSTRACT

In 1988,EBA produced a computerized summary of existing granular resource data for the Upper Mackenzie
Valley. The summary included over 50 granular resource studies that were conducted in the Upper (South)
Mackende Valley prior to 1988 and covered an area of about 100,OOO lud from Fort Providence to Norman
Wells.Both
sides of the Mackenzie River and adjacent regions outside the narrow pipeline andhighway
comdor were included. Geographic, geologic and engineering characteristics for 762 sites were summarized
and an assessmentofthepotential
value of each site was provided in the database. Five newBorrow
Management Areas were proposed byEBA to be continuous with the seven areas developed in 1986 for the
Lower (North) Mackenzie Valley by HBT AGRA.

In 1992,additional work was done to convert the granular resource databases compiled in 1988 for the Upper
A computerizedsummary of the reports providing
and Lower MackenzieValleytoaconsistentformat.
granular resource information was begun byEBA in 1991, andupdated in 1992. An ESEBase borehole
database containing about 12,500 boreholes for the Mackenzie Valley was converted from a GSC database by
EBA in 1991. The database is currently beiig updated by EBA for the GSC.

whichNeilMacLeod
of EBAdiscusses
ptesentation in this workshop.

Introduction

This presentation discusses the data compiled under
NOGAP and relatedcontracts for Indian and Northern
Affairs Canada W A C ) in 1986, 1988, 1991,
and
1992, byEBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. (EBA)
and others. It also presents some information about
related contracts for the Geological Sunreyof Canada
(GSC)in 1992-93. These contracts relate to granular
resource inventory databases and geotechnical
borehole
log databases.

In 1988,EBA and its subconsultant GVM Geological
of over
Consultants Ltd. (GVM) compiled a summary
50 granular resource studies that were conducted in the
Upper Mackenzie Valleyprior to 1988. The summary

covered an area of about IOO,OOOkmz south of
Norman Wells, including both sides of the Mackenzie
River and adjacent regionsoutside the narrow pipeline
and highway corridor. EBA’s study area is shown on
Figure 1. The studydeveloped as a by-product of
EBA’s study of the feasibility of developing granular
borrow resources from the Mackenzie River bed,

in a later

As part of their 1986 work for WAC on the Lower
Mackenzie
Valley,
HBT
AGRA Ltd. (HBT)
summarized data from 292 potential granular sources.
HBT’s study area is shown in Figure 2.
A computerized summary for the Lower Mackenzie
Valleywas done by Mr. L. Bennett for INAC in
1988,including granular sources at 558 sites, covering
much of the same area as HBT’s study, as shown in
Figure 3. EBA’s database for the Upper Mackenzie
Valley adopted a similar but not identical format to
Bennett’s database. Like EBA’s work, both the HBT
and Bennett studies were based on published and
readily available data, and were intended to provide a
framework for a regional granular inventory.
Acomputerized summary of the reports providing
granular resoutce information was begun by EBA in
1991, andupdated in 1992. This report catalogue
database has 131 entries for the Mackenzie Valley. A
lessdetailed bibliographic summary database produced
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Figuro 1. Upper (Southorn) Mackenzie Study Area
(EBA. 1988. 030644395]

tmmwtsr

Figure 3. Lower (Northern) Mackenzie StudyArea
(Bennett, 1988)
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The database entries are in dBase III+ format,
standardized according tothe terms defined in the Data
Dictionary. Figure 4 shows asamplepage
of the
report catalogue data dictionary, which defines each of
the fields contained in the database. Figure 5 shows
the report catalogue database structure. A sample
entry of the report catalogue is shown in Figure 6.

by EBA includes reports, fieldwork, maps and other
information and has 188 entries including the report
catalogue entries. The standardized source databases
can now be conveniently linkedto the report catalogue
database. The Arctic Institute ofNorthAmerica
(AINA) at the University of Calgary is conducting
further work in 1993 on a bibliographic database for
the Mackenzie Valley.

A brief description of the two main fields used for
linking the report catalogue to other databases is as
follows:

In 1992, programmingworkwas

done by EBA to
convertthe granular source databasescompiled in
1988 for the Upper and Lower Mackenzie Valley to a
consistentformat.These
efforts were intendedto
facilitate linking of the databases.
The new
standardized databases are in a format consistentwith
the existing Yukon andPaulatuk databases whichwere
previously compiled by EBA for INAC.

Studv Number
The studynumber is a 12 character fieldwhich
identifies the report from which borehole information
is obtained, and is used as a link to other databases.
The first four characters of the study number identified
the contractor, the following two characters identified
the year of the study, and (up to) the remaining six
characters were allowed to identify the geographic area
or local name. For example:

There is also arelateddatabasecontainingabout
12,500 boreholes for the Mackenzie Valley, which
EBA prepared in 1991. These logs were converted
fromaGSCdatabaseto
an ESEBase format. This
database is being updated to ESEBase Version 4.0 by
EBA for the GSC in 1992-1993. Final linking of this
databaseto the granular source databasesand the
report catalogue has not been addressed yet.

PEM 73 FG
Contractor = PEM (Pemcan)
Year of Study = 73 (1973)
Area Name = FG (Fort Good Hope)

”
-

Report Catalogue Database

Table 1 lists the abbreviations used for the contractor
names. Table 2 lists the abbreviations used for the
geographiclarea names.

Information in the ReDon Catalome Database

The objective of EBA’s 1991 work, which wasfurther
extended in 1992, was to compile a report catalogue to
identify sources of granular resource related
information including reports, maps, field work and
other
data.
This information was
acquired
from
various government departments, major petroleum and
pipeline
companies,
and
geotechnical
engineering
consultants.
The report catalogue databasesummarizes general data
for each report containing geophysicalor geotechnical
datain the MackenzieValley.
The databasenow
contains information from 13 1 reports. The report
catalogue summarizes such items as the report title,
the year and month of the field work, the sponsor and
contractor of the work, contactnames, the location
coordinates and area name of the site, study type and
size, a list of the granular sources names discussed in
the report, the quality ofthe data obtained, numbers of
samples obtained, where the reports and raw data are
archived, and so on.

Source Number
The source number identifies the original source
deposit number where information has been obtained
and is also a link to other databases. The source
number field is also twelve characters long. For most
reports specific to source deposits, the original source
numbersappear in the report catalogue entry. The
granular source databases(discussed further below)
include the original source numbers in the field
source-no “ .
Use of the Report Catalogue Database

The report catalogue can be used in conjunction with
the existing source and borehole databases to evaluate
granular resources for construction materials. The
links to these other databases comprise the study
numberand source numberfields. These fields are
discussed further above.
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Sample Page of Report Catalogue Data Dictionary: Granular Resources

Figure 4.

PART A:

AA

STUDY REFERENCE AND LOCATION

STUDY NUMBER:Auniquestudy

~

ESEBase

AB

-

AB1

AC

identifier numberwhichserves

a s a link toother databases(e.g.SourceDatabase.

Borehole Database).
in which themajorii of the Reid work on thestudy was complete (e g. 1983).

YEAR: Thecalendaryear

MONTH: Themonth in w h i h t h e majority of the TeM work was completed (e g. 07).

~

.

SPONSOR:Thename

of thecompany,department.agency

or organzalionsponsortngthestudy.(e

g. Indianand

Northern Affairs Canada,Yukon Transportation Engineering, Public Works Canada)

ACl

AD

-

~

SPONSOR JOBiFlLE NUMBER: The
sponsofs
SPONSOR CONTACT NAME. Thename

job
number.

of the person wlthtn Ihe sponsoring organzation who mlght be contactedlo

obtain acdftlonal inlormalion on the study and/or authorizationlor its use

AE

~

CONTRACTOR:Thename

of theprimecontractor.

consunants or groupcontracfed by the sponsor to undertakethe

study (e.g. EBA Engineering Consunants Ltd.. Northern Engineering Services Company Ltd.)

Figure 5.

Report Catalogue Structure

SIT-PLN-SC
3S5 I T
PLN DN
36 SIT-PLN-AR
37 SOU~CE-iiOS
1 8 NEW SRC NO
19 LINE-NO40
STUDY-TYPE
4 1 STUDY SCOP

14

S t r u c t u r e for d a t a b a s e : c : r ( ~ C K 9 2 R C . d b f
Number of d a t a r e c o r d s :
110
: 12/10/92
D a t e of l a s t u p d a t e
F i e lFd i e l d
Name T y p e
Width
Dec
1 STUDY-NO
Character
12
2
YEAR
Numeric
4
1 MONTH
2
Numeric
4
SPONSOR
Character
50
5
SP-JOB-NO
15
Character
6 SP-CONTACT
20
Character
7
CONTRACTOR C h a r a c t e r
65
Character
8 CO-JOB-NO
16
9 CO-CONTACT
24
Character
2
1 0 HN-ZONE
Numeric
1 1 HN-EAST
6
Numeric
7
1 2 “NORTH
Numeric
8
5
11 MN-UT-DEC
Numeric
9
5
14
MN-LON-DEG
Numeric
8
5
15 CN-UT-DEG
Numeric
9
5
16 CN-LON-DEG
Numeric
N
u
m
e
r
i
c
1 7 CN-ZONE
2
Numeric
6
18 CN-EAST
7
19 CN-NORTH
Numeric
Numeric
2
20
MX-ZONE
21 MX-EAST
6
Numeric
7
22
MX-NORTH
Numeric
8
5
23
MX-UT-DEG
Numeric
24
MX-LON-DEC
Numeric
9
5
40
Character
25
MC-NAP-NO
2 6 LOC-MAP-FM
Character
40
10
27
LOC~MAP-SC N u m e r i c
Character
28
LOC-IVIP-DN
10
60
Character
29
MC-MAP-AR
40
1 0 AREA-NAME
Character
J 1 SITE-NAME
40
Character
80
Character
32
SIT-PLN-NO
Character
3 3 SIT-PLN-FM
120

42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49

50

51
52
51
54

55
56
57
58

59
60
G1

62
63
64

**
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SURV-LEVEL
STUDY-SIZE
SURV-PATT
SURV-SPAC
PCM-LEN
SEASON
EQUIP-TYPE
PENETRATN
RESOLUTION
SAMPL-RATE
SMPL-QUAL
SAMPL-TYPE
SAMPL-SIZE
INTRP
LEVL
RPT-LEVL
RPT
ARCHIV
RPT-DIST
OAT-ARCHIV

OTHER

COMPILER
COMP-DATE
DC PRO3 N O

UPEATE-EY

6 5 UPDT-DATE
6 6 DU PROJ NO
6 7 RPT-TITLE
68
PROPRI
6 9 RPT-OR-BIB
Total **

Character
Character
Character
Character
character
Character
Char‘Lcter
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

45
20

120
180
180
180
120
60

180
40
40

50
10
25

12 0
120
15
60
80

10 0
60

12 0
100
1 00
120
120

I00
120
8

15
120

8
15
180

BO
10

3786

Figure 6.

Report Catalogue
Sample
Entry

SPONSOR
:
JOB NO
:
CONTRACTOR :
JOB NO
:
REPORT T I T L E :

DlANO
OSR3-0053
CONTACT: BOB G N A W
EBA
ENGIYEERING
COUSULTANTS
LTO
E-666
CONTACT: N E I L HACLEOO
GRANULAR HATERIALS
INVENTORY,STAGE
1 1 1 V.1,GENERAL
E
L U A T I O N AND DATA I N VOLUHES 1 1 . I I I . I V )
.V A .~

.

COORDINATES :
ZONE:
EASTING:
NORTHING:
OR: L A T I T U D E :
LONGITUOE:

HlNlHUn

CEHrRE

HAX IHUH

9
0
0
67.30000

9

0
0
66.31666

UTM:

a

~~~~

R E P O R T , 1 9 EA P R I L

[SPECIFIC SITE

.

0
0

68.26666
133.66666

1 3 01 .2570. 01 06 06 6 6
LOCAT I ON :

LOCATION
GENERAL
SITE P L A N
FORT GOOO HOPE TO A R C T I C RED R F T GOOO H O P E - L I T T L EC H I C A G O - R E D
RIVER
1.1
S C U T H HACF,NORTH H A L F
SCALE : 1 : 1 7 0 7 0 0 0
1 :2SD000
FORMAT: PAPER COPY
PAPER COPY
ARCHIV: I U REPORT
I N REPORT
DIG NO: U / A
H/A
SCURCENUMBERCS):

NAME

:

NUHBER :

1001-1156
SURVEY L I N E S / L O C A T I O ND E T A I L S :

D E S C R I P T I O N OF STUOY
AN0
SURVEY
DETAILS:
TYPE : CEOTECHNICAL
SCOPE: R E G I O N A L - 1 5 0S I T E S
L E V E LE: X P L O R A T I O U , B O R R WI N V E S T I G A I I O N ( C R A N U L A R

AND B E D R O C K ) , R E V I E Y O F E X I S T I N GD A T A

SIZE :
SURVEY
PATTERN:
UP
SURVEY
SPACIUG:
IRREGULAR
SEASON:
EOUlPMEHT

104 BHS.21.5TPS,171.00KH
T O 5 BHS PER
SITE,lRREGULAR
P R O G R M LEUCTH: L1 D A Y S , S E P T - K T

: MOBILEARCTICAUGER-CONTINOUSFLIGHT
DRILL

UITH BECKEROOUBLE

1971.

W I T H S E I S H I CT Y P EA I RC I R C U L A T I N GO P T I O N , H E L I -

U A L LP I P E

PENETRATION:
O.Pn-5.0M-9.lH

FOR BHS.0.W FOR T P S

RESOLUTIOU :

GOOO
INFORMATION ON SAHPLES OR SURVEY
RECORDS:
RATE
: 0.6n-l.SM
Q U A L I T Y : GOOO
TYPE
: DISTURBED
SIZE
: N/A
L E V E L OF D E T A I L : I N T E R P R E T A T I O N / A U A L Y S I S / R E P O R T l N G :
I N T E R P : C L A S S I F I C A T I O N OF BORROU,RECOWHENOATIONS FOR DEVELOPMEUT
AND
RESTORATION
REPORT : FORHAL CEOTECHNlCAL,WAPS,ASSESSHENTS,SITE D E S C R I P T I O N S
OISTRIB: SPOUSOR/CONTRACTOR
: PUC7LFCDH,HVPL72YM,RHH73FSIN,CASSL,CN-CP
ARCTIC
RAILWAY
STUOY GROUP
OTHER
A R C H I V I N G OF INFORIIATIOY:
REPORT : SPONSOR/CONTRACTOR
DATA
: SPONSOR/CONTRACTOR,FOOTHILLS

PIPELINES

D A T AC O W P I L A T I O N AND UPDATING:
COMPILED e y : EBA ENGINEERIUG
CONSULTANTS L T D .
: 91/03/13
CCCIPILATION
PROJECT
NO.:
DATE
UPDATED B Y : EBA
: 92/12/10
UPOAIE PKOJECI NO.:
DATE

0506-SL693
0101-11085
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Table 1. (part of)
Contractor Names and Abbreviations

Acres Conrulting ServicerLtd.
BBT Gcokchnical Conaultanta and GVM Geological Consulunta Ltd.
J.M. Blackwell
J.M. Blackwell and G.H. Watron
Canada N o d Enpiwering L&l.
Canadian Arctic Gar fipeline Ltd.
EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.
Elmer W.Bmoker & Araociates Ud.
Gar htidNorthwest Project Study Group
Gar h t i c Systems Study GroupLtd.
Gentile, D.J., and Zaturechy, J.W.
Golder Auociatel (Western Canada) Ltd.
Hardy Auociater (1978) Ltd.
Hardy BBT Ltd.
Nerbitt, T.H.D., and Howell, J.D.
Inuvialuit Development Corporation
Klohn Leonoff Consultants Ltd.
Klohn Leonoff Ud.
Lombard Group North
Mackenzie Highway Granular Materiala Working Group
Mackenzie Valley Pipe Line Research Ltd.
MacLaren PlanSurch
J.D. Mollard and Auociater Ltd.
not available

ACR
BBT
BLK
BW
CNE
CAG
EBA

EWB
GSNP
GAS

GENT
GAL

HAL
HBT
NH
IDC
KLC
KLL
LNG

MHG
MVPL
MLP
MOL
NA

Table 2. (part of)
Geographic Region or Local Names and Abbreviations
~

GEOGRAPHIC NAME

_ _ _ _ _ ~

ABBREVIATION

Aklavik
h t i c Red River
Axe Point
Big Smith Creek
Bomvorh Creek
Blackwater River
Campbell Crcek
Campbell River
Canucll Bend
Canot Lake
Canyon Creek
Caribou Hillr
Central Mackenzie Valley
Crislinc Creek
Demplter Highway

AK

Enterpriw
Fort Good Hopc

EN

Fort McPhenon
Fort Norman
Fort Simpaon
Francir Creek
Great Bear (River)
Great Bear River Altemte Crorringr
Hamu River

Fu

AR

Ax
Bs

Bc
BR

cc
CR
CB
CL
CY
CH

CM
CR

DH
FQ

FN
FS
FC
GB
GBA
HR

were included, if applicable, andwheretheywere
available.

The report catalogue is useful for determining what
has been done in a specified area. For example,a
researcher can use the report catalogue to search for
all the reports discussing a specified area or region
(for example, Fort GoodHope)oftheMackenzie
Valley. Or, a listing ofall reports withaspecified
UTM zone, minimumandmaximum northings and
eastings can be made. As anotherexample,
the
researcher could search for all the reports done for a
specified sponsor (for instance, Esso
Resources)
between the years 1982 and 1988, with the data quality
listed as “good”. Selected report catalogue summary
sheets (database entries) can be printed using the
program Relational Report Writer.

Five new Borrow Management Areas were proposed
byEBA
to be contiguouswith
the seven areas
developed in 1986 for the Lower (North) Mackenzie
Valley
by
HBT
AGRA.
These areas generally
encompass similar geologic materials and resource
availability. Regionalrequirementsand shortages of
granular materials were
broadly
addressed
by
considering future community, highway, pipeline and
airstrip demands relative to the distribution of the
previously identifieddeposits. Recommendations were
presented to address concern raised in the Fort
Providence, Fort Simpson andFort Norman areas, and
south of River-Between-Two-Mountains.

Using the list of granular source numbers givenin the
report catalog entry, the researcher could refer to the
source database for the summarized data on a
particular granular source. The researcher can also
use either the study number of each report found by
the search, or thesourcenumberslistedtofindthe
related boreholes in the ESEBase borehole database.
Numerous operations can be done in ESEBase to
provide an evaluation of the specified area of interest.
Finally, the researcher could obtain the original
reports to obtain the detailed background information.

The following informationis presented in the granular
source databases:
0

Summariesof
granular sources based on
published and unpublished reports relating to
surficial geology andgranular materials of the
Upper Mackenzie Valley.

0

Data from various reports related to a single
granular deposit, condensed into a single
entry for the South Mackenzie database. (It
is not certain how
much
or how little
condensing of data was done for the North
Mackenzie database).

0

A unique identification number (South
Macken~edatabase only).

0

Summary of the
previously
documented
characteristics of each deposit including
quantity of granular material, where possible.

0

Summary
of
the previously
documented
development history and/or development
constraints (environmental)thathavebeen
identified for each deposit.

0

Provision
of
additional geologic and
geomorphic data which can be
readily
interpreted from the reports and maps.

0

Assessment of the level of reliability for the
existing data.

0

Assignment of a priority for further study to
each deposit.

Granular Resources Databases
Information inthe Granular Resources Databases

Geographic, geologic and engineering characteristics
for granular resources at 762 sites in the Upper
an
(South)MackenzieValleyweresummarizedand
assessment of thepotentialvalueofeach
site was
provided in EBA’s 1988 database. HBT and Bennett
provided similar information for 292 sites and 558
sites in the Lower
(North)
Mackenzie
Valley,
respectively, though HBT’s information was stored
not
in a database.
Data was available in a variety of studies compiled by
pipeline firms, government,andhighwayagencies.
Granular deposits, potential quarry sites and existing
pits described in these studies werelocatedand
presented on a series of 1:250,0o0 maps.
Quantitative information was interpreted by EBA for
the
Upper
(South) Mackenzie
Valley
from
site
investigation data or original estimates, if available.
Quantities removed by Public Works Canada for the
Mackenzie Highway and byInterprovincial Pipe Line
for the NormanWells to Zama Crude Oil Pipeline
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Use of the Granular Source Databases

Figure 7 shows a sample page of the source database
data dictionary, whichdefineseachofthefields’
contained in the database. Figure 8 shows the source
database structure. A sampleentryofthe
source
database is shown in Figure 9.

In total, 1320 sources have been described in the
source databases
compiled
by
EBA
(1988) and
Bennett (1988). These databases thus far have been

There are s t i l l a few minor differences between the
North and South Mackenzie databases. For instance,
the North Mackenzie source database entries had only
one “primary” studynumberassigned.However,in
theSouthMackenzie source database, the entries in
the source database were intended tobe a compilation
of information from all the references listed for each
source, therefore, a “primary”study (report) reference
was not used. In some cases, sourceswhichwere
listed as separate sources in the original reports have
been combined. Thus, choosing one report as taking
priority over another in the South Mackenzie database
may be misleading.
Also, becausethey

are part of thesamegeologic
feature,numeroussourcesdescribed
in the South
Mackenzie source database
cross
geographic
boundaries such as creeks or rivers. One report may
be more applicable for one side of the creek, whereas
another may be more applicable to the other side of
the creek. Presumably a researcher with a more than
cursory interest ina specific source would obtain all of
theoriginalreferences
to anyparticulargranular
source.
With these considerationsinmind, a singleunique
study number was also assigned to each source in the
South Mackenzie database,for the purpose of creating
a convenient link to the report catalogue.Table 3
shows a list of EBA’s 1988 referencenumbers
correlated to the new 1992 study numbers. Table 4
lists Bennett’s 1988 reference numbers correlated to
the new 1992 study numbers. Where more than one
reportappliesto a particulargranular source, these
additionalreports are listed in thestudyreference
field.
For theSouthMackenzieValley,there
are unique
EBA-assigned source numbers.
For the North
Mackenzie Valley, only the original source numbers
appear in the source database. EBA has not assigned
source numbers totheNorthMackenziedatabase.
This is a task which could be done at some later date,
perhaps by use of UTM grid coordinates, correlating
HBT’s and Bennett’s work.

kept s
e
p
a
r
a
t
e
; however, they couldbemerged
if
desired. The study number and source number fields
are used as links to other databases. Cntriea can be
printed using Relational Report Writer.
From the source database, a printout (as shown on
Figure 9) can be madeof
a specified source or
sources. Details on soils in an area can be obtained,
including numbers of boreholes, type and thicknm of
overburden, details on proportions of gravellsandlfines
in the granular resource, and testresult summaries can
be obtained. Or, the relevant study numbers can be
used to refer to the report catalogue,perhaps to
acquire information on other related sources. Or, all
thesourceswithanoverburdenlayer
of lessthan
0.5 m thick could be printed. Or, one could print all
the sources which am described as fluvial deposits, or
all those sources with a %ghm development potential.
Variousparameters can be calculated using dBase
commands, including historical demand for granular
material, as shown in Table 5. For the Upper
MackenzieValley,moredemanddata
is available,
because the volumes ofgranular material used for the
Mackenzie Highway andthe pipeline were recorded if
found in the original source reports. The Lower
Mackenzie database does not have this information.
The study and source numbers, or the UTM northings
and eastings, can also be used to link to the ESEBase
borehole database, to obtain very detailed information
on a specific site.
ESEBase Borehole Database
Information in.the ESEBase Borehole Database

As a separate project in 1991, an ESEBase borehole
database containing about 12,500 boreholes for the
Mackemie Valley was converted from a GSC database
by EBA. It is about 24.5 MB in size and covers the
entire MackenzieValley.
The main objective for
EBA’s 1992-1993work on this database was to update
it toESEBaseVersion
4.0. Final linking of this
databasetothe
granular source databasesandthe
report catalogue has not been addressed.
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Figure 7.

SamplePageofSourceDatabaseData

PART A:

Dictionary: GranularResoLrces

PFPOSIT LOCATION AND STATUS

old sludy numberwhich was the

OLD STUDY NUMBER: Tha sourceslisted in Bmoetrs 1988 sourcedatabasehavean

AAl-

original study number assignedto the report reference for thesource by Benmlt.

AA2

-

STUDY NUMBER: Each scum has been assigned a Unique study ldmtifm number, to sew as a link to otherdatabases

(e.g. the rrpa( catalogue, and ESEBasa bonhok database). This nufnber Identiftea the sIudy In whkh the source was A n (
deaaibd h d e t a U and pmv(da a link to INAC's granular resour- study catalogue database. The number consists of an
alphaw prem represmthg hSporiSM of the repal (4 Charactem), the p a r of the study (2 d

iik,

and the gecgraphkb t h

or a m (up Io 6 charactem), (e.0. INAC87PL).

AA3

-

ASSIGNED SOURCE NUMBER: Thc souma listed In EBAS 1988 sourw database haM a unlqw source numbwwhlch
cum!ate to map& source locatkns. Thew acurm numbm refer to granular deporib whkh may compriseone or several of

thc cdgiMl sourw numbers. This number b a numerk s
e
q
-

with the h n d Manrg.ment Area a8 a prefn. and an

arbitnrity assigned source number as a suftb (e.g. 7.043).

AA4

-

SOURCE NUMBER: Each source h a been

0

uniqvc roUr'w IdCntKW number, namaftythe number Of the source

m the ~ f i g lsludy
~ l w h i located the source, whkh w
llsm as a lnk to 0
t
hdatabases (e.g. ESEBase borehole database).
This number consistsof an alphanumeric sequmc ofup to f w e h dlgb (e.g. 87-P-12).

Figure 8.

DatabaseStructuresforNorthandSouthMackenzie

SlrWIUI8 l w dllabase: C:SRCE92NM,dbl
Numbw 01 d ~ l ar8cordr:
550
0818 01 I ~ S IU p d p l 8
: 12m7m

Fiald
1

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29

F i e l d Name
0-STUDY-NO
STUDY-NO
ASN SRC NO
SOUECE-Eo
STUDY-RE?
SOURCE-REP
NTS-REF
LOCAL NME

MAP-DTG-NO
rac-luP

sc

LOCATIOX

CN-UT-Dffi
CN-LON DEG
CN-ZONZ
CN-CAST
CN
NORTH

TyQ.
Charactar
Character
Character
Character
Charactar
Character
Character
Character
Charactar
Character
Character
Numeric
Nuaeric
Nuaeric
Numeric
Numeric

COE-NO-NM Character
KILO-POST
OFST-DS-DR
DISTANCE
ACCESS
CONDITION
AREA
SIT-PLN-SC
PLN-DIG-NO
LNDTENURE

STATUS

STOCK-TYPE
STOCK-QUAN

Numeric
Character
Character
Character
Character
Numerlc
Character
Character
Character
Character
Charactar
Character

Wldth
12
12
6
12
132
125
1s
25
5

Dec

35
36
37
38
39

8

9

5
5

2

6
7
50
6
37
10
150
40
4

31
32
33
31

100

a

30

1

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
.52

Valley: GranularSources

s t r u c t u r e for d a t a b a s a : C:SRCE92SW.dbC
Nuabar 0: d art ea c o r d s :
762
Date 0: l a s t u p d a t e
: 12/08/92

PAST-USE
EXC
VOL
WH
EXC-VOL-PL

Character
Numeric
Numeric
PERF-RA~INC h a r a c t e r
INVEST LEV C h a r a c t a r
LAST-OXTE
Character
CEPHYS OAT C h a r a c t a r
THDENS'ZTY
Charactar
BHOLE-NO
Numeric
BHOLE-DEFT
Character
TESTP-NO
Numeric
TESTP-DEFT C h a r a c t e r
EXWS-NO
NUU8Ci.C
axws DEPT C h a r a c t e r
DATAQDALIT C h a r a c t e r
GENERIC OR C h a r a c t e r
LANDFOF~
Character
TOPOCPAPHY C h a r a c t e r
SLOPE
Character
DRAINAGE
Character
VEGETATION C h a r a c t e r
Character
PEWF-FEAT
ACPV UYER C h a r a c t e r

75
9
9
50

25
4

60
10
4
14
3
14
3
14
40
25
50

20
25
40
75
60
11
0

15.0
14

8

5
30

30

22
30

14
30

1s

110

20
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Nunerlc
Character
Numeric
Character
WC-RESULTS
6 5 SIZANAL-NO
Nuaarlc
66 OVERSIZE
Character
67 GRAVEL
Character
68 SAND
Character
69 FINES
Character
70 D-50
Character
71 PETRO-NO
Numeric
72 PETRO-RESU
Character
73 OTHERTESTS C h a r a c t e r
74 CLASS-1
Character
75 CLASS-2
Character
76 CLASS-3
Character
77 CUSS-4
Character
78 CLASS-5
Character
79 TOTAL-VOLU
Numeric
80 PROV-VOL
Numeric
81 PROB-VOL
Numeric
VOL
82 PROS
Numeric
8 3 TOTAE-RECO
Numeric
04
Numeric
ANNUAL-REC
85
Character
STDY-PRIOR
16
COMPILER
Character
e7 COWP-DATE
Oate
0 s CO PROJ NO C h a r a c t e r
(19 U P ~ ~ T L - E Y C h a r a c t e r
9 0 UPDT-DATE
Date
91 UP-PROJ-NO
Charecter
Tota1 4*
61
62
63
64

**

USC-NO.
USC CLkSS

HC-so

3
30

3
14
3

c
8
8
8

17
3
11
152
32
32
32

32
32

9
9
9
9
9
8

15
120
8
15
120
8

15
2760

Figure 9.

Source
Database
Sample
Entry
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Table 3. (part of)
EBA 1988 Reference Numbers and EBA 1 9 9 2 Study Numbers
~~

EBA 1992 STUDY NUMBER

EBA 1988 REFERENCE NUMBER

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11A-19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

NES75FGAB
PEM73FSWR
NEs74MV
PEM73WRFN
PEM73FS
NES75hfDFS
PEM73FNNw
PEM73FN
PEM73WR
PEM73Nw
PEM73FS
GSC73SM5 GSC73SM13
ESP73SM
EBA80MV
PMG74MV
IpISONw
PWC75MH I
PWc73m
PWC76FSRM
PWC8 1MH
PWC86MH
GSC73SM14 - GSC73SM21
IpLSONw
EWB73MHl

-

21

28
29-36
37
38

Table 4.
BE-

Bennett 1988 Study Numbers andEBA

1992 Study Numbers
EBA 1992 STUDY NUMBERS

1988 STUDY NUMBERS
A-0101-1

EBA74FGA.R

A-0102-1

PEM73FG
PEM73NWFG
PEM73Nw

A-0103-1

m73m
RKL73Mv

NES76NM

A-0104-1

A-0105-1
A-105-01

TEC76MV

+Report not reen by EBA at time ofwriting, preliminary entry done in report crtalogue dated 1975, 1976; derigmtcd NES76NM.
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Table 5.

Summary of Numerical Datafrom

PARAMETER CALCULATED

SOURCE Databases

UPPER MACKENZIE

The ESEBase borehole logs contain information such
as location of the borehole, soil classification data and
description, groundice description, and so on. A
sampleborehole log as printedfromESEBase
is
shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows a scatterplot of
borehole locations in the Mackenzie Valley.
Use of the ESEBase Borehole Database

The researcher can use the borehole database to call
up, for example, boreholes froma specified region, or
boreholes
with
a specified
gravel
content.
The
researcher can thenproduceareaplotsshowingthe
boreholes, stratigraphic cross-sections, plots of
laboratory data versus depth,
individualborehole plots,

LOWER MACKENZIE

and so on. Improved
mapping
features will be
available with the new
Infocus/FbxProimplementation
of ESEBase.
Summary

This presentation has summarized theinformation
available in each of the report catalogue database, the
granular source databases, and the ESEBase borehole
database for the
Mackenzie
Valley.
The most
probable uses ofeachofthedatabases
has been
discussed,
and
some
sample
outputs have been
presented. These databases shouldbe a useful tool for
future granular resource research intheMackenzie
Valley.
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Figure I O .

Sample
ESEBase Borehole Log
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Scatterplot of BoreholeLocationsintheMackenzieValley
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FIGURE 11

GRANULAR RESOURCE POTENTIAL: LOWER MACKENZIE VALLEY

James

M. Oswell, Ph.D., P.Eng.

Geotechnical Engineer
HBT AGRA Limited, Calgary, Alberta

ABSTRACT
The studywas centred on the Lower Mackenzie River Valley, between Richards Island in the north, and
Norman Wells in the south. Six management areas were identified. The studywascompiled from previous
granular borrow studies in the area.
The study identified over 300 potential granular sources in the Lower MackenzieValley and provided a
summary ofallpertinentgeologicalandgeotechnicalparameters
for eachsource. An overall assessment of
these sources has further identified 52 deposits that are excellent or good prospects by virtue of the quality of
granular material that they contain (excluding those withinthe Inuvialuit Land Selection areas).

This study was conducted under contract No. OST8500393 for Indian
and
Northern Affairs
Canada
(INAC). The terms of reference were as follows:
0

0

0

published
review
conduct
ofaand
unpublished
geological
and
geotechnical
literature pertinent
to
the
distribution of
surficial materials
along
proposed
the
Mackenzie Valley pipeline route;
identify and
delineate,
on the basis of the
literature review, knowledge of the area and
selective airphoto interpretation, all potential
granular resource deposits along the pipeline
route;

0

identify
any
known physical/environmental
constraints that are encountered in delineating
the source;

0

identify the extent of additional exploration
work required to provewp granular resource
quantities and quality at selected high priority
sites in each segment of the study area; and

0

summarize the results of the study by
preparing a table, or series of tables, for each
proposed borrow management area indicating
all sources identified, location, access,
landform and generic origin of deposit,
environmental concerns, quantity and quality
materials,
of
additional work required,
priority rating for field testing, and an overall
assessment of the prospect.

subdivide the pipeline corridor into several
proposed borrow management areas based on
physiographic
regions,
regional
the
supply/demand situation, and/or likely
pipeline construction spreads;
prepare preliminary estimates
of
proven,
probable, and prospectivequantitiesof various
granular material
types
in
each
of the
proposed borrow management areas;

0

borrow demand;

assign a priority rating for additional
field
testing of each borrow source based on
estimated quantity and quality, anticipated
ease of access, and anticipated level of local

Geological and geotechnical data was compiled from
previous granular borrow studies in the Lower
Mackenzie
Valley.
The sources of information
included: Granular Material Inventories for DIAND,
pipeline route investigations for industry, geotechnical
investigations for the proposed northward extension of
the Mackenzie Highway(Departmentof Public Works)
and Geological Survey of Canada reports and maps.
Figure 1 shows the numbered borrow mapping a r m
of the Lower Mackenzie Valley.
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Figure 1.

BorrowMapping Areas of theLowerMackenzieValley

BORROW MAPPING AREAS
AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGIONS
OF LOWER MACKENZIE VALLEY

HBT AGRA Limited
Engineering d Environmental Services

a14143
wud;
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The deposit outline and location of each potential
borrow source were plotted on composite 1:25O,OOO
scale map sheets.Wheremore
than one studyhad
beenconducted on a. particular deposit, the largest
interpreted outline was plotted.

Area
5

The sources of information were:
EBA Engineering Conslts. (1973,1973,1976)
Inglis (1976)
Klohn-Leonoff Consultants (1974)
Lawrence et al. (1972a, 1972b, 1973))
NES (1974, 1976)
Pemcan
Services
(ad.)
PWC (1975, 1976, 1981)
Owen
(1985)
Ripley, Klohn and Leonoff (1973a, 1973b)
Techman (1976)

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

Each potential borrow source was identified with a
number which defines the following:
i)

the borrow management
area
which
in the
source occurs;

Description
Little Chicago - Tutsieta Lake
0
Anderson Plain and Peel Plain
Physiographic Subdivisions

-

6

Fort Good Hope Teida River,
Loon River, Hare Indian Rivtr
0
Anderson .Plain and Peel Plain
Physiographic Subdivisions

7

Norman Wells
0
Franklin Mountains, Peel Plain and
Mackenzie Plain Physiographic
Subdivisions

The resources were classified
according
to
the
following system, developed by DIAND:
Class
1

Excellent
0
suitable for concrete aggregate with
minimal processing

Class 2 Good
0

the
ii)

source number; and,

0
0

iii)

the
class
of
material
which
source (in parentheses).

occurs in the

The borrow resource management areas were as
follows:

Area

Class 3 Fair
e
e

0

1

Richards Island
0
outside scope of study
0
separate study by Hardy BBT Ltd.

2

Inuvik - NoelLake
0
Mackenzie Delta and
Anderson Plain
Physiographic Subdivisions
e
Inuvialuit Land Area

4

poorly-graded sands and gravels
fair quality general fill

Class 4 Poor
Description

e

3

well-graded sands and gravels
potential silt or deleterious content
good quality embankment fill

Arctic Red River - Rengleng River
0
Anderson Plain and Peel Plain
Physiographic Subdivisions
Travaillant Lake
0
Anderson Plain Peel
and
Physiographic Subdivisions

Plain

0

NG

fine- or poorly-graded sands
minor gravel
g e n e r a lul ny s u i t a bfloer
construction

NonGranular
0
he-grained
e
bedrock

The names and general spatial limits of Management
Areas 2 to 7 are shown in Figure 2.
The granular resource potential for each Management
Area is summarized in the series of eight tables
following Figure 2. Only Class 1 to 3 prospects are
indicated in the
Management
Area tables, with
estimated volumes tabulated for proven, probable and
prospective sources.
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Figure 2.

ResourceManagement Areas: LowerMackenzieValley

HBT AGRA Limited

STUDY AREA

Engineering 6 Envlmmental Services

CG10219
MlLW
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Management Area 2 (Inuvik Noel M e )

Ckua

I

I

Proven

Robable

I

4

I

Prospective

12

Detpiis

1

1.4

2

15.3

173

59

2

excellent

3

33.5

1248

295

9

good

68 potential sourcca

33 favourable
23 unsuitable

Ckua

R o V e n

Probable

Prospective

1

0

0

0

2

0

50

0

3

0.27

7.7

Deeib

23 potential sourcea

6.4

0

excellent

0

good

9

favourable

14 unsuitable

Management Area 4 (TravPilLant M e )
I

I

I

Details

ProVen

Probable

PrcwpPctivt

0

0

0

2

5.5

80

175

0

3

5.8

1 45

534

18 good

Class

I

I’

112 potential sourcea

1

I

I

hfMagcm6lt Area5 (Little cbicago)

Class

ProvPn

Probable

1

0

0

63

favourable

31

unsuitable

-

Details

hS&Tt

0

47 potential aourcea

2

201

98

3

390

146

Note: All values art estimatedtotal volumea (x 10‘ m’)
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excellent

12.3
0
3.7
11

excellent
good

30

favourable

6

unsuitable

Mmmgenent h 6 (Fort Good Hope)

I
I

I

I

Proven

1

Probable

I

Prospective

0

I

0

I

0

92

66

1

418 91

13

2

2.8

3

3.5

17

I

Details
potential aoumea
excellent
good

favounble
47
31

clnss

Proven

Probable

Rwpective

1

0

0

0

2

4.6

3

2.2

30

95

unsuitable

Detnils
52

potential
aourcea

0

excellent 34 19

4

good

favounble
26
23

unsuitable

1

-

Summary An Borrow Sources

Clpss

Proven

1

1.4

2

40.5

3

48.9

Probable

Rwpective

4

12

Detaib

709 273
713

2693

-

Summary ExcdlenUGood B o r n Sources

Clpss

ProVell

Probable

Prospective

1

1

3

11

2

32.5

247

590

3

19.2

118

303

Note:

All valuer a n eattimated mal volumes (x 10' n?)
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Details

1,500

Table 1.

Projected Granular Material Demand: LowerMackenzieValley

Arctic Red River

22,9004,500

5,450

900
650

Hope
Fort Good

Communities

16,850

200

"

2,650

"

Source: Government of the Northwest Territories, 5 Year Capital Plan.

Table 2.

Granular Material Forecast: Lower
Mackenzie

Valley Communities

ARCTIC RED RIVER

11,800
Embankment
2,250 15,150 3,450
1,400Sub-base 800
350
Base
500
Surface
500
200
Material 2,250
ConcWe
Aggwate
Riprap

"

Totals:

4,500

-"

4,500
3,400

1,300

"

"

"

200

2%9oo

5,450

-

-

"

"

49,700

16,850

FORT GOOD HOPE
Embankment
Sub-base

B W
Surface
Material

Totals:

300
200600
"

900

"

"

"

450

200
"

2,650
200

"

"

650
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-

"

1,050
800
800

4,400

49,700
4,400

In order to establish the granular demands, enquiries
were made oftheGovernmentoftheNorthwest
Territories in Yellowknife, plus the towns of Inuvik
and Norman Wells. The data obtained is presented in
two tables.
Table
1 presents total
the
preceding
granular materials demands for two Lower Mackenzie
Valley communities (Arctic Red River and Fort Good
Hope)andTable
2 includes abreakdownofthe
requirement for various material types (material
classes) where these were available.

Table 3.

Pipeline
Granular
Resource

2

5
6

Demands: Lower Mackentie Valley

520,000 130

3

4

The granular material requirements for a future
pipeline project between the Beaufort Sea and Norman
Wells may be estimated for each of the Borrow
Management Areas. According to various industry
andgovernment sources, two extremesof possible
material requirements are 500 m3ikmand
4,000
m ’ h , and using these upper and lower boundvalues
the following pipeline granular resource volume
requirements for the Lower Mackenzie Valley region
may be projected (Table 3).

500,000
360,000

65,000

-

-

125

62,500

90

,000

45

560,000

70,000

7
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THE FEASIBILITY OF DEVELOPING GRANULAR RESOURCES
FROM THE BED OF THE MACKENZIE RIVER
Neil R. MacLeod, M.Sc., P.Eng.
Engineering Geologist
EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd., Calgary, Alberta

ABSTRACT
Prior to 1987, much work had been done to identify and assess prospects for granular resource supply along
the Mackenzie Valley. This work indicated that supplies of good quality material were locally deficient and in
places access would be difficult because of sensitive northern terrain to be crossed. An alternative source area
which was largely unexplored until then was the Mackenzie river bed. Esso Resources had shown that granular
sediments could be developed From the river bed when constructing production islands at N o m Wells in the
mid-19808.
EBA in association with GVM and ESL undertook a study of the Mackenzie river bed for DIAND in 1986-87.
The study considered several aspects of the feasibility of developing river bed borrow resources. Mackenzie
river bed potential was assessed by examining hydrological andgeological data for 19 river sections.
Economic data wascompiled to demonstrate the feasibility of river bed dredging andin particular the
practicability of long haul distances by barge. The impact of dredging on fish populations and their migration
was also reviewed.Eleven river reaches were identified with a significant potential for supplying granular
materials where there are shortages of terrestrial deposits within 15 km of the river. It must be recognized,
however, that there is little direct data from the river bed to identify specific source areas or dredging sites.

Introduction
This presentation discusses a study that was conducted
in late 1986 and early 1987 by EBA Engineering
Consultants Ltd. (EBA) on contract toIndianand
Northern Affairs
Canada
(INAC).
Previously,
numerous programs had been conducted to identify
and evaluate potential sources of granular materials
along the MackenzieValley.Over
1,300 prospects
along the valley have been identified. Unfortunately,
the distribution andquality of these deposits are
somewhat irregular. Clearly, some areas are deficient
ingoodquality
granular resources. Furthermore,
access to some deposits can only be achieved by
crossing environmentally or thermally sensitiveterrain.

EBA’s assignment was to evaluate the potential for
useable granular resources inthe Mackenzie River bed
andto
assess the feasibility of producing these
resources.
The concept
of
river bed borrow
production had been previously demonstrated by Esso
Resources Canada Ltd. @so) on the Norman Wells
OilfieldExpansion Project. About 1.8 million cubic
metres of river bed sand and gravel were dredged by

Esso’s contractors to construct six production islands
in the river. This success suggestedthat granular
resources deficiencies elsewhere along the river might
be reduced by local dredging of river bed sediments.
EBA’s project team for this work included Gretchen
Minning of GVM Geological ConsultantsLtd. (GVM),
ESL Environmental Sciences Ltd. (ESL)
and
Hydrocon Engineering (Continental)Ltd.(Hydrocon).
EBA’s work focused on the potential supplyand
demand,andeconomic
issues related to river bed
dredging. GVM addressed the geologic regime of the
valley with respect to the potential for granular
materials to be in the river. Hydrocon put together
data pertaining to the hydrologic characteristics of the
river. This was used to indicate where preferentiallysorted sediments might be found and where f
ine
grained overburden sediments might be insignificant.
ESL’s part in the project was to consider the impact of
dredging on river water quality and fish in the river.
EBA’s report includes a review of data from ESSO’S
dredging at Norman Wells that is not discussed herein.
Similarly, the report provides much more information
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To evaluate where deficiencies inon-land borrow
prospects existed, the deposits within 15 km of the
river were tabulated on a kilometre-post basis. The
Canadian Hydrographic Service navigation charts for
the river were used to identify kilometre-age. These
tables were set up for individual mnes of the river, 19
of
which
were defined on the basis of river
morphology. Table 1 shows typical information for
Zone XI, which extends for 57 km south of Wrigley.

than the present summary about fish population studies
and related environmental
issues which were addressed
by ESL.
Study Methodology

Some specific tasksaddressed
included the following:

by thestudyteam

Assessment of the potential for the river bed
to contain useable
deposits of sand and gravel.

Subsequently, the volume of available coarse granular

within 15 km of the river was plotted for each 25 km
sectionof the river. Large deposits of fine-grained

Assessment of local alternatives to river bed
granular
resource
production
(i.e.,
conventional valley deposits).

sand were excluded from the summary because they
are only marginally useful. Based on 59 sections of
25 km each (1,475 km total between Great Slave Lake
and Point Separation at the south end of the Mackemie
Delta), there is apotentialdemand
for river bed
borrow, if it exists, in four long sections including:

Assessment of the economics ofdredging and
barge haul versus conventional pit and
trucking operations.
Assessmentof
potential granular resource
demands
communities,
by
government
departments and pipelines.

0

0

Assessmentofenvironmentaldamagethat
might result from dredging.
0

Rating the feasibility of producing river bed
granular sediments from individual sections of
the river.

0

Kilometre 0 to 500
McGern Island.

- Great Slave Lake to

Kilometre 750 to 875 - Near the Great Bear
River.

-

Kilometre 1O
, OO to 1,100 Sans Sault Rapids
to Fort Good Hope.

-

Kilometre 1,325 to 1,475 Thunder Riverto
Point Separation.

On-Land Alternatives

It was assumed by the study team that wherevergood
granular resources could be obtained within 15 km of
the river, it was unlikely thatriver bed deposits would
be developed. Therefore, the locationof all known
deposits on either side of the river and within 15 km
of it was plotted. Most of the data upon which this
was based comea from two original studies; one by
Hardy & Associates in 1986 for the Lower (Northern)
Mackenzie Valley and the other by Pemcan in 1972
for the Upper (Southern) Mackenzie Valley.
The older Pemcan report was somewhat incomplete,
but it gave
reasonable
a
overview of
on-land
prospects. A year after the river bed study, EBA with
GVM preparedamorecompleteinventoryof
the
Upper MackenzieValley for INAC. Unfortunately,
the
assessment
of
river bed granular resource
production has never been re-examined in light of the
updated inventory.

This may or may not be a conservative assessment of
where shortage occurs. On one hand, large deposits
may exist just beyond the 15 km river setback limit
that was arbitrarily selected. On the other, deposits on
both sides of the river were considered together;
whereas, one side may be completely deficient in onland
prospects.
Furthermore, the large fine-sand
deposits, which were excluded from the summary,
may have some potential such as pipe bedding(if
unfrozen) or road embankmentcore, but they couldn’t
be used for road surfacing or in erosion sensitive
areas.
Potential Demand

A brief summary of potential demand was conducted
to determine if there were any major granular resource
shortages affecting MackenzieValleyresidents
or
governmentconsumers.Contacts
were made with
representatives of:
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Mackenzie Valley Upland" Granular Resources and Granular Channel Deposits
(River Zone XI
km 520 to km 577)

Table 1.
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532
536
537
540
540
542
547
549
550

55 1
553
554.3

556
5%
560
5-565
562.5
564
565.5

M6
567.5
569

P142
P143
P144
P146
P148
PI47
Pl5l
P 150
PI52

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

PI53
PI54
P155
P156
P157

R
R

P158
w1
w20
w3
w11
w2

R

R

spnd' & Gravel

5
7
3

3,000.000

4

600,000

7
1
6
1.5

NID
NID
1,500.000
N/D
N/D

Gravel
Sand & Gravel
L Sand & Gravel
Silty Sand & Gravel
Silty Sand & Gravel

4
0.5
0.5

3.000.000
1o,o0O,o0o
N/D

4

NID
N/D

Silty SIlnd & Gravel
Sandy Gravel
Gravel
Silty Gravel
Sandy Gravel
Sandy Gravel

7
0
0.5
1.5
0
0.5

Sandy Gravel
Sand & Gravel
Sand & Gravel
Sand & Gravel
Sand & Gravel
Sand & Gravel
Sand & Gravel
Sand

R
R
L
R
R
R

1Poo0.000

NID

3.5

8

Left Bank

Sand & Gravel

Left Bank-Isle

Sand & Gravel

Left Bank-Wrigley R.

Gravel

NID
5,000.000
200,000
1,ooO.000
150,000
40,~,000
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Intersection

573
574
575
576
577

w5

R

Sandy Gravel

0.5

1O.o00,000

W6
w10
w7

R

Sandy Gravel
Sandy Gravel
Sand & Gravel

0.5

2

1,000,000
300,000

4.5

25O.OOO

R
R

Upland deposits greater than 15 km from the river have not been considered.
Penxxn 1972.
3) N/D Quantity not determined.
4)PublicWorks
Canada, 1976.

1)
2)

-

1

1

I

1

1

I,

I

i

I

0

Indian
and
Northern Affairs Canada
community resource management officers.

The equipmentrequired
following:

0

Government
of
the Northwest Territories
granular resource managers.

0

Barge
loading
dredge.

0

Haul
barges

0

Public Works Canada for highway
demands.
0

0

Transport Canada for airports.

Tug support to move barges
and
reposition
dredge.

From the informationprovided,
it appearedthat
projected demands (to 1991) could be satisfied with
8 all areas except the community
available ~ e s o u ~ c efor
of Arctic Red River.

0

Loaders on the
dock
load trucks.

0

Trucks to move
the

The potential demand for pipeline users of granular
resourceswas also considered. Contacts weremade
with Interprovincial Pipe Line (IPL), who had built a
northern oil pipeline, with GulfCanada Resources who
had just completed a paper pipeline study of a 508 to
610 mm oil line, and information previously prepared
by Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Ltd. (CAGPL) and
summarized for Polar Gas was used. Quantity
1,350 to 7,500
estimateswerefoundtovaryfrom
m3/km. This information was not directly tiedinto the
river bed borrow study, however, because there was
not enough detail to link pipeline demand to sections
of the pipeline that were likely to be within 15 km of
the river.

It wasnot easy to directly compare on-landversus
dredging borrow operations because they are so
different.
Table 3 gives
some
unit
rates
for
comparison to Table 2, and Figure 1 graphically
shows the comparison. For a long haul of 35 km, the
dredge and barge method can be up to 40% cheaper.

for dredging includesthe

or floating pipeline.

to empty
barges
and

borrow inland.

Environmental Considerations

As indicated previously, ESL provided
more
information on the potential environmental impact of
dredging in the Mackenzie River. Some of the items
considered by ESL included:
0

Hydrologic regime.

0

Suspended
sediment
concentrations (natural
and after dredging).

0

River
morphology

0

Dredging impacts
such

Cost of Development

It was necessary to demonstrate that dredging of river

bed granular materials could be done at a reasonable
cost. To define "reasonable", development costs for
conventional (on-land) pits were considered. Several
different contractors, governmentdepartmentsand
planners were contactedto establish an estimate of pit
costs. Unitprices in the order of thoseshown on
Table 2 were developed.

0
0
0

For a 15 km hauldistance, the cost of granular
materials on site is about $25 to $31 in the southern
Mackemie Valleyand
about $35 to $39 inthe

0

northern Mackemie Valley.

0

0

0

The cost for developing river bed granular deposits
similarly contains many variables. The size and type
of equipment is related to the desiredoutput. Big
dredges can produce 8,000 to 10,000 &/day or more.
To compare with conventional on-landoperations, the
study also considered a dredge producing at 1,400
m3/day. That is the focus of the following discussion.

0

(width, depth, shape).

as:

Increased
suspension
load.
Downstream
sedimentation.
Changes to channel
morphology.
Water
quality with respect to heavy
metals and absorbed hydrocarbons.
Fish population.
Fish spawning
and
migration
areas.
Direct interference of migrating
fish.
Damage to spawning areas.

ESL concluded that the large dilution factor offered by
the high year-roundflow in theMackenziewould
likely reduce the impacts of dredging to short term,
minimal levels and, inmany
cases, to negligible
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Table 2.

Cost for Conventional Borrow Development

Table 3.

Cost of River Bed Dredging for GranularResources

1 A.

Euuipmat

I

S 6.00

I

S 6.00

I

S 6.00

I

s 2.00

I

s

I

$0.75

S 7.50

s 2.00
s 22.50

Over Land Haul (per kilometre)

S 1.70

s

8.50

$ 8.50

E. Dock Site Rehrndlinn and Stockdine

S 3.50

S 3.50

S 3.50

C. River H

D.

'

I

Mobilization

d (pa kilometre)

For 1,400 d / & y operotion.

b

t

2.00

I

Figure I.

The RelativeCost of ConventionalandRiverbedBorrowProduction
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levels.They
cautioned, however, that site specific
concerns relatedto fish migration and spawning would
have to be considered. In some cases, negative
impacts wouldoccur if inappropriate time windowsfor
dredging were used.

0

Figure 2 shows the 19 zones and Table 4 provides a
brief description of each. Table 5 illustrates typical
data considered for River Zone VII (4.2) which is
located in the Fort Simpson area.

Dredging Feasibility
It was shown that dredging was economically feasible
cases. It was
shown
that
in some
practical
environmental impacts ofdredging are manageable, if
not negligible. It was shown, at Norman Wells, that
suitable reserves exist in at least one area of the river.
It was also shownthatsome sections of the valley
along the river do not have locally available,
conventional granular resource prospects.
What
remainedto be shownwasthat granular sediments
exist where they might be afeasible alternative to
conventionalsources.
Unfortunately, there is very
little to almost no direct data pertaining to the river
bed strata for most of the Mackenzie River.

A rating system was developed to assess the relative
characteristics of each section of the channel. Table 6
shows the characteristics considered to be most
important andhowthey
were rated. The potential
demand in each section, primarily related
to
conventional (on-land) reserves and ESL's
environmental considerations were also factored into
the rating. Table 7 shows the overall potential rating
for eachof the 19 zones. Subsequently, this was
on local variations (25 km
refined
by
focusing
sections) in on-land resources versus the potential of
the river to supply granular deposits. Table 8 shows
the areas where it was concluded thatriver bed borrow
development has the highest potential.

To assess the potential for finding granular resources,
the following steps were undertaken:
0

The river was subdivided into 19 zones of 26
km to 176 km each,based on reaches of
similar channel morphology.

0

Hydrologic data wascompiled including flood
frequency, ratio of peak to low flow rates and
suspended sediment loads.

0

River bed borehole information (270 borehole
logs) were obtained from Public Works
Canada.

0

Geologic background
data including bedrock
(source rock potential) and surficial geology
(granular sediment potential) was compiledfor
each zone.

Eachzone was evaluated for its potential to
contain deposits of granular sediments based
on characteristics such as hydrologic gradient
and tributary channel bed sediments.

Conclusions
The studyteamconcluded
that producing granular
resources from the Mackenzie River bed was
technically feasible, that it was economically feasible
in some areas andthat there is amoderatetohigh
potential for some river reaches to have bed deposits
which would be suitable for engineering uses.
Unfortunately, the direct data to support these
conclusions was weak, particular with respect to the
river bed deposits. It was not possible to identify
specific source areas or potential dredge sites to
substantiate theseconclusions.Additionalgeological
and fisheries related data is needed, before such
reserves
of
granular material can be considered
developable.
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Table 4.
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I1

I

III

1
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Identification of MackenzieRiverbedGranularResourceStudyZones

I

1

IWest Side of Big Island

85F
85E & F
85E. 95H

107

V
VI

130

West End of Mills W e

229

Trout River

w

300

Rabbitskin River

60

I

End
West

of Beaver M e
Horn River and Mills
85ELake

Providence Rnpids, Fort Providence (km 79)

Jan-Marie R. (km 270), Green Island Rapids (km 320)

95H
95H & J

410

East of Bumt Island

IX

520

Willowlake River

95J & 0

665

River
Blackwater

95N. %C

714

Redstooc River
Great Bear River

I Beaver Lake
Mills Lake

vm
XI

I

I

L
d
i River, Ft. Simpson (km 340)

Cunsell Bead (km 461) McGern Island (km 492-514)

95J

River Between Two Mountains (km 538) Wrigley (km 574)

Dahadi~iRiver (km 678)
spline Is. (km 724). Keele R. (km 737) Fort Normrn (km 827)

%C

96C,D&E

~

Norman Wells (km 905)

I

Patricia I s l d
Sans Wt Rapids

Exhmce to Ramparts
Exit to Runplrts

North of Little Chicago

%E, 106H

106H & I
1061
1061, J & 0
1060 & N

106N

1.

~

Mountain River (km 1015)
Dummit Isl.Dd (km 1020-1026)
Fort Good Hope (km 1101)
Onturtus River (Lm 1200)

Thunder R. (km 1299) Travaillant R. (km 1327)
Arctic Red River (km 1454)

Kilometre postings M interpmkd from the Mackenrie River Navigatid Charts prepared by the c.ardi.n Hydrographic Service. Chart Numbers 6404 to 6426.

MackenzieRiverTerrain
and Borrow Summary
(River Zone VI1
km 300 to km 410)

Table 5.

-

Straight Channel: Three minor multichannel strechm.

A)

cast of Burnt I s h i < 1 2 0 m.

m:1.5 - 3 km

Alluvial deposits to 153 m.

B)

East of W i t s k i n 137 m to

&:

depth: 1

- 10muslully2-7.

levels represeating old riva.

M

E)

Islands (all s d l ) Grsen, Hnnson.
Mutin, Ft. Simpson, five m
named.

S

Fiat plain with dunes south
of river.

Shale and sandstone in Ebbutt md

152 m represents
glrciolacustrind till

MorPinal deposits above 152 m n
o
d
of river; above 213 m south of river.

boundary north of rive,
213 m on south si& of
river.

Glaciolacustrine deposits thickest
south of river.

Mnrtin Hills.

Alluvial plain and terrace deposits and

Mlrtin
Trail
Several U

Bedrock: Shale, sandstone in low
land near river.

Near Rabbitskin River three terrace

"&butam Rive@:

Li.rd

Undulating to flat plain
of river.

wzst

sand and silt.

D)

M81tinHillsriseabove
pllin to south.

River bottom in till; boulder pavement
(6 m tilllbedrock).

E)

. Ebbutt Hills rise above

d CroeLs

plain to north.

Dunes on glaciokustrine plain.
Quaternary deposits 12 m thickn
north of river, 12 20 m south of
river.

-

River banks high and steep, particularly

south side.
Green Island Rapids.
Some boreholes show gravel near

Island Rapids.
+Low potential for granular material in
river except downstream of Green
Island Rapids.

+comments relative to granular mpterial sou~ces.

I

f

lntermittent high ice coateat
permafrost b
e
n
d organics in finegrained deposits.

fonly several upland granular
deposits rssociated with glaciofluvid
and alluvial terr~ces.

Ratina Svstem for the Granular Materials Potential
of the River Zones

Table 6.

Ratilrg
Poiits
L.

River Channel Characterisitics
Type of Channel:
Braided
Braided Transitional to Straight
Braided Transitional to Meandering
Straight
Meandering
Expanded

4
3
2
2

1
0

i.

River Gradient
Gradient:

1
2

.001- .09 m/km
.1
.19 mlkm

3

.2
.3

-

4

.*.
5

- .29 mntm
- .39 m/km

T v ~ or
e Number of Tributaries
Description:
Three or more large gravel bed tributaries and five or more small gravel bed
tributaries.

4

Three large gravel bed tributaries and no or a few small gravel bed tributaries.

3

One to two large gravel bed tributaries and many small gravel bed streams.

2

One to two large gravel bed tributaries and a few or no gravel bed tributaries.

1

No large gravel bed tributaries, but several small gravel bed streams.

0

No gravel bed tributaries.

D. Cumulative Ratinns (total of points from A, B and C)
Rating:
1-4

LOW

5

Low to Moderate

6-7

Moderate
Moderate to High
High

8

9

- 13
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Table 7.

MackenzieRiverbedBorrowPotentialforEachRiverZone

N

Notc:

From Table 7.2
From Table 5.1
From Appcndix B, Symbols arc:
D Domestic Fisheries. F Sport Fishaics.
S Spawning
R Rearing
M Migratory Routes
where high level of sensitivity is
it is indiated by underlined symbol (e.&. ,D)

(1)

(2)
(3)

I

-

I

Areu. -

I

-

Aras. known.

I

I

Table 8.

MackenzieRiverSectionsWhereRiverBedGranularResourcesDevelopment
May be Feasible

50 - 75

1
1

Moderate to High

None

Good

Moderate to High

None

Good

Moderate

None

Fair

300 - 325

Moderate to High

None

Good

400-425

Moderate

Some to None

Fair

450 - 475

Moderate to High

475 - 500

High

Some to None

Fair to Good

700 - 725

High

Fine Sand

Fair to Good

775 800

-

Moderate

Fine Sand

Fair

850 - 875

Moderate

Some to None

Fair

75

- 100

250-300

I

I

High Very
High
1. River Bed Potential:
2. Upland Reserves:
3. Prospects:

None

I

None

I

None

Good

Good

I

Very Good

Interpreted probability that suitable material can be found.
Extent of previously identified landsources.
Subjective assessment of prospects for success by dredging.
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REGIONAL BORROW DEPOSITS INVENTORY: MACKENZIE DELTA REGION
T. Jack Fujino, P.Eng.
Vice-president, Northern Region
Stanley Associates Engineering Ltd., Edmonton, Alberta

ABSTRACT
The Mackenzie River Delta Region is typified by a scarcity of granular material resources and any identified
sources are remote from established communities in the region. The competition for readily available granular
material resources between industrial needs and communities is acute.Majorgranular
material sources have
been identified on Richards Island, the Caribou Hills, and in thesouthern portions of the Tuktoyaktuk
Peninsula. The potential sources of granular materials in the MackenzieDeltaRegion are. of glaciofluvial
origin and consist of kames, eskers, outwash plains, terraces, beaches and delta deposits. Fine-grained sources
of aeolian duneshave also been recorded. Numerous studies and investigations have been undertakenby
industry, DIAND, and more recently, by the Inuvilauit Land Administration to quantify the extent and location
of these granular materialresources.Acomprehensive
database to summarize the various investigations
completed to date is currently underway.
During the 1970s andthe 19809, significant quantities of granular resources from the Mackenzie Delta were
used in the construction of artificial islands for use in Beaufort Sea offshore oil and gas exploration activities.
Uniquely, these same artificial islands may be considered as future sources of granular materials through the
implementation of prudent reclamation plans.

Introduction

The Mackenzie Delta Region of
the Western Canadian
Arctic is typified by the scarcity of granular material
resources andany
identified sources of granular
materials are very
remote
from
established
communities. The MackenzieDeltaRegion, for the
purposes of this paper, encompasses the area bounded
by the Richardson
Mountains
in the west
(i.e.
YukonNWT border), Arctic Red River to the south
(i.e.DempsterHighway crossing of the Mackenzie
Delta), theCanadian
Shield to the eastand
the
BeaufortSea to the north. This expansiveregion
includes Richards Island and the Tuktoyaktuk
Peninsula.

This presentation has been basedon the assessment
and compilation of data from the various reports on
granular material studies and investigationscompleted
in the Mackenzie Delta Region. A completebibliographyofthe
reports reviewed
is
provided
at the
conclusion of this paper. It should be noted that these

reports represent the essential documents considered
relevant for asummary
of the RegionalBorrow
Deposit Inventory in the Mackenzie Delta Region.
The Mackenzie Delta Region represents only two of
the seven proposed Borrow ManagementAreas in the
Lower Mackenzie Valley Corridor (Figure 1) which
were identified in the early 1980s on the basis of
physiography, location of existing communities and
administrative boundaries(Hardy 1986). The major
granular material sources have been identified on
Richards Island, the Caribou Hills, and the southern
portions of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula.
Four northern
communities,
Fort MacPherson,
Aklavik, Inuvik and Tuktoyaktuk are located within
the MackenzieDeltaRegion.
The Inuvialuit Final
Agreement (IFA) has grantedthe Inuvialuit ownership
of the granular resources within the major portion
(91,000 km3 of the Western Arctic which includes
much of the Mackenzie Delta Region. The Inuvialuit
LandAdministration(ILA)
is responsible for the
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Figure 1.

MackenzieDelta

Borrow Management Areas
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management of granular resources on Inuvialuit lands.
Indian andNorthern
Affairs Canada(INAC)
will
continue to manage the granular resources on the
surrounding Crown Lands.
Background
The early work in the investigation and evaluation of
granular material resources intheMackenzieDelta
Regionwas carried out byRogerBrownand
Hank
Johnstonof the NationalResearchCouncil(NRC)
during the planning, development and construction of
the new townof Inuvik andits related infrastructure in
the 1950s. Due to the scarcity of granular materials
within reasonable access oftheproposedInuvik
townsite, construction aggregates were produced from
quarried andcrushedlimestone
bedrock from the
DPW Quarry located on the eastern shoreline of
Campbell Lake.
During the next decade, the 1960s, generic sources of
granular materials were identified in the Mackenzie
ValleyandDeltaRegions
as part ofthe surficial
geology and terrain mapping activities by E.B. Owen,
V.N. Rampton and G.V. Minning of the Geological
SurveyofCanada(GSC).Thismappingworkby
GSC served as an important and valuable foundation
for future studies and investigations for granular
materials
conducted
by
industry and
government
agencies.
One
of
the first detailed airphoto interpretation
exercises to identify and delineate potential sources of
construction materials in the Mackenzie Valley andthe
upper (southern) reaches of the Mackenzie Delta was
carried out byJackMollardofJ.D.Mollardand
Associates Ltd. This work was carried out in 1969
and 1970 for the Mackenzie 'Valley Pipe
Line
ResearchLimited as a part of the initial feasibility
studies for the Mackenzie Valley Oil Pipeline route
to the NWT/Alberta
from
Prudhoe
Bay,
Alaska
border. Subsequently,in 1971-72 J.D.Mollardand
Associates completed an airphoto interpretation of the
MackenzieDeltaRegion
(Elliot Creek to Richards
Island and Travaillant Lake to the NWTNukon
border) for CanadianArcticGasStudyLimited's
proposed Mackenzie Valley gas pipeline project.
Fromthesemodestbeginnings,
as the"WorldOil
Shortage" crisis developedinthe 1970s to the early
1980s, numerousand
extensive granular material
investigations wereundertakenby
private industry
resource development
groups
and
government

agencies, primarily under the direction of the
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs (DIAND).
The industry groups, who had significant interests in
the development of energyresources in the Mackenzie
DeltaRegionwith
parallel demands for granular
materials, included Esso Resources Canada Limited,
Shell
Canada
Resources
Limited,
Gulf
Canada
ResourcesLimited,Canadian
Arctic Gas Pipelines
Ltd., Mackenzie Oil Pipe Line Research Ltd., Maple
LeafPipeLineGroup
(precursor of Foothills Pipe
Lines), BeaufortDelta Pipeline Group,PolarGas
Pipeline Limited,Northwest Pipeline StudyGroup,
Dome Petroleum Limited, Interprovincial Pipe Line
Limited and others.
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, considerable
quantities of granular materials were consumed in the
construction of artificial islands for offshore oil and
gas
programs.
The majority
of
these granular
materials were extracted from gravel sources on
Richards Island duringthe early period of offshore
activities in near-shore, shallow waters. Subsequently,
inthe latter days of offshore exploration, in deeper
water depths, dynamically anchored drill-ships were
used.Today,someof
these abandoned artificial
islands could be considered as a potential source of
granular materials, if prudent reclamation procedures
are applied.
During the 1980s and early 199Os, the focus of the
various studies and investigations of granular material
information
was
directed to issues dealing with
aboriginal land claims. In this regard, the work in the
Mackenzie Delta Region wasprimarily directed to the
Inuvialuit Final Agreement (IFA). The extensive
information available for the Lower Mackenzie Valley
has been compiledinacomputerized
data baseby
Lorne Bennett for INAC in 1988.
Granular Source Summary

-

The initial detailed "Stage I CommunityGranular
Materials Inventory" investigation carried out by
Ripley, Klohn, Leonoff International Ltd. (RKL) in
1972-73 for INAC has served as a comprehensivedata
base for subsequent granularmaterial investigationsby
numerous groups. The information developed byRKL
has been assembled in seven reports, Zones I to VI,
identified as: Tuktoyatuk,Tuktoyaktuk
Peninsula,
Richards Island, Caribou Hills, Aklavik Inuvik, Fort
MacPherson,
and
Arctic Red River. Subsequent
investigations by EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.,
Hardy Associates (1978) Ltd., Terrain Analysis and

-
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the Beaufort Sea.

Mapping Services Ltd.
(V.N.
Rampton),
Golder
Associates Ltd., Northern Engineering Services Ltd.,
Public Works Canada, and Hardy BBT have provided
detailed ground truthing and confirmation of selected
granular material sources and potential quarry sites in
theMackenzieDeltaRegion.
'

six potential quarry sites (Mt. Sitton,
Atotalof
Mt.Davies Gilbert, Mt.Gifford/RocheMoutonee,
Gull Creek Quartizite, Gull Creek Dolomite, and Delta
Outliner) and three other marginal sites were
investigated by Golder. The following five grades of
rock were considered:

The 1991 report publishedbyHardyBBT,
entitled
"Evaluation
Granular
of Resource
Potential MackenzieDelta Region", whichwasprepared
for
INAC, represents a comprehensive compilation of all
historically available data
from
the
numerous
investigations conducted
in
the
Mackenzie
Delta
Region. This report has formed much of the basis for
this presentation.

-

ArmourStone
large blocks of intact and
durablerock (in excess of 5 tonnes) that
would be used on production structures in
deep water to resist wave erosion.
Rip-Rap - smaller blocks of durable rock (1
to 5 tonnes) that wouldbe used to resist wave
erosion of shoreline structures and at between
-l0m and -20m depth on deep
water
structures and caisson-type structures.

135
TheHardy
BBT report itemized a totalof
potential granular material sources from the total of
292 prospective sites mapped by various investigators
in the past. Furthermore, 28 deposits were classified
as having excellent or good prospects by virtue of the
quality of granular materials which they contain. On
thebasisof reasonable ground truthing information
such as borehole or test pit data, some38 million
cubic metresof granular materialswereconsidered
proven quantities of excellent to good quality sources
(Class 1, 2, and 3 material).

Blast Rock - blocks of intact rock of up to 1
tonnethatwould be used in filters andin
protected-water construction.
General Fill - the lowest grade of rock that
would beused as a substitute for gravel;
durability is not essential.

The 135 potential "good prospects" may represent an
additional 139 million cubic metres of "probable" and
"prospective" granular material sources in the
MackenzieDelta region. Further investigation of
these sites is recommended
by
Hardy
BBT
for
exploratory work to confirm availability of granular
materialresources.Whenallthemappedborrow
sources in the Mackenzie Delta Region, 292 in total,
are considered as prospective sources of granular
materials, the quantity of Class 1, 2 and 3 construction
materials is in the order of1,809 million cubic metres.
A tabulated summary of the granular material borrow
sources in the Mackenzie Delta Region are presented
in Table 1A and 1B.
Bedrock Quarry Sources

Golder Associates were retained in 1986 by INAC, to
evaluate and identify technically feasible quarry
sources inthe vicinity of the Mackenzie Delta. The
rock from these quarry sources would be used in the
development of shore protection for port facilities,
concrete structures associated with off-shore facilities,
or for the construction of artificial drilling islands in

- durable, cleanand
ConcreteAggregate
chemically compatible with Portland Cement;
crushing
and
washing
would
be normal
processing.
A total of 116,525,000 cubic metres of quarried rock
of various categories were identified as recoverable
from the six potential quarry
sites in the Mackenzie
Delta Region by Golder Associates.
The preliminary and recoverable volumes of quarried
rock
from
the sites investigated by
Golder
are
summarized in Table 2.
The Campbell Pit, located at the extreme northeast end
of the Campbell Hills and currently identified as the
"town quarry" for Inuvik, is being minedbyNorth
Star Service andConstruction (Inuvik) Ltd. It is
estimated that approximately 1 million cubic metres of
rock has been removedfrom
t h i s quarry
which
represents less than 10 percent of the recoverable
reserves in
the
quarry. The EBA (1976) study
recommends that approval be given for the expansion
ofthisquarry
as a continuedrock source in the
immediate Inuvik area.
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Table 1A.

MackenzieDeltaRegion:"GoodProspects"GranularResourcevolumes

SUMMARY OF GRANULAR RESOURCE VOLUMES
MACKENZIE DELTA REGION
GOOD PROSPECTS ( ,000 CUBIC METRES)

BORROW
MAPPING
AREA

GRANULAR
MATERIAL
CLASS

1A ILA

1
13,200
2

PROVEN
PROBABLE
PROSPECTIVE

13,200

TOTAL

39,600

13,200

3
1A CROWN

1,283
600
1
2
3

18 IIA
800
1 8 CROWN
2 IlA
246,200

86,500

1,2&3
1
2
172,000
359,000

2 CROWN
54,000

1
26,000
2
3

SUB-TOTAL
IIA

1
2 .

SUB-TOTAL
86,500 CROWN
54,000

600

151,200
29,800
4,600

400
1,400
15,200

150,000
31,900
4,700

6 1,700
10,100

1O
,O
o
9.500
74,900

1,000
64,000

2,400

1,600
52,500
68,200

151,000
109,100
181,400

153,600
176,200
266,400

1,600
78,500
68,200

151,000
163,100
181,400

153,600
262,700
266,400

148,300

495,500

682,700

6,500

3

1,000
14,600
16,800

1
2
26,000

6,500

3
TOTAL
STUDY AREA

1
2
3

TOTAL ALL CLASSES:

1,000
21,100
16,800

38,900

'
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Table 16.

MackenzieDeltaRegion:

"All BorrowSources"GranularResourceVolumes

SUMMARY OF GRANULAR RESOURCE VOLUMES
MACKENZIE DELTA REGION
ALL BORROW SOURCES ( ,000 CUBIC METRES)

GRANULAR
BORROW
MAPPING
MATERIAL
PROVEN
PROBABLE
PROSPECTIVE
TOTAL
AREA
cuss
1A I

LA

1A CROWN

1B I I A
00
800
1B
CROWN

1
2
3

23,800
200

23.800
200

23,800
200

7 1,400
600

1
2
3

200
100

200
1,400

200
1,400

600
2,900

1,300
31,300
162,600

162,600

65,400
326.000

3,800
5,200

10,400

152,600
1
50,700 600
2
34.1
3

1

1
2
3

7,600
3,800
5,200

2 ILA

1
2
3

400
9,300
23,300

1,000
35,300
190,000

1,000
124,000
717,000

2,400
168,600
930,300

2 CROWN

1
2
3

6,500
10,200

26.000
105,000

54,000
53 1 ,000

86,500
646,200

SUB TOTAL
ILA

1
2
3

1
33,100
24,300

2,300
90,400
352,800

151,700
181,900
879,800

155,000
305,400
1,256,900

SUB-TOTAL
CROWN

1
2

6,500
10,200

29,800
110,200

57,800
536,200

94,100
656,600

3

1O
, Oo
39,600
34,500

151,700
2,300
239,700
120,200
463,OOo 1,913,500
1,416,000

CLASSES:

75,100

-

3
TOTAL
STUDY AREA

TOTAL
ALL

1
2

O.Oo
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585,500

1,807,400

155,000
399,500

2,468,000

Table 2.

Mackenzie Delta Region: "Bedrock Quarry Sites" Recoverable Volumes

BEDROCK QUARRY SITES
-

RECOVERABLE VOLUMES

(,OOO CUBIC METRES)

MACKENZIE DELTA REGION

SITE NAME

RECOVERABLE
VOLUMES
TOTAL

ARMOUR
ROCK

RIP-RAP
FILL

BLAST
GENERAL
ROCK

CONCRETE
AGGREGATE

MT. FITTON

25,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

MT. DAVIES GILBERT

25,000

500

1,000

10,000

7,000

6,500

MT. GIFFORD

18,000

400

800

5.000

6O
,OO

5,000

40 25

30

1

MOUTONEE
ROCHE

125

30

GULL CREEK
QUARTZITE

5,400

500

1 ,OOo

1,500

2,000

400

GULL CREEK
DOLOMITE

28,000

5,600

5,600

5,600

5,600

5,600

DELTA OUTLIER

15,000

600

500

5,000

5,000

4,350

SUB - TOTAL GOOD
PROSPECTS
26,850
30,630
32,125
13,930
12,640
116,525
DPW QUARRY

3,500

450

800

1,500

400

350

CAMPBELL PIT

5 ,Ooo

500

1, O O o

2,000

1O
, oO

500

35,625

32,030

27,700

TOTAL
ALL

SITES: 125,025

13,590
15,730
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Summary and Conclusions
The numerous investigations of granular material
resources in
the
Mackenzie Delta Region have
identified extensive, but widely dispersed, reserves of
available construction materials of varying quality. A
total of 292 prospective granular sources have been
mapped and identified totalling more than 1.8 billion
cubic metres of varying quality of construction
materials. However, as noted, the distribution of
these sources of granular material are extensively
dispersed throughout the Mackenzie Delta Region and
economicdevelopmentofthe
identified sources are
constrained by the very limited and difficult access.

As indicated in Hardy BBT's 1991 report, the 135
"good prospects' of granular sources selected on the
basis of more detailed ground truthing information,
reduced the reliably "usable" granular material
quantities to approximately 139 million cubic metres
or less than 10 percent of the identified "prospective
sources". Therefore the need for detailed and in-depth
exploration and investigation of the identified sources
is important to fully address the supplyldemand
scenario for granular construction materialsinthe
Mackenzie Delta Region. It would appear that the
relatively modest demands for granular materials for
community needs in the Mackenzie Delta Region can
be reasonably met from the borrow sources identified.
The acute
and
extensive demands for granular
materials forecasted in the late 1970s and early 1980s
by the various energy resource development projects
has waned. Because of the current over-abundance of
existing world oil and gas supplies, developmentof
Northern frontier oil and gas reserves have been, more
or less, postponed indefinitely.
In equal context, it may be prudent to reevaluate the
reduction of previously identified and exploited
granular material sources on Richards Island and the
numerous, butsmall
deposits, in the vicinity of
Tuktoyaktuk, as these deposits may have been severely
depleted during the exploratory offshore drilling
activities in the Beaufort Sea. Priorizing granular
material development plans will not be possible
without a comprehensive investigationof these deposits
as they represent some of the most accessible and
economic sources of construction materials.
The bedrock quarry sources identified by Golder

Associates in 1987 represents very specialized
requirements of construction materials for offshore
resource development projects and, currently,
significantly contributes to the supplyldemand analysis
for
the
Mackenzie Delta Region. The modest
requirements for specialized quarried rock can be
supplied from the DPW or Campbell Lake Quarry in
the immediate vicinity of Inuvik. An existing allweather road provides reasonable access to Inuvik or
to transportation by barge if small quantities are
required for specialized onshore or offshore
applications. In excess of 10 million cubic metres of
quarried rock for various construction applications can
be recovered from these two quarries. A total of 116
million cubic metres of recoverable quarried rock is
available from six potential quarry sites in the
Mackenzie Delta Region.
Allandany
planned future developments for the
developmentand
exploitation of granular and/or
quarried rock sources for construction materials in the
Mackenzie Delta Region will also need to be cognizant
of 'potential environmental, social, economic, and
logistical constraints.
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QUESTION PERIOD

MWLeod.

environmental assessment is a great
one. It's a question of where you
are, how much information is
available.

Question #l. Those pipeline quantities that YOU
quoted ranged from small lines to
large lines. What diameter pipeline
are we looking at here?
Question #6.
Oswell.

Question

Off hand I can't recall the exact size
of lines assigned to each category.

#2.

Gowan.

For each of these projects we've
done there have been reports. The
distribution of the reports is
variable. Most of them are in the
DIAND offices. A lot of this work
was done under NOGAP. The
databases themselves are in an
evolutionary phase and their
availability is not as wide spread
and available.

Question #7.

It was very interesting to see some
of the costs associated with borrow
development. Any comments from
our other panel members as to their
specific region that they looked at
and do they have a ballpark figure
for developmentof those resources?

MacLeod.

I can recall costs for hauling gravel
from the YaYa pits being io the
order of anywhere from $25 per
yard to $50 per yard. The main
factor is hauling costs.

Hernadi.

No we didn't look at costs. They
were pretty conventional type
developments in SouthSlave region
with all the deposits close to
highways.

MaCLeod.

The big costs would be building
~ccessroads to take the gravel out.

terrestrial and if not what percentage
on area
an
basis would be
submerged in the creeks?
My understanding is that they were
essentially all terrestrial.

Question #3.

Have you included the information
on your database on Richardson
Mountains? It's just that I can show
it to you in the manner we want it
shown.

Oswell.

Some of it may be in there.

Question #4.

Were tertiary gravels included in
your figures?

Fujino.

Those are included in the figures, I
think, ina very modestway. The
reports that Ripley, Klohu, Leonoff
originally mapped that Caribou
Hills area. I think the quantities
estimated were very marginal.

...

Question #5.

Are these databases in the public

domain?

Are all of the sites looked at

Oswell.

I don't think that the impact of an

I was wondering, inif
your
economic modelling, you included
the site specific environmental
impact
assessment
within your
model, would it still be as economic
as terrestrial?
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SECTION 5.
TECHNICAL PANEL "C"

TYPICAL BORROW MATERIALS USAGE

TYPICAL NORTHERN TRANSPORTATION BORROW REQUIREMENTS

Bryan Peterson, P.Geol.
Project Engineer, Geotechnical
GNWT Transportation,Yellowknife, NWT

-

ABSTRACT
By farthelargestdemandforgranular
resources in theMackenzieRivercorridorwould
come fromthe
to theDempsterHighwaynearInuvik.In
order to
completionoftheMackenzieHighwayfromWrigley
construct the approximately 1,000km of new highway, about 350,000 m) of pit run gravel would be required
for capping over fine-grained embankment materials. Surfacingto an acceptable gravel surface standard would
An estimated 30 to 40 petcent of this
require an additional850,000 m3of processedgranularmaterial.
processedmaterialwouldhaveto
be producedfromquarriedlimestone
sources inareaswherepotential
be completedafter
granularsources are scarce.Actualtestingandselectionofgranulardepositswould
embankment construction.
Maintenance requirements for a gravel-surfaced Mackenzie Highway from Wrigley
to Inuvik would require an
to be upgraded at
additional 3,000,000 m3 of processed material over a 20-year period. If the highway were
some stage in the future, up to 9,000,000 m3 of granular material would be required to pave the 1,400 km
gravel surface of the Mackenzie Highway fromInuvik to the Yellowknife Highway junction.

WithintheMackenzieRiverValley
corridor the
(GNWT)
GovernmentoftheNorthwestTerritories
currentlydoesnothavea
lot of
transportation
facilities.TheGNWTdoesmaintainapproximately
gravel
surface road between Fort
500 km of
ProvidenceandWrigley,eightcommunity
airstrips
and some 270 km of Dempster Highway. This paper
brieflyoutlinesthetypicalrequirementsforthose
facilities and future transportation expansion
needs.

between FortProvidenceandWrigley,theideal
quantityformaintenancematerialwould
be about
100 m3/km per year. These figures may appear high
and it’s probably more like50 or 75 m3/km right now
but if we did get up
to 100 m3/km, we’d be using
1,000,000 m3 of material over the next 20 years for
that500 km section.There
is alsotheDempster
Highway which would require another 500,000m) of
process granular material.

Future transportation requirements thatare potentially
In terms of airstrips, new construction on an airstrip
quite
large
include
extension
of
the
Mackenzie
may require up to 150,000 m3 of fill. Typically that
Highway from Wrigleyto meet the Dempster Highway
fill isgranularmaterial.Thesiteselectionforthe
south ofInuvik.
In 1972,thefederalgovernment
airstrip generally puts it close to a source of good
announced they were going to build the highway@regranular fill where 15,000 m’ of material would be
processed for surfacing. The long term maintenance
engineering, design andconstruction)from
Fort
Simpson to theDempster in fouryears.Wellthat
needs for airstrips is minimal, about 10,000 m) over
didn’t happen. By 1976 they had built the highwayto
a20-yearperiod.
GNWT Transportationdoesnot
a few kilometres south of Wrigley but there was
some
as
maintainthe Norman WellsandInuvikairports,
opposition to thehighwayfromtheDene
Band at
yet.New airstrips are expected to be builtat Fort
Wrigley.Theprojectwasthenshelvedand
funds
Good Hope and Fort Franklin, and possibly one at
were diverted to the building of the Liard Highway.
ArcticRedRiver.
Nahanni Butte is alsointhe
Mackenzie Valley corridor and, in the future, will also The Mackenzie Highway ended south of Wrigley. It
was then completedto Wrigley in the early 1980s and
have a new airstrip.
now in the next couple ofyears, we’re finally getting
In terms of highway
maintenance
requirements,
around to putting in a ferry at Camsell Bend on the
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Mackenzie River and a bridge at Willowlake River.
By 1994, there will be year-round road access to
Wrigley.

surfacing material requirements would only be
850,000 m3processed material for the 800 km of new
highway.

Going north of Wrigley to the Dempster Highway is
another 800 km of highway to construct and that is in
the GNWT Transportation Strategy.
However,
building 800 km of new highway just isn’t within the
GNWT’s current capital funding. It’s going to require
a large commitment on the part of the federal
government for that portion of highway to be built.

Probably 60 to 70 percent of that would come from
natural granular deposits, the other 30 or 40 percent
would come from blasted fresh limestone.
Maintenance of the Mackenzie Highway extension, if
it ever gets built, would be about 3,000,000 m3 of
process material over a 20-year period. In it’s early
years, the Liard Highway was constructed of alluvial
materials and just a light surfacing gravel which didn’t
stand up at all.

I thought that would be the biggest demand for
granular materials, the extension of the Mackenzie
Highway, but with recently cited pipeline figures of
about 7,500 m3 per kilometer, highway construction
does not come near that level of demand.
The federal government had put together preliminary
contract packages and survey estimates. My estimates
from available information suggest 350,000 m3 of pit
run gravel would be required for capping some areas
where fine-grained soils have been used. But

Note:

At some stage in the future, another 9,000,000 m3 of
process granular material would be required for paving
from the junctionof the Yellowknife Highway to
Inuvik. That’s a big number to me but it still doesn’t
give me 7,500 m3 per kilometre, that’s only about
7,000 m3 per kilometre. The- average amount of
granular material required, 7,000 m3per kilometre, is
large for highways but less than the 7,500 m3 per
kilometre cited for pipeline construction.

the text of thispresentation has beentranscribed from an audio-taperecording of the workshop
presentations. If necessary, we would suggest thatthe reader verify the accuracy of these comments with
the presenter.
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TYPICAL NORTHERN COMMUNITY BORROW REQUIREMENTS
Jim Nicholson
GNWT Public Works and Services, Yellowknife, NWT

The Community Granular Program was initiated in
1985 with a mandate to assess the need of the non taxbased municipalities. Under this program, granular
material refers to all types and sizes of material. At
this point in time, the program does not operate in any
of the tax-based communities such as Inuvik and
Norman Wells.
The program’s mandate is strictly to locate sources
that are close to the community that are of a
reasonable quality and sufficient quantity to warrant
development. Where the material is insufficient or
doesn’t exist, material will be hauled in to stockpile.
The granular requirements of the communities is
difficult to estimate, as compared to the requirements
for ahighwaywhich are fairly standard. Whatwe
have to do is take a 20-year needs assessment and 5year capital program for the GNWT and pull the
granular requirements from all the departments and all
the projects that are ongoing or are proposed. We
also look at the granular requirements of proposed

federal government projects and the private sector as
best we can. Unfortunately, it seems thata lot of
times they really don’t know for sure what they’re
going to do until the day before it happens.
Essentially that forms the basis for everything that we
do in terms of production and management of the
resource. In a lot of cases, we simply don’t have to
crush or produce at all because the materials are
usually accessible from the private sector anyway.
It’s a fairly nebulous process in terms of what the
numbers really mean. Typically, your needs in a
small community are going to run from 70,000 to
80,000 m3 over 20 years. Fort Norman and Fort
Franklin are a bit larger and may have requirements of
up to 100,000m3 over 20 years. The figures that we
are speaking about are very low and perhaps some
have little or no bearing in terms of the megaprojects
and master plans you are looking at.

Note:Thetext
of this presentationhas been transcribed from an audio-tape recording of theworkshop
presentations. If necessary, we would suggest that thereader verify the accuracy of these comments with
the presenter.
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NORMAN WELLS PIPELINE BORROW MATERIALS USAGE
John Smith, P.Eng.
Manager Quality Control
Interprovincial Pipe Line lnc., Edmonton, Alberta

extending from Norman Wells south for 868 km to
Z
a
m
a
, Alberta (Figure 1).

This paper presents an overview of IPL’s business, a

briefdescriptionof
our system, our longrange
program and howit eventually will affectour activity
in the north, and a description of construction of the
Norman Wells pipeline.

The question is will now attempt to answer is: What
werethegranularrequirements for theconstruction
and maintenance of the Norman Wells pipeline?

I’ll throw out the essence ofmy crystal ball and what
I think the projected use would be if we extended our
a little bit of the
pipeline further north. I’ll discuss
evolution of my numbers and it’s up to debate after
that. I have a very poor resource for numbers in that
we don’t have anything in our archives. We’re pretty
silent right now in northern pipeline development.

IPL is in the business of transporting liquid petroleum
products. They are transported from western Canada
to points in the mid-western United States around the
Chicago area, andon into western Ontario, Sarnia and
Toronto area. Three pipeline systems extend out of
Edmonton, the smallest of which is a 16-inch line. A
20-inch line carriesrefinedproducts,
NGLs and
condensates,andtransportsthemtomarketswithin
western Canada and on into Ontario. A 24-inch line
and a 34-inchline extend from Edmonton to Superior,
Wisconsin and they take the remainder of the crude
products.FromSuperior,a30-inchpipelinetravels
a 34-inchgoessouth.
northofLakeSuperiorand
to
TheyallmeetagainatSarniaandextendeast
Toronto and Montreal.

Engineered slopes required granular volumes of about
17,000 m3, as a calculated number. There were 155
designed slopes and where the design called for less
than 7”, we would go with the selected backfill.
In
terms of facilities, there are 48 valve sites along the
Norman Wells system and 40 are in the NWT. Small
volumesof granularmaterialfor fill are associated
with valve sites locations.
The Norman Wells Pump Station is constructed on a
rocky surface which has been levelledusingshales
from the Norman Wells quarry. Going further south,
thepad for theconstructioncampat
KP78 (Bear
Rock), used hauled rock, about 500 m3. Most of the
concrete involved in the construction of the Wrigley
Stationwason-sitegranular.Anothermaintenance
base, at KP447 nearCamsellBend also hadon-site
granular. The Mackenzie Pump Station was built on
a mudstone base. Some surficial rock was brought in
forawalkingsurfacebutagainnotforstructural
requirements.

ThecapacityofoursysteminCromer,
Manitoba,
which would be at peak pumping capacity, is about
1.4 million barrels/day. Forecasts for 1996 estimate
about a 120,000 barrel/day shortfallwhichwould
exceedoursustainablepumpingcapacity.What’s
notableaboutthatstatementisthatthisforecast
increase in crude volumes does not include an increase
innortherncrudedeliveries.Conventionalcrudes,
from non-frontier sources, projected price is likelyto
remainquitesteadywhichwoulddiscourageany
furtherextensionof
our systemnorthwardfrom
Norman Wells.

The mainlineconstruction camps werethebiggest
users of granular.However,
this gravelwas
as
recoverable,sinceitwasrepurchasedand
used for
remedial works on our slopes. Granular material was
also used at our stockpilesites.
The purpose of
stockpiles is for pipeline temporary storage and that
granular is also recoverable. Pipe stockpile sites were
ofthe
only used north ofWillowlakeRiver.Some
rivercrossingsrequiredrock
rip rapandwe
also
developedaggregatefortheconstructionofriver
weights,about 1 0 0 m3 total. This summarizesthe
borrow needs for theconstructionphase
ofthe
Norman Wells pipeline.

The Norman Wells pipeline and the system facilities
consist
buried,
of
a 12-inch
diameter
pipeline,

After commencement of pumping operations in May
1985,a fair amount of granular wasused, although it
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didn’t have to be granular, for re-roaching the pipeline
ditch. In 1986, there was approximately 35 km of
subsided ditch which was re-roached. Figures for
1986
and
1987 were unavailable although about
500 m3was used to repair slopes near Fort Norman.

Note:

Norman Wells crude has a very light viscosity and
therefore we can bury and don’t have to insulate it.
Typically, Norman Wells crude flows around 0” but I
don’t have detailed information about the crude types
north of Norman Wells.

The text of thispresentation has been transcribed from an audio-taperecording of the workhop
presentations. If necessary, we would suggest thatthe reader verify the accuracy of these comments with
the presenter.

Figure 1.

Norman Wells to Zama Pipeline Route
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HISTORICAL BORROW DEMAND FORECASTS: MACKENZIE VALLEY CORRIDOR
T. Jack Fujino, P.Eng.
Vice-president, Northern Region
Stanley Associates Engineering Ltd., Edmonton, Alberta

Prior to the late 19608, resource development in the Arctic had not gained any momentum and the demands
for granular materials for community gravel airstrips, community
infrastructure projects, small isolatedmining
projects,andwinter
access roads wereeasilymet.Therewerefewcompeting
needs for the granular
resources in the Mackenzie River Valley and Deltaareas.

In theearly 1970s, withthependingworldoilshortages,majorresourcedevelopmentandtransportation
In
projects were conceived for the Mackenzie Valley and detailed feasibility investigations were undertaken.
view of the extremelydisturbancesensitivepermafrostterrain
in theArctic,eachoftheseindustrial
megaprojectsrequiredsubstantivequantitiesofgranularmaterials
to supportmajorengineeredfacilities.
Significant demands for granular materials were identified for oil and gas pipelines, oil and gas processing
plants and related facilities, Beaufort Sea developments, the extension of the Mackenzie Highway system, deep
seaports on the Beaufort coast, and extensive infrastructure upgrading in Mackenzie Valley communities. The
demands for granular materials in the Mackenzie Valley came to a sudden and abrupt halt in the early to mid1980s with the drop in world oil prices and postponement of megaproject activity in the region.

Introduction

The demand for granular resources in the Mackenzie
Valley,prior to the 1960s. wasquitemodest.
The
general requirements were for local community
needs,
for minor upgrading of winter access roads, and for
occasionalutilizationforexploratoryoiland
gas
seismic
activities.
After reaching peak demand
forecasts in the late 1970s and early 1980s, because of
the numerous hydrocarbon development projects for
offshore facilities,the need for
bothonshoreand
to
extensive quantities of granular material appears
have
diminished.
Current
demands
for granular
are nowcenteredaroundthe
material
resources
specific needs of the individual northern communities.
Extensive information has been collected on borrow
materials by northern frontier petroleum operators,oil
and gas pipeline companies and government agencies.
Gas ActionProgram
UndertheNorthernOiland
(NOGAP) Granular
Resources
Inventory
and
Management Project, most of the existing information
has been compiledandcataloguedintoaseriesof
computerdatabaseswhichhave been linked with a
digital
mapping
system.
Therefore,
the
location,

accessibility,
quality,
available
and
recoverable
quantities, development constraints and ownership of
thesenumerousgranularmaterialresources
in the
MackenzieValley corridor has been cataloguedin
detail and is readily retrievable.
Historical demand forecasts for granular materialsare
not as readily accessible nor available in the public
informationdomain. The variousdemandforecasts
developed by pipelineoperatorsandhydrocarbon
developersduringtheapplicationphaseforthese
developments are difficult to retrieve because most
records have been archived. The collective
and
cooperative information shared at this workshop will
be used to update this historicalgranular resource
information base.
This presentationofthehistoricaldemandforecast
information focusses on the following:

a)
Oil
and
b)
c)
d)
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gas pipeline
projects.
facilities.
Onshore gas processing
Beaufort
offshore
Sea
oil
developments.
Major
transportation
facilities.

and

gas

Community documents and reports used as reference
material in thepreparation of this presentation are
listed in the bibliography section at the conclusion of
this paper.

resource development projects in the late
1970s and
early 19809, the
historical
demand
forecasts
for
granular materials in the Mackenzie Valley havebeen
extrapolated.

Historical Demand Scenarios

A summary of the "Historical Demand Forecasts" for
MackenzieValley granular resources are presented in
Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows,whereinformation
was available, the total of proposed pipeline and oil
and gas processing facility granular requirements.

Neither a detailed and comprehensive examination of
existing
and
available
industry
and
government
documents
and
records,
nor
the
integration
of
had
commentsfromthenumerousindividualswho
participated in the development and planning of the
major
energy
and
infrastructure projects in the
MackenzieValley corridor andBeaufortSeawas
possible within the constraints of this review. Based
on personal knowledge and past involvement in energy
Table 1.

The most detailed studies of "potential demand" for
granular material resources were carried out by the
Department of Public Works Canada andCanadian
arctic Gas Pipeline Limited during the planning
process for theMackenzieHighwayandtheArctic

Historical Granular Demand Forecasts: Private Industry Developments

MACKENZIE VALLEY CORRIDOR

HISTORICAL DEMAND FORECASTS
PRIVATE INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
(,000 Cubic Metres)

Type OF
DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZATION

HISTORICAL
DEMAND

CA.G.P.L
POLAR GAS
BEAUFORT DELTA GRP.
INTERPROVINCIALP/L

27,743
27,743
47,163

ESSO RESOURCESCanada
SHELL CANADA RESOURCES
GULF CANADA RESOURCES
IMPERIAL OIL CANADA

1,500

1. PIPELINE PROJECTS

ALASKA GAS PIPEUNE
ARCTIC ISL GAS P/L
MACKENZIE DELTAOIL P/L
NORMAN WELLS OIL P/L
2. OIL b GAS PROCESSING
FACILITIES

TAGLU GAS PLANT
NIGUNTGAK GAS PLANT
PARSONS LAKE GAS PUNT
NORMAN WELLS REFINERY

3. BEAUFORT SEA OFFSHORE
DEVELOPMENTS
ARTlFlCLAL ISLANDS
STAGING AREAS

DOME/ESSO/GULF
DOMWSSO/GULF

TOTAL

102,649
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CURRENT
DEMAND

Table 2.

Historical Granular DemandForecasts:

Public Sector Developments

MACKENZIE VALLEY CORRIDOR

HISTORICAL DEMAND FORECASTS
PUBLIC SECTOR DEVELOPMENTS
(,000 Cubic Metres)

TYPE OF
DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZATION

HISTORICAL
DEMAND

CURRENT
DEMAND

1. COMMUNITIES

INUVIK
AKLAVIK
TUKTOYAKTUK
MacPHERSON FORT
UVlALUlT
RIVER
RED ARCTIC
FORT GOOD HOPE
NORMAN WELLS
FORT NORMAN
FORT FRANKLIN
WIGLEY
FORT SIMPSON
ENTERPRISE
FORT RESOLUTION
HAY RIVER

INUVIALUIT 178
221

INUVlALUlT
INWlAlUlT
INUVlAlUlT

316

2. TRANSPORTATION
INFRASTRUCTURE

MACKENZIE
HIGHWAY
PUBUC
MACKENZIE
VALLEY
RAILWAY
CNR
DEMPSTER
HIGHWAY
UARD HIGHWAY

WORKS CANADA

- CPR

PUBUC WORKS CANADA

41,557
246,041

330

3. MISCELLANEOUS DEMANDS
HYDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENTS
OTHER (1975 CUMULATIVE)

907

TOTAL

GasPipeline projwts. Estimatedquantitiesforthe,
then, proposed "Mackenzie Valley Railway Project"
were assembled by the Mackenzie Highway Granular
Materials Working Group.

117,742

405,670

1,622

near shore
locations
of the
Beaufort
Sea have
consumed considerablequantitiesofidentifiedand
available granular material fesewes. These reserves,
lacated on Richards Island, were identified during the

development of traditional borrow pit operations and
by the dredging of suitable coarse grainedgranular
Detailed quantities for historicaldemandforecasts
werenotavailabletotheauthorfortheBeaufort
Sea
materialsfromshallowwatersinandaroundRichards
actually used anddemand forecasts
Offshoredevelopments.TheartificialdrillingislandsIsland.Quantities
for exploration of oil and gas reserves in theshallow
for future needs of these offshore energy resource
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developments may be compiledthroughworkshop
this granular
sessionswithindustryparticipantsat
materials workshop.

Earth and Ocean ResearchLtd.(1991)Atlasof
GranularResourceInformation - Phase
Ref. EOR9lWA. Copy 0. Doc. 280158.

Concurrent with the studies and investigations being
carriedout by industryforthedemands
of these
energyresourcedevelopmentprojects,theFederal
Government had initiatedplanningandfeasibility
studies
into
the
development
transportation
of
infrastructure
projects.
The
Mackenzie
Highway
project,
Dempster
Highway
project,
and
the
three major
MackenzieRailwayprojectwerethe
projects under consideration. The Mackenzie Railway
project was envisaged as the single largest consumer
of granular materials, if the project were to proceed.

EBA EngineeringConsultants Ltd. (1976)Geotechnical Evaluation
Granular
of
Material,
Mackenzie
Delta
Area,
1976.
Ref.
EBA76MD. Copy 22. Doc. 22476.
EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.(1986)Granular
Resource Evaluation- Richards Island, NWT
(NOGAP A4-07). Ref. EBA86RI. Copy 25.
Doc. 280061.

The historical demands for the granular material
needs
for the various communities in the Mackenzie Valley
Corridorwere,essentially,demandsclassified
as
"Other"inthe1975MackenzieValleyGranular
MaterialsWorkingGroup.Subsequently,
as part of
in theNorthwest
thelandclaimsettlementprocess
Territories,additionalstudiesandevaluationsfor
granular material requirements for each community in
been undertaken for Indian
the Mackenzie Valley have
and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC). The historical
and current demands for community and public sector
developments, where available, areshown in Table2.
Summary and Conclusions

The total historicaldemandsforgranularmaterial
resources for private industry developments were in
the order of 104 million cubic metres. The majority
of the private sector demands were related
to "Pipeline
Projects", totalling 102.5 million cubic tnetres(shown
in Table 1). Current demands of granular materials
for private industry developments remain uncertain,
either in terms of quantities or schedules.

II.

EBA Engineering C o n s u l t a n t s Ltd.(1987) Inuvialuit
SettlementSandandGravelInventoryand
Recommendations for Development: Aklavik,
NWT (IFAIP 7.la). Ref.EBA87IIA.Copy
49. Doc. 280250.
EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. (1987) Inuvialuit
SettlementSandandGravelInventoryand
Recommendations for Development: Inuvik,
NWT (IFAIF' 7.1~).Ref.EBA87III.Copy
46. Doc. 280241.
EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. (1987) Inuvialuit
SettlementSandandGravelInventoryand
Recommendations for Development: Tuktoyaktuk, NWT (IFAIP 7.10. Ref. EBA87IIT.
Copy 48. Doc. 280249.
Golder
Associates
(Western Canada) Ltd. (1987)
Quarry Rock
Study
Beaufort
Region
(NOGAP A4-12).Ref.GAL87QRl.Copy
25. Doc. 280110.
Golder
Associates
(Western
Canada)
Ltd. (1988)
Quarry Rock
Study:
Beaufort
Region
Supplementary
Report
(NOGAP A4-12).
Ref. GAL87QR2. Copy 23. Doc. 280098.

The
total
historical
demands
for public
sector
developments were in the order of 405.6 million cubic
metres. Of this total, in excess of 246 million cubic
HardyBBTLimited
(1991)PreliminaryGranular
metres were identified as the potential requirement of
Resources Demand: Mackenzie Delta Region.
theMackenzieValleyRailway(Table2).Current
Ref. HBT91MDD. Copy 20. Doc. 0.
demandsofgranularmaterials
for publicsector
developments are about 1.6 million cubic metres.
Hardy BBT Limited (1991) Evaluation of Granular
Resource Potential: Mackenzie Delta Region.
Bibliography
Ref. HBT91MDS. Copy 20. Doc. 0.
Bennett, Lome (1988) Granular Resources Database
Manual Territorial Land Claims Area. Ref.
LBC88LMV. Copy 15. Doc. 280183.

-
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Ref.
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Klohn Leonoff Ltd. (1988) Western Beaufort Region
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Owen,E.B. (1974) Potential Demand for Granular
Materials from the Pits and Quames
proposed byCanadian Arctic Gas Pipeline
Limited
Application.
its
in
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Owen, E.B. (1974) Summary of Granular MaterialsMackenzie
District,
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Ref.
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QUESTION PERIOD

Question #5.

Question # 1.

On the material
needed

Peterson.

That doesn’t include embankment.
It’s not inclusive of any embankment
materiai unless the route is going
through granular areas, then
the
embankment wouldbe constructed of
granular. The embankment would
be of bedrock materials and fine
grained soils, clays and granular
materials. But those numbers don’t
include any embankment quantities
in terms of blasted, bedrock or shale
to construct the embankment.

Question

#2.

Peterson.

Are there particular communities

that keep restrictions for them as
far as access? You mentioned Fort
Franklin and Fort Norman as
having potentially extraordinary
requirements compared to some of
the other communities. Are there
communities
any
have
that
restricted access?

for the
Mackenzie Highway, you said it was
about 1,100,OOO m’. How did you
come up with that number?

Nicholson.

In the comdor, no.

Question #6.

Is IPL going to replace the wood
chip slopes? I understand they
have caused a lot of problems.

Smith.

It’s not our intent to replace them.
Not so far as slope stability we’ve
had a slope around KP160 that has
shown a reduced factor of safety.
The most recent number generated
by our consultants, I think are
around a factor of safety of 1.3,
which says we’re not having a red
light flashing yet. I think if any
remedial work is employed it
probably would be to put in
horizontal drains to relieve the
excess head and groundwater.

Question #7.

I understand that the composting of
the wood chips has created, locally,
very high temperatures that will
have an effect on the active layer.

Smith.

Normally the thaw bulb is
generated around the pipe itself.
The most active thaw could be
energy transported by the pipeline
although there’s little energy
generated by heat from ambient
gain. There seems to be athaw
gain around the pipe but that
doesn’t really contribute to slope
instability, it’s only if you have a
broad thaw. I think it’s only in the
case of about 3 or 4 s l o p that
we’ve s e a this thaw. I’m not so
sure that the heating has contributed
to a broad thaw because the heating
appears to be very localized.

You are assuming that the areas
going through the soil are sufficient
for capping.

Yes. They’ve done very extensive
geotechnical investigations through
most of the route and I have to
believe them - there seems to be
pretty thorough work completed. It
was 20 years ago, but I don’t think
it’s changed much.

Question #3.

So you just took a look at the
smaller communities? Not Inuvik or
Norman Wells?

Nicholson.

strictly
No,
municipalities.
Norman Wells,
would not get
Program.

Question #4.

Can you give us a rough indication
of cubic metre prices for process of
fines within the community?

Nicholson.

from
They’re so different
A
community to community.
community on the highway system
will be substantially lower than a
community without an access road.

non

tax-based
So, Inuvik and
regional centres,
involved in the
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Question #8.

I thought that if a new pipeline was
built from Norman Wells to Inuvik,
then
the
pipeline
would
cross
sections of glaciolacustrineorigin
and then we would have part of the
pipelinecrossingandaffectingthe
active layer.

Smith.

I really couldn’t comment what kind
of designwewouldlookatfor
slopes going north. We would have
reevaluatethewholedesign.ButI
do know thereis nothing to do south
of Norman Wells to rehabilitate the
wood
chip
slopes,
apart
from
draining.

Question

#9.

Iwouldn’t think so, notif
smalldiameter line.

Question #lo.

Is there a relationship between line
diameter and the need for a road?

Smith.

I don’t think they’re actually related
whetherthey’reaboveground
or
of whether
belowgroundinterms
you need aroad or not. If thaw
settlement is found due to elevated
temperature,yougoaboveground
on stilts. But how do you access it,
I guess
howdoyoumaintainit?
that’s a project decision. But if it’s
smalldiameter, I don’t think the
revenue is going to justify the
building of a road.

Question #12.

Question #13.

Duringpipelineconstruction
on
your project materialsandthat
was used for sandbagging and also
for bedding the pipe and padding
did
you
include
that
in your
numbers?

Smith.

No. My numberswereexclusive
of that in that I didn’thaveany
records of it. The requirements for
material
for
the
sandbags
were
fairly substantial. I do know that at
some point in the early phases of
to use
construction, wedecided
sandbags for pipe protection.

Question #14.

How many sandbags?

Smith.

The=were2,000,000sandbags
used on the Norman Wells pipeline.

Question #15.

Wouldyougiveaguesstimate
of
2,000,000 bags at about 50 lb. a
bag? That’s significant.

Smith.

IPL‘s numbersindicated
70,000
cubic metres andif we add another
20,000 cubic metres for sandbags,
that is significantin comparison
with the other numbers.

Question #16.

Any estimates on the
gravel
requirementsfor the extension of
the highway from Inuvik to Tuk?

Fujin0.

It would
be
in the order of
85 kilometres long.

Peterson.

It would
require
100,OOO to
200,000 m3. The problem is that
the Inuvik to Tuktoyaktuk section
doesn’t
have
suitable
borrow
material. If the embankment has to
be
constructed
out of
granular

When you say small diameter, how

Up to 16-inch.Mid-sizewouldbe
is in
16- to 30-inchandthenbig
excess of 30-inch.

-

-

its a

small arc you talking about, 12-inch
and under?
Smith.

I met the proponents of the Hondo
Pipeline last week and I think it’s
fair to say that thatproposal is in a
verypreliminarystage,a
lot of
work has to be done to flush that
ideaoutand
it would be very
premature for me to guess what
their requirements might be.

Would
you
use Aleyeska
the
north of
Norman
Pipelinemode
Wells...above-ground and with an
all-weather road?

McDougall.

Question # 11.

McDougall.

Iwaswonderingifanybodywas
aware of what gravel requirements
are going to be for the proposed
Hondo Pipeline?
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materials then you have higher
granular requirements.
Question #17.

Peterson.

In the cases where you're talking
about embankment fill would that be
basically taken right from the rightbe the
of-way? Or would
they
active borrow pits?
Halfway between Norman Wells and
Fort Good Hope there would be
predominantly borrow pits. South
of that area we would likely use
some right-of-way cut and fill
operations.

Question #18.

In your figures, I don't recall
seeing anything about rip rap or
erosion protection for slope
control?

Peterson.

We took the total rip rap
requirement which was 32,000 m3
for the 800 km of new highway.

Question #19.

Wouldn't that volume depend on
how extensive the rip rap protection
would be?

Peterson.

Yes. Although I don't know what
the design calls for.

SECTION 6.
TECHNICAL PANEL "D"

POTENTIAL INDUSTRIAL DEMANDS

GRANULAR RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR POTENTIAL HYDROCARBON DEVELOPMENT
IN THE WESTERN NWT

James C. McDougall, M.C.E., P.Eng.
President
North of 60 Engineering, Calgary, Albert8

ABSTRACT

Historically, granular materialhas been used in the construction of roadways, airfield runways, embankments
to supportbuildingsandotherphysicalstructures,andintheconstructionof
drilling padsandtemporary
offshoreexplorationstructures
in theshallowwatersoftheBeaufort
Sea. Granularresourcesinthe
Mackenzie Delta are limited in supply. One of the key variables in managing the resource is the identification
of potential requirements. The land use studies in the region have identified local needs for the communities.
Industry requirements have also been assessed. On the oil side, development scenarios have ranged from the
optimistic production levels of 700,000 barrels per day in the early 1980s, to today's current thinking that
additional onshore reserves need to be discovered before
oil development occurs. Development of the large
gas resemes in the region has been proposed, but again, under the existing price regime, onshore gas cannot
compete with gas reserves in Alberta and the continental United States.
Despite the pessimistic outlook, future hydrocarbon development in the region will likely occur.
This paper
in theregionandidentifiespotentialdevelopment
reviewshistoricalexplorationanddevelopmentplanning
scenarios. Granular resource requirements for the potential development scenarios will also be identified.

Introduction

Northof
60 EngineeringLtd.
has identified,in
collaboration
with
industry,
granular
resource
requirements for a numberof oil and gas development
scenariosintheBeaufort/MackenzieDeltaregion.
These S X M ~ ~ O S havethepotentialtobeeconomic
under
current
price
outlooks,
given
plausible
technological and fiscal uplift.This paper summarizes
scenarios, theirpossible
thepotentialdevelopment
timing, and granular resource requirements.
The motivationfor this work is driven by the ongoing
need of the Department of Indian Affairs
irnd Northern
Development PIAND) to assess granularresource
requirementsintheregion.
This work has been
sponsoredundertheNorthernOiland
Gas Action
Program ( N O G A P ) Project A4: "Granular Resources
Inventory and Management".

Exploration in the NWT started in the early 1920s,
when oil seeps into the MackenZie River led
to the
discovery of the Norman Wells Oilfield1921.
in Over
1,OOO wells have been drilled in the area since 1921
which has resulted in a number of discoveries in the
mainland region of the NWT and in the Mackenzie
Delta Beaufort Sea area.

-

-

Exploration in theMackenzieDelta
BeaufortSea
region began in the early 1960s. The first well was
drilled at Winter Harbor on Melville Island in 1962
and this was followed by wellsin the Mackenzie Delta
and Tuk Peninsula region. Oil was first discovered at
Atkinson Point on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula in1969
by Imperial Oil Limited. In 1971, large gas deposits
were discovered in the Taglu area of Richards Island
by Imperial Oil and in 1972 in the Parsons Lake area
by Gulf
In 1973 Shell Canada made several
oil and gas discoveries in the Niglingtak and Kugpik
areas of the Mackenzie Delta.

Canada.

Hydrocarbon Exploration

ThewesternregionoftheNorthwestTerritories
(NWT) represents oneof
the major undeveloped
petroleum frontiers of NorthernCanada (GSC, 1983).

-

Thefirstoffshorewell
intheMackeruieDelta
Beaufort Sea was drilled from an artificial island in
1973. Drilling from near shore artificial islands, Esso
discovered oil at Adgo in1974, at Issungnak in 1980,
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West Atkinson in 1982, Itiyok in 1983 and Nipterk in
1985. In the deeper waters, Dome PetroleudCanmar
Marine Drilling undertook an ambitious exploration
program using drill ships. Between 1976 and 1980,
Dome encountered oil at the Nektoralik, Koakoak,
In
Kopanoar, Ukalerk and Tarsuit locations.
intermediate waters, Gulf found oil at Pitsiulak and
Amauligak. These wells were drilled from a mobile
arctic caisson which was placed on the sea floor, or a
berm (depending on the water depth), and then filled
with a sand core to provide sliding resistance against
moving ice in the winter. Several gas discoveries
were also madein the offshore regions. Dingwall
(1990) provides an overview Beaufort
of
SeaMackenzie Delta hydrocarbon reserves.
Over 200 wells have been drilled in the Mackenzie
Delta - BeaufortSea are8 including about 90 wells
offshore. Estimated discovered reserves to date and
potential for the region are given in Table 1. The
significant oil and gas discoveries in the region to date
are shown in Figure 1.
Current Outlook

It took sixty-five years after oil was discovered at
Norman Wells, before oil production finally flowed to
southern markets (although the oil fieldhad been
tapped to produce refined product for the region for
several decades). At the commencement of production
in 1985, the expanded Norman Wells reservoir was
estimated to contain about 200 million barrels of oil.
Norman Wells is Canada’s most northerly oil field
Table 1.

with sustained year round production. The Norman
Wells field currently produces about 35,000barrels of
light crude per day.

-

Production from the Mackenzie Delta Beaufort Sea
region has yet to occur despite the considerable
investment by industry into development planning,
engineering studies, as well as regulatory and
environmental reviews. In fact, exploration drilling in
the area has dropped to a twenty-year low and there
has been little interest shown in obtaining new frontier
exploration leases.
A major factor in this low activity is the current price
of oil which has fluctuated in recent years around $20
US per barrel. The prevailing industry view is that
the existing oil reserve base in the Mackenzie Delta is
not large enough to support a costly pipeline
transportation system to southern markets. Industry’s
efforts are therefore focused on identifying and
discovering onshore oil prospects.

Frontier natural gas discoveries, while significant in
size, are currently not competitive with the existing
reserves in southern Canada due to the costly
transportation system that would be required to move
the gas to market. Given current low gas prices and
the unexpected near term growth in those prices, it is
unlikely thatthe discovered reserve base will be
developed within the next decade although significant
changes in fuel use (i.e. increased conversion from oil
to natural gas by industry and consumers) could alter
this outlook.

Mackenzie DelWBeaufort Sea: Discovered andPotential Reserves

Oil (billion bbls)

Sounu.

GSC. 1988
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Figure 1.

Souroe:

Beaufort SedMackenzie Delta: Significant Oiland Gas Discoveries

Oilweek, 1986

Foreseeable Granular Requirements

Despite thepessimistic
outlook, the oil and gas
industry has identifieda
number of ongoing. or
potential projects that will require granular material in
the near term. They include the following:
0

e

Shell Canada will potentially require up to
15,2251.n’
to support their ongoing exploration
activities in the Mackenzie Delta during the
1993-94period, however they will attempt to
utilize surplus material currently stockpiled in
the area.

An

annual requirement of 500m3 rock, and

75Om’ sand to support ongoing operations by

Imperial Oil at N o m Wells.
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0

Imperial has planned
a
number of small
projects for 1993 that will require 3,000m’
rock, lO,OOOrn’ gravel and 1,300m’sand.

e

A newwellpad

0

An estimated 500,000I.n’of granular would
be required for a 40 to 50 km access road
into the Cameron Hills area to support
potential resource development in the area.

e

An estimated 90,oOOm’ of granular for a
potential refinery and access road in the Jean
Marie River area.

at Norman Wells is planned
for 1994 which would require 40,000m’ of
rock and 53,000m’of gravel.

Future Development

The key to future developmentin the current economy
is finding innovative ways of reducing the high costs
associated
with
oil
and
gas
development
and
transportation.
Towards that end, North of 60 Engineering LJd. in
association with K.R. Croasdale and Associates Ltd.
recently completed a study
to identify key research and
development thrusts, which,if
successful, would
significantlyimprovethepotential
of oil and gas
development in the region. A number of generic oil
and gas development scenarios were considered:
0

extension of theNormanWellspipeline
or tanker
transportationcouldbe economically attractive without
additional reservm if technology advancements could
achieve lower costs. The study also recommended a
framework to focus future research into areas that
a reality.
could potentially make development
Potential Development Scenarios

Based on the results of thepreviouswork

by the
author, a number of potential development scenarios
have been considered for this study. They include:
0

The development of small
a
onshore oil or
gas field to provide a fuel source to meet
local energy demands.

0

The potential for
seasonal
production
from
the Amauligak reservoir.

A 350 million barrel offshore pool producing
at a rate of 80,000 barrels per day into a 16inchpipeline from theoffshorelocation to
northern Alberta.

0

A generic200millionbarrelonshorefield.

0

The
processing of onshore gas for
sale
southern markets.

A 350 million barrel offshore pool producing
at a rate of 80,000 barrels per day utilizing
year-roundice-breakingtankers to transport
the product to market.

The timing of thesescenarioshas been phased to
reflecttheongoinglevelofexploration,the
time
requiredtodevelop
a particularscenarioandthe
current economic outlook.

A 100 millionbarrel(recoverable reserves)
onshore field utilizing the 12-inch extension of
theInterprovincialPipeLinesystemfrom
northern Alberta to Norman Wells.

I
I

0

0

to

The initial development scenario is shown
Figure
in 2.
It assumes that development of local energy sources,
or seasonal oil production from an offshore discovery
could take place in the 1995-2000 time frame. It also
assumes adiscovery,and
the developmentof an
onshore 200 million barrel pool
by the year 2000. As
0
A 350 million barrel offshorepool producing
initial production started to decline additional onshore
seasonally into a tanker which would transport fieldswould be brought on stream. The timing of
the product to market.
these
additional
developments
would
depend
on
available pipeline capacity and the actual timinggasof
0
A gas scenario to produce only the onshore
development.
reserves at a rate of 800 mcf/day through a
30-inchpipelineconstructedfromTagluto
The author has assumed thatsufficientdemandand
northern Alberta.
growth in gas p r i m will occw by the year 2005 to
justify development of the three major onshore fields.
The study identified the cost,economic viability, and
This would trigger the construction of a gas pipeliie,
economicsensitivitiesassociatedwitheachofthe
development drilling and production facilities which
above scenarios. In addition, it outlined a number of
would come on stream in the year 2010. A possible
potential research initiatives which could reducecosts
is presented in
development scenario for the year 2010
and thus improve project economics.
Figure 3.And finally, as additional capacity in the
transportation systemis established additional onshore
One of the important conclusions from the study was
fields wouldbe added.
thatsmallscaleoildevelopmentusingeitheran
0

A 350 million barrel offshore pool producing
at a rate of 35,000 barrels per day utilizing
the12-inchextensionoftheInterprovincial
PipeLinesystemfromnorthernAlbertato
N o m Wells.
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'igure 2.

Beaufort-Mackenrie Oil DevelopmentScenario: Year 2000
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2010

Granular Requirements

The general scope of each development scenario was
established in orderto identify the associated granular
resource
requirements.
Generally,
the
scope
was
based on inputs from a variety of sources including
industry, the experience of the author, and past studies
available in the public domain. In some cases, where
a particular scenario, the
datawasunavailablefor
scope was established using NORCOST, a Northern
Regions Venture Cost Model developed by North of
60 Engineering. the NORCOSTmodelestablishes
the scope and cost of facilities necessary to produce
to
andtransportoilandgasfromfrontierregions
southern markets. As a subset of the output
it also
for the
quantifiesthegranularresourcesrequired
development.

type, and construction spread, are summarized in
to
Table4.Operatingandmaintenancefacilities
supportthepipelinewouldrequire
an additional
244,073 m3 of general and select material.
Total granularresourcesrequirements are therefore
estimated to be 2 million m3 for Mackenzie-Beaufort
oil development and8 million m3 for
gas development.
Conclusions
A number of conclusionscan be made from the study:

The statichydrocarbon reserves thathave
been discovered in the region are significant.
Future oil development in theregionwill
reserves. Gas
likely
require
additional
developmentwilldepend
on theeconomic
outlook and future demand.

Total granular resource requirements for the various
development
scenarios
discussed
in
the
previous
sectionaresummarized in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2
represents a breakdown of the granular requirements
3 summarizesthe
foroildevelopmentwhileTable
requirementsforgasdevelopment.Amoredetailed
breakdown ofthee granular requirements is contained
in the final report of this study to the Department of
Indian and Northern Affairs.

Technology and fiscal uplift will enhance the
likelihood of development.
Granular
resources
required
to support
ongoingoperations at NormanWells,the
NWT andongoing
southernregionofthe
exploration in the Mackenzie Delta-Beaufort
Sea are relatively small.

Granular
resource
requirements
12-inch
for
a
extension of the InterprovincialPipe Line (PL)crude
oil system from Norman Wells
to the Mackenzie Delta
are relatively small. According to IPL, approximately
50,000 m3of granularresourcematerialwouldbe
requiredforconstructionofthe
line northfrom
NormanWells. This small volume (when compared
to the gas pipeline requirements discussed below) is
likely attributable to the small diameter of the line.

Anumberofdevelopmentscenarioshave
been identifiedthat are potentiallyviable
given technology and fiscal uplift. Granular
resources requirements for these scenarios
are
than
significant,
but
considerably
lower
historical estimates forlarger developments.
Acknowledgements

Granularresourcerequirementsforthe
gas pipeline
development are significantly larger. The gas scenario
consideredin
this studyconsistsofa914
mm
diameter, 2,330 km long, pipeline stretching from the
MackenzieDelta to Edson, Alberta whereitwould
connect into existing distribution systems.
General fill would be required for work pads, access
roads, airstrips and other associated pipeline facilities.
Select fill would be required to improve the durability
of subgradesurfacesandfortrenchbeddingand
packing around the pipe. Finally, a limited quantity of
aggregateswouldberequired
for manufacture of
concretepipeweightsandstructuralfoundations.
Granular resource requirements for the pipeline, by
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Granular Material Required for Mackenzie-Beaufort Oil Development (m3)

Table 2.

period/years

Onshore Facilities

Offshore Facilities

716,275

0

1993-1995
1996-2000
200 1-2005
2006-20 10
2011-2015
2016-2020

I

I

Total

Table 3.

I

650,000 575,447
0
0
2,700,000
0

6,250
6,250
388,525
235,615

I

1,928,362

I

3,350,000

Granular Material Required for Mackenzie-BeaufortGas Development (m3)

PeriodlYears,

Onshore Facilities

Offshore Facilities

1993-1995
1996-2000
200 1-2005
2006-2010
2011-2015
2016-2020

0
40,000
0

0
0
0
0
0

2,048,986
573,413
0

I
1

Total

Table 4.

Pipeline
Spread

I

I

0
~

0

2,662,399

GranularMaterialRequired

Length

-1

for Mackenzie-Beaufort Pipeline Development (m3)

Pipe Protection
General Fill Spread

<e3)

(d)

*-Ye
(m3
948
1,228
32,780

Total
(m3)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2 10
245
250
260
275
395
485

432,840
674,806
539,338
57 1,607

237,263

184,610

35,464

794,845
1,054,443
93 1,002
1,020,739 62,025 342,556
662,904 47,956
566,105 44,740 216,467 262,217
495,957

Total

2,120

2,996,389

2,060,392

225,141

5325995

345,585
331,207
321,863
3 18,104 278,3 18
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QUESTION PERIOD

McDougall.

Question #l.

In yourNORCOSTmodelthere
is
no variable
environmental
for
panels
reviews or environmental
involved in any consultations. Does
that seemso insignificant interms of
a common-sense point of view that it
doesn’t?

McDougall.

No shouldn’t
I
saythat.mean
I
those costs in NORCOSTare treated
as a percentage of the total capital
costs and so there’s a component in
there to reflectthat,but
I don’t
break it out directly.

Question #2.

In terms of developing contingency
plans as in previous developments,
we’ve been quashed in that area. So
I’m just wondering
it’s
ifstill
insignificant? That may affect your
cost per barrel.

McDougall.

It potentially could add to the cost.
Guarantees do have an impact on the
economics for sure. The economics
we ran for the proposed scenarios do
not include guarantees.

Question #3.

Do you want tojust elaborate a little
more on the recent Hondo Pipeline
proposal? It’s seems to be ahot
topic to talk about. Can you give us
any further details on the project?
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I

met with Mr. Anderson
the
President and CEO of Hondo and
in
their Vice Presidentlastweek
Calgary.Theywerethere
to talk
to the gas producersandother
proponents. In a nutshell, they are
proposing to take Canadian
Beaufort Gas west via pipeline to
the Alaska-Yukonborder to Circle,
Alaska, cross
the
Yukon River
there and then downfrom Circle to
Fairbanks. From Fairbanks the
pipeline would continue south
along
thehighway that exists between
AnchorageandFairbanks
to an
existingliquefactionplant
in the
Kenai Industrial area. It’s a yearround port at Kenai. The product
be liquefied
and
would
then
transported by ship to marketsin
Japan and China for use in power
co-generation. I think it’ssafe to
saythoughthatthey’reat
a very
preliminary stage of thinking this
in
project.
They’ve
got
a lot of
homework to do and they need to
look attheeconomics,
run them
they
really
have
a
and see if
potentialviableproject.
Certainly
they
have
to compete.
The
competing market is coal and you
need a significant pricefor that gas
to be able to back it through that
to make it
chain
events
of
economical to the producers.

SECTION 7.

DlSCUSSION PANEL "A"

INDUSTRIAL BORROW DEMAND ISSUES

INUVIALUIT PETROLEUM CORPORATION BORROW DEMAND ISSUES
Jim Herbert

President
lnuvialuit Petroleum Corporation, Calgary, Alberta

The Inuvialuit Petroleum Corporation (IPC)
is
currently investigating ways to use oil and gas
technology to benefit the communities in our regional
area. The two main communities are Inuvik and
Tuktoyaktuk in that they’re close to potential oil and
gas supplies. We started this backin1986 with the
first Tuk gas project. The object was to take initial
wells and turn them into supply gas for the townsite,
either for co-generation or direct heating requirements.
At that time, industry was still quite active.
We’ve revisited this project several times but still the
goal is to take an exploratory well and use the shallow
gas from the exploratory well and turn it into a fuel
source. In this case the community we’ve done the
most work on is Tuktoyaktuk. This would apply to a
similar project at Inuvik if and when a well is drilled
proximate the town. We believe that anything within
about 10 km of the site could be economic.
The gravel and borrow we used has changed greatly
since we started in 1985-86, mainly influencedby new
technology that we’ve seen coming out from Alaska on
downsizing of pads, thermal syphons, and piles,
modular construction and remote operations. We
would take two wells--two are needed so you have a
guarantee of supply for the townsites--or two zones
and one well. We need about a40-year supply to
make it worth while. IPC would put in a processing
facility to take the water out and refrigerate the gas.
We’ve looked at only seasonal access to the sites and
putting a small housing facility on the site so we could
have it manned. In the summer months we would
complete crew changes by helicopter similar to an
offshore operation. The projects are uneconomical by
commercial standards but the Inuvialuit believe the
significant local benefits could make it viable.
We looked at some of the older wells that were drilled
on the Tuk Peninsula and found that the surface casing

Note:

and casing requirements for exploratory wells were
considerably different than what we found we should
have for a producing well. So when Esso drilled the
last well on the Tuk Peninsula two years ago, we
increased the casing requirements on the upper section
so it would withstand what we believe to be the
strengths required to make it a producing well. We
had the misfortune of finding the shallow zones
coming up oil and the deep gas zone coming up wet 60
after quite a bit of work, we found the well was
uneconomical for the project. There’s another well
coming up from Exxon in the 1993-94 or 1994-95
drilling season and we’ll reevaluate at that time.
We’vebeen doing some work with the Deh Cho
Regional Council on a project weare
seriously
considering for theCameron Hills, a project which
would require significant volumes of granular for an
accessroad.
The numbers there were a total fill
requirement not just an aggregate or gravel
requirement, that was total volume. We’re waiting
currently on the testing in the Hills this winter to
determine whether its a viable project. There’s
another small project weare looking atfor
the
Cameron Hills--a topping plant and refinery on the
Norman Wells crude oil pipeline at Jean Marie River.
That summarizes IPC’s activities in the north.
For those who don’t realize our current production
capability, I might add that IPC started in 1989 and
currently we’re producing just under 4,000 barrels a
day of oil and gas equivalent in Alberta. We employ
27 people of which we’re 18% Inuvialuit staff. I’d
like to see that being 50% and we have some very
aggressive training programs on in that regard.
Maybe in two to three years, we will reach our goal
of 50% Inuvialuit staff. I’d like to see our projects go
sooner rather than later, but as we know with Arctic
development, it was always “We’re going to have the
pipeline in 5 years” and it seems it’s the same now as
in 1969.

The text of thispresentation hasbeentranscribed
from an audio-taperecording of the workshop
presentations. if necessary we would suggest that the reader verify the accuracy of these comments with
the presenter.
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GAS PIPELINE BORROW DEMAND ISSUES

Ollie Kaustinen
Vice-president,Engineering
Polar Delta Pipeline Project, Calgary, Alberta

I was asked to present the method Polar Delta used in
determining the borrow requirements for the proposed
gas pipeline. This information is extracted from the
National Energy Board application for the gas pipeline
in 1984-85. Some 5.5 million m3 of borrow material
would be required for the line from the Mackenzie
Delta to the Caroline-Edson areas of south-central
Alberta (Figure 1). About 4.6 million of that granular
requirement is in the Northwest Territories (NWT),
along the 1,500 km of right-of-way.

result. What we need now is only for the pipeline
itself, padding along the pipe which was not used on
the Norman Wells pipeline because it is a smaller line
and more flexible. So we need much more select fill
for the pipeline itself. This is a concept that’s used in
the TransCanada PipeLine system in northern Ontario,
where the whole pipeline is padded in the rock areas.
We do not need it for our pipeline project except for
slope protection.
So looking at the Norman Wells oil pipeline versus the
MackenzieValley gas pipeline, you’ll notice that
we’ve got a sand pad that’s 46 %of the pipeline route.
No protection--only one third of the pipeline route.

The Polar Gas line more or less follows the Norman
Wells pipeline route from Norman Wells to Zama. In
our consortium with the other producers (note Alaska
Natural Gas Transport System/Dempster Lateral routes
which have been proposed by Foothills Pipelines in
Figure 1). Foothills and Polar Delta has looked at
other pipeline routes and so the Mackenize Valley
proposal might not be the ultimate routing.

Here are the aggregate requirements. This is in linear
feet, not in metric. Granular for weights is 145,000
cubic metres. These are very heavy weights and they
do not necessarily have to be cast in that area. They
can be brought from other areas if local aggregate is
not available.

A l s o , in order to determine the borrow requirements,
we also have to examine the preferred and required
design elements. The aggregate needs are really based
on how you design the pipeline. As mentioned earlier,
very high numbers for aggregate and granular material
were generated in the original pipeline concept because
of how we were to design and build thatpipeline.
When I now talk about the borrow requirements, they
relate, for the most part, to pipeline stress.

There’s also the pipeline facilities:the airports, the
operator maintenance facilities, compressor stations,
and stockpile sites. A lot of the granular material is
required off the pipeline right-of-way for access roads
and logistics facilities. As far as the pressure station
sites and all operation maintenance facilities, what we
require is mostly sand and gravel.

Also, granular requirements will depend on the soil
conditions enroute. What Polar Delta has said is that
a gas pipeline in the continuous permafrost areas will
be a buried pipeline operating at minus 0°C. In the
discontinuous zone, we require more pipeline weights
because of above freezing conditions. A large gas
pipeline will float under those conditions.
We do not intend to have a gravel pad to work from.
In earlier concepts for pipeline, we had a granular pad
and also, on the Polar Gas Project, we had to have a
road to bring all the equipment up along the right-ofway. The cost of building that pad in the Mackenzie
Valley was almost as much as installing the pipeline
itself. The costs were considerably higher and the
granular requirements were much, much, higher as a

In our application to the Board we identify the number
of borrow sites. We don’t say where we’re going to
take it from as we did not drill the sites. So, we don’t
really know how much is there, but we listed enough
sites that we knew that there should be morethan
enough material available to build. For spread 3 in
year 3, these are the sites (shown on overhead
transparency) and we have actually done the length of
haul, just to get a cost estimate. First we get a cost
estimate of constructing a pipeline, we do not combine
how much we would take from each site whether we
use that site or not, these are potential sites.
For spread 3, year 3, about 250,000 m) for the two
month period including preparation for pipe padding
and site material, weight casting, and site preparation.
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To summarize, how do we arrive at these numbers for
granular requirements? Well, we have a "book" of all
pipeline material and supply requirements that can be
cross-checked by construction spread. It tells you

Figure 1.

exactly how to get a cost estimate so it's not just
"taking numbers out of the air".
That detailed
information is, however, confidential and proprietary
to Polar Delta.

Mackenzie Valley Gas Pipeline and Prebuild Extension Projects
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OIL PIPELINE BORROW DEMAND ISSUES
John D. Smith
Manager, Quality Control
Interprovincial Pipe Line Inc., Edmonton, Alberta

As I had noted in my earlier presentation,
Interprovincial Pipe Line (IPL) currently operates the
Norman Wells to Zama crude oil pipeline but is not
actively pursuing any big-inch northern oil pipeline
projects. After the completion of the Norman Wells
line IPLdid complete engineering andeconomic
evaluations of a big-inch line from the Mackenzie
Delta to Edmonton (Figure 1). The cost of this line,
at about $3-billion is not economic at this time.
I don't really have anything more to add in terms of
granular requirements for a small-inch line extended
into the Mackenzie Delta area. However, I might
make some commentary perhaps on differences on
Polar Gas pipeline versus an oil pipeline. One
difference is with respect to the use of concrete river
weights. IPL did use a fair number of weights in the
first stage of the Norman Wells pipeline with the
idling of the line for one year before production and,
predictably, an empty pipeline tends to move upwards.
The second year I believe is where the rule was--"If

Note:

you can put it in dry, put it in dry". That cut down
our weight consumption considerably and we did not
have any construction or operations problems by doing
it that way. That was not as impacting on our liquids
line as it might be for a gas line.

I think again the resistance of the pipeline to denting
or buckling is a major factor. North of Kp 440, the
pipeline wall thickness is really driven by straining due
to frost settlement. For the southern sections of the
system, internal pressure resulted in pipe stress of up
to 72% of yield. In the more northerly sections, it
diminishes to around 60% of yield. We protected the
pipeline mechanically byinstalling cathodic protection.
This has been determined to be quite effective in
protecting the pipeline. On a semi- or alternate year
basis, we're also completing calibration of thaw-frost
settlement on the pipeline. Finally, we've also
concluded
that
there's
no damage to the coating. To
verify his, we have run an internal magneto-flux tool
looking for internal and external corrosion.

the text of thispresentation hasbeentranscribed
from an audio-taperecording of theworkshop
presentations If necessary, we would suggest that the reader verify the accuracy of these comments with
the
presenter,
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Figure 1.

Proposed Mackenzie Valley
Oil

Pipeline Route
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QUESTION PERIOD
Question #l.

Question #4.

What potential volumes are you
looking at..production volumes?

Herbert.

Production volumes would be only
900 to 1,000 barrels a day that
we’d be trucking. Having been
involved over the years in the
Arctic development of oil and gas,
I’ve seen a great decrease inthe
amount of gravel and aggregate
used. Technology has really
reduced the amounts. You can take
the developments at Prudhoe Bay
from the first drill pad to the ones
that they’ve just done in the last
few years and they’ve reduced their
requirements almost 100-fold. We
saw it in our initial estimates in
1975 for our requirements to what
we actually used during the
Foothills line and the other
proposals.

Question #5.

Isit technology or economics that
will reduce the amount?

Herbert.

I economics
think
drives
technology.

McDougall.

To some extent it has been
technology and in some instances it
has been experience. The
drill
pads at Prudhoe Bay started with
120foot spacing.
Now with
experience, you realize thatthey
can reduce that spacing down to
25- or 30-feet. So if you can do
that you can shrink the size of the
a g g r e g a t essi g n i f i c a n t l y .
Production facilities have become
more compact and again that’s
reducing the borrow requirements.

Minning.

There is the question though of a
large diameter gas pipeline in
discontinuous permafrost. In the
big quantities of material required
in the days of Arctic Gas, you had
to contend with permafrost with a
chilled gas pipeline with frost heave
and that type of thing.

Question #6.

I think you’d probably have a big

...

For select fill does that have to be
sand or can that be till?

Kaustinen.

Select fill is mostly sand. No, it
doesn’t have to be sand. It’s for a
pipe trench so there could be some
silt in it as long as there is no ice.

Question #2.

The Cameron Hills project...is that
a gas project?

Herbert.

No. That is in conjunction with
Paragon Resources for their oil.
We’re looking at an oil haul tanker
operation to hook up with the
Norman Wells pipeline near Jean
Marie River. The economics simply
aren’t there initially for a pipeline
connection. We are looking at an
oil haul
road
initially. Once the
road is there then a gas development
will could probably take place but
it’s the oil that’s going to drive the
development. You need the allweather road to develop more of the
oil and it’s kind of a snowball effect.
But we need the initial wells to test
outandthat’swhatthey’re
doing
this winter and hauling the oil out
over winter roads. The proposal
that we have put forth is that the
road will be totally inside the NWT
where the current road is down into
Alberta and out near the community
of Indian Cabins.

Question #3.

This would be a new road then? Do
you have any estimates on the
granular that you wouldneed for the
access road project?

Herbert.

Yes. This would be entirely new
construction. That was the 500,000
m3 I hadtalked about earlier, and
that’s
total
construction material.
We don’t have a total route selection
picked as yet because it depends on
which wells will test out the best and
some then we will have to complete
some surface-survey work to
determine what is the bestway to
put a road in there.
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diameter oil pipeline in the

oilischilledbeforeenteringthe
pipeline.

Mackenzie
Delta
area crossing
an
ambient
permafrost. Is that
temperature pipeline?
Smith.

I really
can’t
what
say
crude
the
types are. I’d really be guessing on
what type of design they’d ultimately
be using.

Kaustinen:

For the
Aleyeska
pipeline
the
crude
oil has a high
pour-point
and
therefore the crude has to be heated
so it will flow through the pipeline.
The pipelines in southern Canada
operate
below
freezing
the
in
wintertime so it does not necessarily
have to be anAleyeskapipeline
design. In fact,the Norman Wells
oil pipeline operates below freezing.

Smith:

Certainly, the Norman Wells crude

-

Question #7.

Although
the
IPL pipeline
crude
goes in chilled, it’s getting heated
as it’sgoingdowntheline.
Any
comments?

Smith.

As the
crude oil goes further south,
by the
it’s
certainly
governed
ambient conditions of the ground.
The
energy
generated
by the
to
flowingcrudedissipatesbyup
700 hp in the course of 320 km of
which one-thirdof that energy is to
gain elevation to Wrigley station.
There is very little energy
dissipation per se. Whatever solar
energy goesinto the right-of-wayis
what drives the temperature in the
crude oil.
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SECTION 8.
DISCUSSION PANEL "B"

POTENTIAL CONSTRAINTS TO
BORROW DEVELOPMENT

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: BIOPHYSICAL
Gary White
Manager inuvik Research station
Science institute of the NWT inuvik, NWT

This paper provides an overview perspective of some
of the scientific activities currently being conducted in
the Mackenzie Delta. Presented below are issues and
biophysical constraints that may greatly affect your
industry and in fact, all development in the NWT.
Before presenting these issues, I will provide a brief
review of who we are and where we are going.

.

The Inuvik Research Centre has been operating since
the early 1960s to provide logistical support for
research in the western Arctic. The logistical research
support includes laboratories, accommodation, library
facilities, offices and secretaries for researchers
working in the western Arctic. The researchers are
from government, both territorial and federal,
university professors and students, as well as industry
researchers. In 1992, the Centre supported nine
projects and approximately 300 researchers involved
in those projects. They range from research on
archaeology and geology, to sociology and
anthropology. The people who have used our centre
come from across Canada and from around the world.
The Science Institute also has a research centre in
Igloolik and another one in Iqaluit.
This workshop is concentrated on establishing what
granular reserves are along the corridor of the
Mackenzie Valley, where potential granular reserves
are, pipeline and highway transportation systems and
other factors in the borrow industry. This paper is a
brief presentation on thephysical constraints that
might affect your industry.
You’ve probably all heard through the media
something about the topic of climate change. Many of
the researchers that I have talked to in the different
sciences simply cannot be certain that global climate is
changing. They don’t know if it is changing and if so,
is it only a regional phenomenon. But they’d like to
know
because
obviously if climate change is
occurring, it is going to have a dramatic effect on the’
north. For example, it will affect the boundary of the
continuous and discontinuous permafrost zones as
well as the ice
With warming, the polar caps
are going to melt and sea levels are going to be raised.

regime.

This has happened throughout time. Itis likely to
affect slope stability in corridors like the Mackenzie
Valley where more slumping would occur and that, of
course, would be a hazard to pipeline development.
It would also affect flood cycles in places like the
Mackenzie Delta and it’s going to affect the regional
ecology as well. If the temperatures are warming up,
new species of plants would be found, particularly in
any disturbed areas where there have been forest fires.
So climate change could have a dramatic effect on
your industry. If there is climate change, certainly
pipelines would have to be designed differently and
that policy will effect your plans.
At the Inuvik Research Centre, we support the
research community and recognize that climate change
should be looked at. Last year we had 19 projects set
up by different government agencies and the university
researchers to address global climate change. I’d like
to list a few of them.You’ll recognize that they’ll
have implications for your industry.
When we think of research, many of us who are
physical scientists, we think of geology and
engineering but there are some social research studies
that are looking at oral history of flooding events, by
talking to the native elders and other people in the
region. Scientists arealso investigating ground ice
developments in sediments in the Mackenzie Delta;
The
particularly frost heave in small lakes.
constuction of future pipelines through parts of the
Delta have to cross some of these lakes and this work
Dr. Stewart Cohen, with
pertains to that.
Environment Canada, is part of a group called the
Mackenzie Basin Impact Study and they are looking at
the Mackenzie Basin as a whole and this would
include parts of the territories, Alberta, northeastern
British Columbia and parts of the Yukon. This group
is doing quite a bit of modelling of climate change and
potential climate change scenarios. These models will
assist the pipeline industries in predicting what will
happen at certain temperature changes.
The Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) has also been
very active in the western Arctic. Some of the
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term projects. They have to be long term, in order to

projects are quite important in better understanding
climate change. Currently, the GSC is monitoring
landslide mechanisms along the Mackenzie River
between Norman Wells and the head of the Mackenzie
Delta; looking at past slides, recording their
frequencies and documenting just what slides have
occurred. Mark Nixon of the GSC is monitoring the
permafrost active layer from Richards Island in the
Delta all the way down to the Alberta border. He has
set up monitoring stations to quantify the amount of
permafrost thaw in the active layer.

obtain a more accurate documentation of what is
happening. This author feels that this information
gathered in the field when applied in models, can
certainly assist pipeline, transportation and shipping
companies in the north and can help companies adapt
to a changing environment, if in fact, global change
does happen.

There are also biological studies, and studies of time
change, not just the geophysical sciences. The
University of Alberta's, Dr. Ross Wein, and some of
his graduate students are studying vegetation changes
along the tree line and they are specifically looking for
newspecies.Theyfeelthat
if there is a climate
change, new species of plants will appear in bum
areas. Those are just a few of the projects that have
been set up to address this concept of global climate
change. However, research projects take time and
many of these projects that are being set up are long-

Note:

A lot of research concerning weather is also being
conducted in the Mackenzie Delta. In fact, in 1994
Environment Canada is proposing a project called
Arctic Storms to study storms in the Arctic through the
September-November period. They expect to have an
international team of Japanese, Germans, other
Europeans and Canadians, of course, to study Arctic
storms and how these storms are generated and what
effects they have. The reason they have picked the
Beaufort Sea is because of its potential for future
hydrocarbon development. I think that will be a very
interesting project. Global and regional climate
change will have a profound impact on the
construction industry.

Ihe text of this presentation has been transcribed from an audio-tape recording of the workhop
presentations. Ifnecessary, wewouldsuggestthatthereader
verify theaccuracy of these comments with
the presenter.
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: FISHERIES
Stephen Harbicht' and Brian Ferguson2
'Area Habitat Management Biologist, Yellowknife, NWT
'Habitat Biologist, Inuvik, NWT
Fisheries and Oceans Canada

This paper describes the developmental impacts on
fisheries. At the same, it covers some aspects that the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) has in
carrying out its mandate.

There are several sections of the Fisheries Act dealing
with the management of various fish and fish species.
Some of them will be directly involved with your
work and some will not.

The DFO in the Northwest Territories (NWT) is split
into three operating areas:Western
Arctic, SouthCentral Arctic and Eastern Arctic (Figure 1). When
the various land claims come into play, these boundary
lines will change. There are three offices that are
dealing witheachoftheseareas:Yellowknife
deals
withSouth Central, thewesternArctic
office isin
Inuvik and the Eastern Arctic is handled fromIqualuit.

The federal Fisheries Minister may require
that a fishery be constructed around
construction works to allow fish migration to
spawning habitat.

Section 28 deals with explosives, such that,
unless authorized by the Minister, the
proponent is not allowed to use explosives in
the work in areas where fish may be
disrupted by the explosives; either killed
outright or if it affects their habitat at all.

Regulatory requirements are basically the "hammer'
that DFO has to monitor and control the development
of fisheries. The main piece of legislation is the
Fisheries act which allows us to maintain our
mandate, the managementof fish marine mammalsand
their habitats. The following paragraphs briefly
describe the Act.

Section 29, Fish Passage. Any developments
including construction or installation of
culverts.
The culverts and bridges or
whatever structure placed across the water
body, must allow for passage of the fish.

The definition of a fish includes shellfish, crustaceans
and marine animals, and the egg, spawns, spat, and
the juvenile stage of fish, shellfish, crustaceans and
marine animals. So, whales are thus considered fish
in a "legislative sense'. As well, all the different
stages of fish-salmon eggs, any fish eggs, juvenile
stages--we protect all their habitats and at different life
stages. That could have serious implications in terms
of time constraints for any pipeline development.

Section 32, Destruction of Fish. It is
unlawful to destroy fish by any means other
than licensed angling or fishing.
Section 35,Habitat Destruction. Deals with
harmful alteration and destruction of fish
habitat and Section 35.1 states that people are
not allowed to do that. Under Section 35.2one could be authorized to destroy fish habitat
given a suitable compensation package or
mitigation.

The definition of fish habitat under the Fisheries A d
is: spawning grounds, nursing, rearing, food supply,
and migration areas in which fish depend, directly or
indirectly. And the indirect habitat areas (feeder
tributaries) are fairly important, in carrying out the life
processes. Consider a feeder tributary which is
blocked off to any migration and does not contain any
fish per se but does provide downstream food for fish
producing invertebrates, andthatfood in turn flows
downstream and is eaten by a fish, then that also is
considered to be fish habitat.
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Section 36.3 deals with the deposit of
deleterious substances and that's recently
become a shared responsibility of the
Department of Environment and DFO.
Section 37.1 states that the Minister may
request any analyses, plans, engineer's
drawings, plans, description of project, on

*

Figure 1.

DFO
Operating
Areas

projects
which
could
potentially
so
affect
fish
and
fish
habitat,
fisheries can make requests for more
information.
DFO OPERATIONS AND POLICIES'

The Federal government is quite serious about their
protection of fish habitat. The amendedFisheries Act,
in terms ofthepenalties sections, wasamendedin
February of 1991 and fines were
substantially
increased. For example, Section 35 and Section 36
offences, went from a range of $5,000 to $10,000 to
up to $300,000 forthefirstoffenceandupto
$1,000,000 for subsequent
offences,
as well as
associated jail terms for indictable offences.

which weren't previously utilized by fisheries; and,
no net-lossofproductive
third,theachievementof
capacity of habitats.Productivecapacitybasically
means that you don't want to lose what you already
have,and this is done with an integratedapproach
with proponents and developers and the DFO. There
are six implementation strategies to achieving no netloss, including: protection and compliance, integrated
resourceplanningandresearch,publicconsultation,
public information/education, cooperative action and
monitoring of the fisheries resources. The procedural
"steps" to achievingno net-loss are shown inFigure 2.
The procedural steps are:

In 1986 DFO developedapolicyframeworkunder

notificationthattheinformation is received on
a project. If there isn't enough information,
we'll certainly ask for more.

which to workwithprojectproponents,
as well as
what
our
overall
objectives
were.
The overall
objective is certainly a net gain because we have lost
a great deal of fish habitat in the previous years. This
objective is to be reached through the implementation
of DFO's three goals inhabitatconservation: first,
habitat restoration for degraded habitats that we want
to redevelop; second, habitat development into areas

assessment
the
of
potential
impact
the
of
development on fisheries and habitat. Ifwe
aren't quite sure what's going to go on, or if
there is a stream crossing, or we aren't sure
of how much gravel is to be extracted or the
to the
timing of it, thenwe'llgoback
proponent and ask for that information.
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Figure 2.

No Net-Loss
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(IF REQUIRED)

0

0

Assess alternative siting or other options and
discuss it. If there are problems with that
particular location, then we’ll go back to the
proponents andask--Why this one? Does it
have to be here? Can you get the same
quality of gravel elsewhere?
Assess mitigation options. If all anticipated

impacts can be mitigated against, DFO issues
a letter to the proponent indicating the
necessary mitigation and the project will be
allowed to proceed.
0

Assess compensation. If a project is going to
cause fish habitat loss, it is quite difficult to
There
compensate elsewhere inmost
is a hierarchy of compensation which DFO
applies; the most desirable being on-site
compensation. In most cases, this means
protect the area, protect the same fish stock,
and the same gene pool. At the next level of
the hierarchy DFO would look at off-site
compensation and at the bottom of the list of
alternatives, a choice we don’t even really
want to consider, is the buy-out option. The
buy-out option was allowed in the past, but is
not encouraged any longer. If there is a
minor potential impact theDFO would consult
the proponent and interested parties.

cases.

your projects. It could take two spawning seasons or
up to two years to determine what impacts are going
to be on any particular fisheries resource.
Fish Life Cycle

The main thing to consider are the elements that fish
depend on in order to survive-from eggs right through
to the end of their lifetime. Fish require certain things
in water. That will vary with fish species but
generally they require: a temperature range to live in;
a certain amount of 02-dissolved oxygen in the water;
some clarity to the water, clear for vision so they can
see their food or so that the water’s clean enough that
they’re not clogging their gills and then dying as a
result; and, a medium for production of food-either
invertebrates or other fish species. If you start tp
modify that habitat and altering one or more of those
facets, the fisheries will be affected.
For example, if a proponent is completing a coring
operation on a stream bed, the stream flow will likely
be reduced. As a result, you would have taken away
a lot of the fish habitat providing food for them aswell
as the habitat that’s providing cover for them which is
either to protect them from sunlight, protect them
from other fish or justproviding a medium that holds
the water temperature constant. You
may
have
removed access for the fish--there may not be enough
water left for the fish to move up to another stream or
another portion of the stream or into another lake that
supplies either food resources that they need or their
spawning habitat. Sediment in a stream can also be
classified as a deleterious substance which is
chargeable under two sections of the Fisheries Act.

In the NWT, we are in consultation with the
Inuvialuit, and now with the Gwich’in. The
Inuvialuit have established an Environmental
Impact Screening Committee and examine
each proposal prior to authorization of any
construction which might impact fish habitat.
DFO must also seek agreement with the
Environmental Impact Screening Committee
prior to issuance of any authorization.
0

There will be an alteration of the food that’s available
within the stream simply because modifications have
been done on what was there. A completely different
habitat can result and that is going to either cause a
complete shift in organisms into something else or a
complete loss of organisms. Fish have to see their
prey so an increase or decrease in turbidity will cause
vision problems. Abrasion of gills through high sand
flows in a stream will also affect gill performance.

In terms of consultation, we’re going to get
into review boards and panels which also
involve the local people, as well as any other
interested parties. At that time, the decision
comes out-proceed as proposed; proceed with
conditions; or, reject the proposal. The
proponent has the option to appeal the
decision.

Finally, an increase in water temperature could affect
thefish physically and it also reduces the oxygen
content in the water. The hotter the water becomes,
the less oxygen is able to be maintained within the
water and it may reach a level that could be toxic to
the fish. Changes in stream flows can occur and these
can be damaging to fish habitat. If a proponent is

Much of the north has very little information on
fisheries resources. So, if we haven’t got the
background data, enquire. This
is
something to
consider when you’re setting out your timelines for
110

boring in a stream that was originally a small channel
of a well defined stream the stream may be caused to
open from a smaller, deep channel to a wider,
shallower channel. The impacts on fisheries can be
significant. First, the water depth is reduced.
Second, you probably reduce the water flow. This is
why it is important to assess your operations carefully.
Ifyou don’t havethe information available, studies
must be done to determine howthat stream bed is
going to be used.
The authors searched for available material on
granular studies and fish habitats within Canada, and,
unfortunately, DFO’s library does not appear to have
much information on this topic. A few studies have
been completed in Alaska, however.

Note:

We also find that, in many instances, a contractor in
the area may not be aware of all of the conditions and
agreements that have been made. Instead he is
concentrating more on getting the job done without full
awareness of what he is doing to the environment. It
will be important that the project proponent establish
a better link between the construction foreman and his
crew. They must be made fully aware of the fact that
your company has agreed to protect the fisheries in
thatstream. Too often we see a contractor out on
site, a major pile of gravel sitting in the middle of the
stream, and the vegetation around the stream all
stripped-out. He clears out all the quarry material and
away he goes. We need better communication
between proponents and contractors working in
fisheries areas. That link is vitally important.

the text of this presentation hasbeentranscribed
from an audio-tape recording of the workhop
presentations. If necessary, we would suggest that the readerverify the accuracy of these comments with
the presenters.
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POTENTIAL CULTURAL IMPACTS:
HERITAGE AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES

Tom Andrews
Manager, Archaeological Studies
Prince of Wales Heritage Centre, Yellowknife, N. W. T.

This paper outlines the regulatory aspects of Heritage

andArcheological
Resources Management
in
the
The Prince of Wales
Northwest Territories 0.
Northern Heritage Centre is the agency responsiblefor
heritage resource management and protection in the
NWT. This responsibility flows from the NWT Act
and regulations pursuant to the NWT Act concerning
heritage resources.
The agency operates through the Historic Resources
A d which is NWT legislation pertaining to
Commissioners
Land
and
also through our
participation in the review
committees
in the
Northwest Territories, know as CLRK, RERC and
FLAC. CLRK is theCommissionersLandReview
Committee; RERC is the RegionalEnvironmental
Review Committee; and, FLAC is the Federal Lands
Advisory
Committee.
All
of these boards and
committees review developmentproposals throughout
report
to
the
regulatory
agencies
the NWT and
responsible for managing the resources.

In terms of inventory, the Heritage Centre employs a
national database calledCHIN, the Canadian Heritage
Information Network, which is managed by the
CanadianMuseum of Civilization in Ottawa.All
archaeological and historic sites in Canada are
reported in this inventory. For the NWT, there are at
present about 6,000sites reportedin inventory. It's
really just the beginning in terms of research, since
there is much more to do. In the Mackenzie Valley,
hundred
we're probably looking at several
been
archeological and historical sites thathave
officially reported.
Note:

Research in the Mackenzie Valley began, in terms of
inventory work, in the 1970s with the initial
MackenzieValley gas pipeline studies and it has
continued in recent years through several projects
sponsored by the Northern Oil and Gas Action
Program (NOGAP).
The managers at the Northern Heritage Centre also
have a research responsibility. The research is
directed at filling in gaps in knowledge and inventory,
primarily in areas where there has been no prior
WT.
research done in the N

In terms of access to this information, the CHIN
inventory is a proprietory database
Access is
restricted and this is primarily to undercut
unscrupulous .pot hunters" who often go out looking
for archaeological sites to steal the archives and then
sell them on the black market. There is a huge market
for these types of artifacts, especially in the United
States. The Heritage Centre does, however, permit
access
to
the database for other government
departments and industry, based on the specific needs
of the environmental review process.

Our goal is to protect heritage resources in the NWT.
As a result, the Centre works very closely with
developers and community interests and are always
able to find a reasonable mitigative response to any
development that happens in the Territories. There
are guidelines for developers pertaining directly to
heritage resourcesin
the NWT (a copy of the
guidelines are included in Appendix B to these.
workshop proceedings).

the text of thispresentation hasbeentranscribed
from an audio-taperecording of the workshop
presentations. If necessary, we would suggest that the reader verify the accuracy of these comments with
the presenter.
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QUESTION PERIOD

White.

Some of it would certainly be
contained in those databases but
I’m sure there’s material in our
collection that is in no other
collection.
Once we get the
information on disk I’ll certainly
send it to those organizations. The
main message that I would like to
get out to groups like yours is that
we need to think of research as
providing a net benefit. I think in
the case of research such as the
monitoring global climate change
you can see real benefits. Often in
hard times the first thing that’s cut
back is research and I think its
important that we keep in mind for
our politicians that research is very
important.

Question #4.

What do you think about major
extraction of granular materials
from rivers and streams?

Harbicht.

As pointed out in some other talks

Question #l. How long do you anticipate a study
like this for climate change would
have to take to give any sort of
reliable results or forecasts?
white.

That’s a good question andI’ve
asked many of the researchers that
same question. The response that
they’vegiven me is some feelthat
after a few years, 3 or 4 years, you
can start to get some data that is
suitable for preliminary analysis.
But, we really should be looking at
10-, 15-,20-year cycles--a very long
time. Obviously the longer you are
able to collect your data, the more
meaning the data is going to have.
But, I know some of the researchers
are starting to say that at least 3 or 4
years of data are needed, especially
in regard to permafrost active-layer
monitoring. There will be some
results after 3 to 4 years but after 30
years the results will be much better.

Question #2.

Maybe just a note that you can make
here is that most of the research at
Inuvik Research Station is available
in reports that are provided by the
researchers.

white.

good point. Right now
That’sa
we’re very fortunate we don’t have
user pay at the Research Station. So
the researchers that use our facilities
do so at no cost to their budget. We
do, however, ask that whatever they
publish, they send us a copy and we
now have about 5,000 volumes
relating to the research of the
western Arctic-some of it directly
It’s
related to your industry.
available and hopefully at the end of
this summer we’ll have the catalogue
on computer disk. We also have an
extensive collection of university
theses; students give us a copy and
we have kept it in our permanent
collection.

Question #3.

I wonder, isthat information part of
the Boreal Database or ASTIS?

that were presented here, it has
been done before. Certainly with
the Norman Wells situation it was
done and with the artificial islands
up in the Beaufort Sea its been
done. Those are large, major
rivers or delta areas. I think the
important thing is that at the initial
stages, you need to know what the
proposal is, you need to know what
fisheries information is there. If
there’s no fisheries information
available, its going to have to be
obtained.
Once we have that
information at hand, then we can
asses whether or not there’s going
to be an impact, whether its going
to be critical. If its going to be
critical, then adjustments are going
to have to be made. If impacts are
mitigable, a proposal will be
presented and there may be
situations where we’re going to
have say, no-you cannot extract
gravel from that stream.
Question #5.
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Would two years be enough lead
time-itdoesn’t
sound like it-is
four years more appropriate for

100,000 m3 to 200,000 m3?
Harbicht.

Ferguson

Harbicht.

Question #7.

It depends on the scale of the
project. If it is a 2 or 3 km stretch
of quarry material on a smaller
tributary river, I think you're going
to need at least 2 years to evaluate
the variations that may occur
naturally from fish moving in and
out. As you indicated, 2 years may
not be sufficient but I think its going
to give us a fairly good handle.
And also a fairly large issue of the
Mackenzie River at Norman Wells is
the re-suspension of contaminants
that are trapped in the sediment.
The Alaska publication I mentioned
in our presentation also gives some
information on whatthey
see as
being options for working industries.
One of the preferred options is to
check the stream channel itselfwork on the high flood plains that
are now elevated and out of any
potential risk of flooding.

Our department, over the last
several years, has been putting
together a database of all available
fisheries
information
on the
It's near
Mackenzie basin.
completion. It is an evolutionary
process because we all seem to be
consumed with finding information.
Question #6.

Have you been monitoring the
changes at Norman Wells?

Harbicht.

No we haven't. Our department is
resource-limited much like most of
the federal departments are now.
The monitoring of a lot of different
projects has, unfortunately, fallen by
the wayside.
We're
trying to
correct that situation. We're trying
to get out to some of these sites and
do a followup investigation, if we
To answer your question on
Norman Wells, no we don't have
any further information unless Esso
Resources is doing it on their own.

I was wondering whether you'd
comment on Greg MacKinnon's
DFO work at Hodgson Creek. Is
that study now complete?

Harbicht.

That project is completed and he's
got a report out now. Greg had
conducted 2 years of fisheries
research work in relationship to
Hodgson Creek and the Norman
Wells pipeline crossing. I think
they found some short term
grayling population impacts due to
the pipeline construction.

Question #8.

How
do
you determine if an
archaeological site is significant?

Andrews.

Given that we know very little
about the nature of archaeological
sites in the Northwest Territories
due to incomplete inventories and
research, right now we regard
every site as significant. This is
especially true in the Mackenzie
Valley where sites tend to be small
and scattered over huge areas.
Because of that, we can't really put
a different level of significance on
any one site. So significance is not
something that we consider, we
view them all to be equal in value.

Question #9.

You commented about aphoto-slide
that I showed inmy presentation
saying it was an archeologically
significant site. I wonder if you
would comment on that?

Andrews.

The
slide
that you were showing
was the exit of the Mountain River
from the Mackenzie mountains and
that particular area is considered a
sacred site to the Mountain Dene,
the aboriginal people who now
reside primarily in Fort Norman.
We consider sacred sites, such as
spiritual sites, as heritage sites.
They too are protected, if they are
inventoried in the database. In
terms of gravel extraction or
aggregate sources, red flags pop up
for us when we see a development

can.
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involving eskers or developments
involving shoreline!s; these are areas
where you
typically
find human
habitation or movement across the
landscape in the past. Those are the
areas that we typically review.
Question #10.

How muchlead time do you need
for a review process (archaeological
review)?

Andrews.

It really depends on the scale of the
project. The other aspect of the
regulatory side of our work is that
archaeologists have to apply for and
receive a permit before they are able
to go out and do research. That
a
So, if a
usually takes year.
proponent is looking at contracting
an archaeologist to do a survey of
the development area, they will have
to plan to have at least a year in
advance so that the contractor can
confirm it. That also is good for us
because it gives us a year's worth of
time to work with the developer in
developing terms of reference for
the contractor and to try and
minimize the amount of work that
that contractor has to do in terms of
doing a survey in the area.

Question #11.

How many archaeologists do you
have on staff now?

Andrews.

Weused to have 3 and we have 2
now.We lost one recently through
therecent cutbacks in the GNWT.
Our management areas are loosely
divided between arctic and subarctic. One of my colleagues is
responsible for managing the Arctic
area and presently we have a third
person on staff who's known as the
"NOGAP' archaeologist.
This
person's job is tied to the life of the
NOGAP project and her research is
in the BeaufortlDelta areas.

Question #12.

Do you also have a summer student
program?

Andrews.

We have a training program for
native northerners. There have been

many people through that project.
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Question #13.

Who bears the cost of
archaeological investigation?

Andrews.

Our principle is that the proponent
pays when it comes to doing field
research
directly
related
to
reviewing or mitigating any
development.

Question #14.

Are you going to continue with the
work in the Mackenzie Mountains?

Andrews.

Presently my own research area is
in the area north of Great Slave
Lake and I'll be tied up there for
the next 4 or 5 years. We do have
from time to time small research
projects here and there and we are
planning to do some work in the
Keele River Valley in the next 2
years but it will be just a small
project. The Mackenzie Mountain
research is on hold for the time
being.

Question #14.

How complete is your inventory of
sites?

Andrews.

It's very incomplete. The cost of
doing heritage resource research in
the NWT is very high and, as a
result, we really have a very poor
picture of the distribution and
nature of sites in the Territories.
Fortunately, as I mentioned, we
have a better handle in the
Mackenzie Valley comdor because
of the projects during the early
1970s. and morerecently in the
Delta area because of the
availability of NOGAP funding.

Question #15.

The project I'm concerned with is
the developmen: in Cameron Hills
area. What has been done there?

Andrews.

We know absolutely nothing about
the heritage resources of the
Cameron Hills. There has never
been a research project or survey in
that area and that goes for both the
Alberta and NWT sides.

-

the

Question #16.

Andrews.

I wonder if you could comment just
briefly on the Bear Rock issue. I’m
not sure whether you are aware of
some of the granular resource issues
in the Bear Rock-Fort N o m area
and the location of the pipeline
construction camp in that area
during IPL’s work?
If I remember correctly, there was a
proposal to open a gravel pit at Bear
Rock from IPL. Bear Rock is one
of the most significant sacred sites in
the entire Mackenzie Valley area. It
is a landmark that centers a series of
legends that are shared by all of the
language groups inthe Mackenzie
Valley. For those of you who are
familiar with the Dene Nation logo,
the centrepiece of the Dene Nation
logo is Bear Rock and its been that
series of legends in thatlandmark
that hasbeen chosen to represent not
only the social and cultural ties
between these groups but has now
begun to surface as the symbol of
political unity as well. So, Bear
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Rock is a very important site. Fort Norman,
and indeed, all of the communities in the
valley and throughout the Dene realm were
extremely
all concerned
about
any
development in that area and as a result of
that the pit was not allowed to go ahead.
Regarding sacred sites, we have found also
that the communities tend to keep the
knowledge of these sites quiet and private.
It’s not something that they readily share
and there is good reason for that.
Consequently, in terms of doing my work
these sites don’t show up in inventories, they
don’t show up in any other sources, and it’s
usually somewhere well into the review
process that these things crop up as
happened with IPL at Fort Norman. In the
process in my research with the Dogribs, the
communities then have decided that they
verymuch want the sacred sites recorded.
Slowly, over probably the next 20 years,
you’ll see e switch to that type of thinking,
been spending 2 years
Isuspect.We’ve
with the Dogribs now recording all of their
heritage sites.
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LAND CLAIMS AND BORROWSUPPLY:
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THE INUVIALUIT LAND ADMINISTRATION AND
BORROW RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Charles Klengenberg
Assistant Land Administrator
Inuvialuit Land Administration, Tuktoyaktuk, NW7

ABSTRACT

In 1984, the Government of Canada signed a comprehensive land claim agreement with the Inuvialuit of the
Western Arctic. The Inuvialuit Final Agreement (IFA) significantly changes land ownership and resource
development procedures in the traditionally used and occupied 435,000 km2 area now termed the Inuvialuit
Settlement Region. The Inuvialuit have been granted 91,000 k m 2 of lands of which 13,000 lad of 7(l)(a)
Lands include surface and subsurface rights to all minerals and 78,000 k m 2 of 7(l)(b) Lands include surface
rights and rights to all granular resources.
The Inuvialuit Land Administration (ILA), a division of the Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, has the mandate
to administer ~ccessto and across Inuvialuit Lands. The ILA has established a land management system,
whereby, all ~ccessand developmental activities are subject to the ILA Rules and Procedures which decree the
approval process and fees. Approval and licencing is largely dependent on the applicant receiving the support
and approval from the community level. Through the IFA, the ILA shall reserve and make available adequate
granular resources to meet public and community needs in the Western Arctic based on 20-year forecasts.
These forecasts are jointly prepared between the Inuvialuit and appropriate levels of government on the basis
of community estimates of requirements.

Introduction
This paper provides background information on the
ILA's organizational structure and rules and
procedures for granular resource development
applications. As a result of land claims, the ILA are
entitled to 91,OOO k m 2 of land, of which 13,000 km2
are around each of the six communities in 800 k m 2
blocks. The ILA own both subsurface and surface
rights. Within the 7(l)a lands, the ILA hold all rights
to sand and gravel, while on the 7(l)b lands, the ILA
own the surface and controls access.

The ILA'e first priority on sands and gravels is to
reserve granular resources for community needs based
on a five-year forecast. They have the right to set
aside certain areas that are culturally important. The
organizational structure is as follows. First, we have
Community Corporations which were established with
our land claim. The Community Corporations attend
to our socio-economic interests within each land block.
Each community is responsible for developmentwithin
their land blocks andthat is also important to our
community consultation process. The Hunters and

Trappers Committees (HTCs) are also a part of the
seven Community Corporations. The HTC's were an
option of the community corporations and they attend
to wildlife and environmental issues and report directly
to the Inuvialuit Game Council. The Community
Corporations also formed a regional corporation where
they elect chairman of the IRC. The ILA fits in as a
division of the IRC. Figure 1 shows the structure of
The Inuvialuit Land Administration
the ILA.
Commission is a three-member Board that
approves or
rejects applications. No approval is given unless there
has been a community review and approval from both
the Community corporations and the HTCs.
ILA Rules and Procedures

1'11 now explain some of the general provisions of our
ILA rules and procedures. These are the documents
that we use as guidelines for application for land
access. Our application process includes time for
consultation--we like to receive applications as far in
advance' as possible as we include the Community
Corporations. We then complete a review in about 6
to 8 weeks. Following our review, we will forward it
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Figure 1.

Structure of the lnuvialuit Land Administration
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to the Community Cororations and anyother interested
parties.
If we don’t have approval from the
Community Corporation or the HTC, most likely the
deferred until those
application will be
requirementsare met. Our our fee schedule is from
July 1 to June 30 and we also have a slight increase in
our fees each year based on the Bank of Canada rate.

For any applications, the following are thebasic
requirements.

First, we require a secured deposit in the form of a
promissory note, certified cheque, bonds, or letter of
credit. The deposit is kept in trust until final
inspection is conducted and a letter of clearance is
issued by the ILA. Whenyou recieve the letter of
clearance you have access to the security deposit.
Second, the issue of compensation. We require the
applicant to compensate for any damage. If there is
any damage to the land and wildlife, the applicant is
responsivle to pay for any damage.
The ILA is involved in many projects through our
corporations or local hire. Through participatory
agreements we expect a large percentage of the work
force to be Inuvialuit. One of the factors we look at
before we consider an application is-Are they going
to use our businesses? Are they going to hire our
people for these projects on our land? That’s really
important to the Inuvialuit. A few applications have
been turned down because of lack of Inuvialuit
involvement or use of Inuvialuit businesses.
Inspections are done during the course of the program
andat
the completion of the project. The costs
involved for inspections are usuallypaidby
the
developer. We will also suggest the use of local
trappers as these people are familiar with the areas.
Before our land claim, it was the oil companies that
paid our environmental monitors. Now, we don’t
want our monitors reporting directly to the company.
The monitors should report directly to ILA and not the
oil companies or the companies involved. We have
had some orientation workshops during projects, like
the recent Shell Canada program. It improves our
reporting system.
The I L A Rules and Procedures are used to strike a
development agreement to s p e c i f y the terms and
conditions under which access will be permitted with
the emphasis on employment participation through
business and training opportunities. (Note:a brief

summary of the ILA Rules and Procedures regarding
Quarry Licences is attached to these proceedings as

Appendix C).

I L A Rights Approval Process
A flow chart of the I L A Rights Approval Process is
shown in Figure 2. In summary, there will be a
public consultation/review session if it is a proposed
large scale developynt. We’ll require the applicant
to be there to explain what they will be doing, when
they will be doing it, and how they anticipate
involvement by the Inuvialuit. These sessions are
usually attended by the HTCs, the Community
Corporations, or any other interested parties. If there
are any outstanding requirements that have to be met,
the application is usually deferred for a later decision.
Applications for further review are deferred until the
next ILAC meeting (ILAC meetings are the second
Wednesday of every month).
Our fee schedules are based on access. We cannot
charge for access over lakes and waters because we
don’t have the rights to lakes and waters but for any
land access, we have two fonns: Class A or
temporary permits. Our 1992-93 fees include an
access and administration fee, wildlife compensation
fee, land occupancy rent, and land use rate. For a
base of 1,OOO d , the cost is $18,000 and that doesn’t
include road construction. All fees are negotiated
between the proponent and the contractor being hired
to get the gravel out. You’re looking at about $40 1x2.
For example, the road to Source 155 which is 12 or
13 miles out of Tuktoyaktuk-just to maintain the ice
road and access route-eosts almost $40,000. Our
inspection costs for the road to Source 155-all the
costs referred back to the holder--are $593 plus all
transportation costs. We can do any inspection
whenever we want.
The availability of granular to Inuvialuit is through a
personal quarry license. They are allowed free gravel,
up to 50 m3 a year. They pay the transportation costs.
This is a new program that we implemented recently.
So far the communities are looking at it and so in the
future we will probably see it used a lot more.
Most of the gravel requirements are quite close to the
communitieswith the exception of InuvikandAklavik.
They have 8ccess to the Ya Ya Lake source and with
Tuktoyaktuk there is also some distance involved to
llccess the gravel s
oucce8. With Sachs Harbour and
Paulatuk, the sources are right by the community.
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Figure 2.

lnuvialuit Land Administration: Rights Approval Process

Inuvialuit Land Administration RightsApproval
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sources. W i t h Sachs Harbourand
Paulatuk,the source are rightbythe community. We
have started negotiating an umbrellaagreement with
the GNWT for allowing their leases on OUT lands.
~cces8thegravel

Note:

lease agreements, fees, etc. but it
excludes gravel;theyhave to apply for gravel and all
of thesame costs as aprivatedeveloper would.
That coverstheir

l%e t a t of thispresentation h a been transcribed from an audio-tape recording of the workshop
presentations. Ifnecessaly, we would suggest that the reader verlB the accuracy of these comments with
the presenter.
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GWICH’IN LAND CLAIM AND BORROW RESOURCE ISSUES
Sue Heron-Herbert

Senior Negotiator
GNWT - Land Claims, Yellowknife

only give them about 9 96 of lands in the region. Their
subsurface again was 10,000 square miles.

To start my presentation, I would like to go back just
a little bit to a Dene Nation meeting held in 1990. In
the summer of 1990, whenthe original DenelMetis
comprehensive land claim fell apart, the Gwich’in
Region walked away from the Dene Nation meeting
adamant they were going to have a land claim one way
or the other. To that end, they lobbied the federal
government who agreedthatthey could negotiate a
regional claim.
How the original DenelMetis comprehensive claim
impacts each of the regions is quite significant. First
of all, let’s look at how they divided up the quantum.
Under the original Denehletis claim, the joint
leadership of both Dene &d the Metis agreed that they
would divide the land quantum according to a per
capita basis. When there was a comprehensive claim
that covered the entire Mackenzie Valley that was not
such an important issue as it is now. The regions
agreed that they would share the land quantum. They
would probably first select the various areas which
were very rich in gas or oil potential. Other regions
such as the Lower Slave which had mining potential
would then be selected for that reason. But when the
Dene/Metis claims fell apart, the government went in
for a percentage of the total DeneIMetis quantum.
The Gwich’in had 15% of the population base of the
total NWT DeneIMetis. That has, of course, caused
problems for many of the regions. The Gwich’in
occupyasmall
region and there was a question
whether or not the Gwich’in could select all of the
l i d s within their region. They couldn’t because the
region was too small-in fact their land selection of
10,OOO square miles. covers 14% of the entire region.
Becausetheycouldn’t
select allof
it, they were
allowed an increase in their sub-surface to about 2,500
square miles.Andthey
were also allowedto select
lands from the Yukon.
Moving southward down the Mackenzie Valley, we
come to the Sahtu Region. They also had around 14 96
of the population, but it was significantly different in
this region because they had the largest area-wise
settlement region in the NWT. Their quantum would

-

All of the subsurface areas were to be divided evenly
among the five DenelMetis claim regions. Originally
the Gwich’in had intended to allow the Sahtu to select
lands within the Sahtu region even though they were
entitled to be Gwich’in lands but because of the claim,
it didn’t matter now that they were no longer together.
The Sahtu lobbied the federal government long and
hard saying that this only gave them 9% of the
region’s land area. Most often land claimant groups
received about 15% of their region. Therefore, the
Sahtu argued that this was going to be a very difficult
thing to stop. The federal government has agreed to
increase their quantum to 15,000 square miles, but
they will still only receive 700 square miles of subsurface entitlement.
The North Slave region is an entirely different kettle
of fish again. Thereare several things thatcan
happenin this region to make its claim different
although the 1990 agreement is based on regional
claims. The difference here is that the Yellowknife
Band which used to be Yellowknife “A”Band actually
signed Treaty 8. The rest of the region signed Treaty
11. So they have agreed thatthey will split their
claims negotiations. Now Treaty 8 Bands are seeking
land entitlement under specific claims rather than
comprehensive claims. That left the balance of the
region, excluding Yellowknife, in Treaty 11. So they
formed a new tribal council to help to negotiate their
land claim. This group should be in negotiations in
April of 1993.
There are several problems that have to be settled
before then and that is again with admission of
quantum. In the North Slave region, we would have
received the largest amount of quantum, about 29 96 of
the total. How we are going to divide that now of
course is up to the Tribal Council and, as well, what
everyone will accept as their percentage of quantum.
If it is based on current population figures, they would
only have about 2,000or 3,000 people bringing them
back down to the level which the Sahtu population
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base was.

Presumably, this brought their land
quantum down to around 14 or 15 96. We don’t know
how they are going to handle that with Yellowknife
and the Yellowknife Band.

sand and gravel is under the land selection. In the
Gwich’in area we managed to protect two other sites
other than the sand and gravel sites for govemment
use. Again this was done in the claim because of the
scarcity of sand and gravel sites in the region.

So, let’s look at the amount of land that was left for
quantum impacts on their selection and the reasons for
selection. Rather than the regions selecting for a
specific economic purpose, they now have to select
lands for every purpose. There were some regions
that were very strong about selecting for absolute
protection over their selected lands, for instance the
South Slave region. It appears non-aboriginal people
in the region were very adamant that theyprotect land
for historic reasons. That was their deepest concern,
I think, was to have absolute protection of their lands
and allowing other regions thentopick
up land
selection for other purposes.

In the Sahtu, it is a somewhat different situation. We
are not protecting any areas with specific sites for sand
and gravel. Most of this will be done through the land
selection process. It’s a bit different because we don’t
know exactly what the requirements will be over the
next 20 years. Other than that, the claim only
provides for free government ~ccesswhen there are no
other sites available and the Sahtu agree that there
aren’t any alternative gravel sites. We would then
have to negotiate with the region and, in the case of
the Sahtu, the Sahtu Tribal Council.
We have tightened up, I think the sand and gravel
provisions from the Inuvialuit claim. The impact of
that agreement was that we realized that there are all
these things that we thought we had adjusted for and,
actually, we didn’t. When it comes to an actual
agreement people don’t remember what you meant or
were not clear about. You have to stand by your
negotiations. The Sahtu negotiations are, I think, an
improvement over the Gwich’in negotiations.

Under the DeneMetis comprehensive claim, under the
individual land quantum, there were provisions for
sandand gravel. This, of course, has beenchanged
by the regional claims settlement process. The
Gwich’in claim is somewhat different than the Sahtu
claim. First, the
impact
of the huvialuit Final
where in 1984
Agreement on theGwich’inregion
there was a selection known as the “Aklavik Land”
selection-700 square miles that was given to the
Gwich’in at the time of the Inuvialuit settlement but
not included in their quantum. The only source of
gravel for the Aklavik community is at Willow Creek
and there was provision made, not in the agreement
but in the implementation plan, that the GNWT would
haveaccess to thesandand gravel, thatthefederal
government would negotiate the cost ofit, and that the
GNWT would have free access. We have just recently
completed those negotiations. I believe the royalty
fees are around $1.83 or $1.89 m’. Wewon’t pay
access fees, we won’tpayactual rent or fees, but I
believe thatthey did come to an agreement on the
administration fees. Of course, the interesting part of
this is the Gwich’in claim has just been enacted into
legislation in December. None of the resource
management boards are set up yet. There was also an
issue whether or not the access that was discussed in
the chapter on sandand gravel was infactaccess.
That impacted on whether or not contractors could
have free access that was given under the land chapter
because there is no surface rights board or arbitration
panel. Luckily we did come to an agreement. At
first, it looked like there would have to be an
arbitration panel or we would have appeal under
current legislation. The other method of dealing with

-

Comment: Bob Gowan, DJAND

I spoke to Robert Alexie of the Gwich’in yesterday
who informed me that they would be unable to attend
the workshop. He had a few comments regarding the
size of their land quantum. They also referred to the
land
and
water board which will review all
applications for sand
and
gravel use within the
Gwich’in region. The Gwich’in also have a 50%
participation on the land and water management board
once its set up for Crown Lands.
In the case of costs of materials on Gwich’in-Aklavik
lands, I was in Edmonton a couple of weeks ago for
negotiations. The agreement reached on prices was
for a particular problem. It has no effect on further
negotiations of access. The royalty portion of it was
based on a formula that was used for the amount
owing from the Inuvialuit lands since 1984. That fee
structure was based on the fee structure used in the
Inuvialuit region. It starts at $0.75 a cu.yd., with an
inflation factor based on 1982 cost of living to present.
I believe that brings the royalty portion up to $1.38 a
cu.yd. There is a $0.56 per cu.yd. administration fee
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added to that. I believe it's consistentwiththe
Inuvialuit fee schedule as well.There
is also a
reclamation cost of $0.50 per cu.yd., so the total fee
actually is $2.50. There still is negotiation of further
costs and access to it. In tern of general costs, what

Note:

Robert Alexie said wasthat their standard rate is given
buttheywouldevaluate
certain publicprojects or
community-based projects
where
the community
receives further economic benefits. In those instances
the royalty may be reduced.

n e text of thispresentation hasbeen transcribed from an audio-tape recording of theworkshop
presentations. r f necessary, we would suggest thatthe reader veriifjl the accuracy of these comments with
the presenter.
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SAHTU LAND CLAIM AND BORROW RESOURCE ISSUES
George Cleary
President
Sahtu Tribal Council, Yellowknife, NWT

apart, a lot of people saw that as weakening of the
parent organizations., The Sahtu took a different
position. We and the Gwich’in took a position two
years ago that the parent organizations were never to
speak on land claims or constitutional issues on our
behalf. We would speak on those issues ourselves. I
think it’s all part of self-awareness. As the regions get
stronger, we are able to act collectively and will be
much stronger than having one person speak on behalf
of each of the regions on issues that a lot of regions
are disagreeing on in the first place.

I’d like present a quick review of where we are in
terms of the Sahtu land claim. As you are well aware,
the Sahtu has come to an agreement with the
government on the Sahtu claim.We’re
having a
special assembly next week in Fort Good Hope to
have the first run through with our communities. The
Sahtu Tribal Council represents four Indian bands and
three Metis locals in five communities. These
communities include Fort Franklin, Fort N o m ,
Norman Wells, Fort Good Hope and Colville Lake.
Although our negotiators agreed on the main elements
of Sahtu claim on January 10, nothing was signed or
initialled by our Chief Negotiator, Norman Yakeleya,
who was undecided when we first started negotiating
regional claims. He decided to bring it back to our
people before signing or initialling any final
agreement. It was decided that we should discuss it at
a special assembly and if we had approval from the
boards and the locals, we’d bring it fonvard for
ratification. That’s the process that we’ll go through
next week in Fort Good Hope. I’m expecting between
30 and 50 people from the other Sahtu communities to
gather in Fort Good Hope. If the claim is acceptable
to our community representatives, we will bring it up
for ratification in late April, 1993.

When we start negotiating a regional claim, one ofthe
things that we discussed with our people is that, as far
as the money goes, if we can get that increase that’s
great, but the land is the key issue in Sahtu
negotiations. The mandate
that
myself
and my
negotiators received from the Sahtu region people is
that we have to try and increase the land quantum.
We’ve increased the quantum of the Sahtu claim by up
to 16,000 square miles. As far as the dollars go,
we’ve been able to increase that up to $75,000,000
payable over a 15-year period.
One of the key issues in the claim is the issue of
management. We must have representation on the
various management boards. There are some isrmes
that we weren’t able to make very much headway on
and one of these issues is self-government. The other
thing is that we don’t have participation agreements
that the Inuvialuit have in their agreements, as well
TFN has in its agreements. The government has
always taken a position with the DenelMetis that they
would not negotiate participation agreements with us
and that those would be worked out under Northern
Accord
negotiations.
We have letters from the
Minister of Indian Affairs and the Territorial
Government Leader indicating that as soon as the
claims negotiations are finalized, our provisions and
benefits to the Sahtu claim will kick in.

I will now provide an overview of the main elements
of the claim. As indicated under the old DeneNetis
comprehensive agreement, the Sahtu got to select
about 9,800 square miles of land quantum in the Sahtu
regionwith 700 square m i l e s being subsurface. We
would have collective ownership of 70,000 square
m i l e s of land that would be selected by the claimant
regions. Although the Sahtu people were always
supportive of a comprehensive claim for all Dene/
Metis in the NWT and the Mackenzie Valley, we did
have some concern on how the claim was going to be
implemented. The main concern that we had was that
we would create a large bureaucracy of Dene/Metis in
Yellowknife. Everything was being centralized and
very little authority was being exercised at the
community and regional levels. But those were issues
that we were to work out internally.

As far as our time schedule-ratification is expected on

-

April 26 29 and cabinet will deal with it in late May
or early June. Then we’ve got our fingers crossed
that the claims settlement legislation will be passed

When the DeneMetis comprehensive claim broke

-
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through Parliament before an election is called.
We’ve got a very tight time schedule. The priority
work that has to be done for the next 6 to 8 months is
ratification.
This involves working with our
communities to try to inform our people as much as
possible. I also have been working to try and
complete an implementation plan by March 3 1. The
other thing that’s going on right now is land selection.
We didn’t start our lands until about 4 weeks ago. We
decided to leave the main elements of the Sahtu
agreement to the end. We didn’t deal with the land
quantum, financial compensation or subsurface
resources until now. We wanted to get all of the
small issues out of the way. We’ve had land selection
meetings in Fort Good Hope, Fort Franklin and Fort
Norman.

delegate authorities from the tribal council.

The main problem areas are along the corridors of the
Mackenzie River and the Great Bear River. The big
problem here is the gravel sites. In our claim, we did
not identify any gravel sources in our claim like the
Gwich’in. We are taking a harder line on gravel sites.
Our position has always tieen that we want to sit down
with the government to negotiate this issue. We know
the public, mainly our own people, need gravel
resources for airports and roads. We have no problem
in terms of ensuring that the supply is there. We must
remember that there is not that mucheconomic activity
at the community levels and that we will secure any
economic resources our communities that we
In
the next few weeks. we will know where we stand in
tenns of allthe gravel sites along the Mackenzie River
corridor and the Great Bear River corridors. I’m not
sure exactly how much gravel resource is going to be
included in the claim settlement.

can.

The waythat
we are proceeding as far as the
implementationof our claims is quite different than the
way the Gwich’in are approaching things. The
Gwich’in have a strong centralized organization and
the Sahtu has taken a completely different approach.
We wantto
have the authority exercised at the
community level and to do this we are proposing to

Note:

We don’t have collective ownership of the land base at
the regional level. The Sahtu region is basically
divided into three aboriginal districts. Fort Good
Hope district, which includes Fort Good Hope and
Colville Lake. They have had a group trapping area
in that area since the 1950s. It’s a pretty established
area. The Fort Norman District would include Fort
Norman and NoWells, while Fort Franklin is a
district by itself. We decided that the land quantum
would be divided equally among the three aboriginal
districts. So, Fort Good Hope and Colville Lake
together as a district will get 5,333 square miles.
Norman District will get the same amount, and Fort
Franklin will get a similar-sized land base. Although
the land will be owned by either the community or by
the communities in the aboriginal districts, any
benefits on subsurface lands would be shared equally
by all the communities. For benefits on surface lands,
the community that lets control of the lands will get
the benefits up to a certain amount and then beyond
that, it is to be shared equally between the other
communities. Although we have community or
aboriginal district land ownership, we still want to
share the wealth so it won’t create a situation where
one community is rich and the others are poor.
Under the Gwich’in claim, they, are able to create a
regional land and water board but with the option that
if the territorial board has established sometime down
the line that the territorial board would apply.
However, the territorial board’s influence would not
be as strong as region’s. That is the same position the
Sahtu has taken. A working committee has been
formed between twogovernments and the Gwich’in in
terms of discussing how this can be implemented.
We’ve been involved in those discussions and our
position is still that we should have a regional land and
water board established and then later on when the
territorial land and water board is established for the
Mackenzie Valley we would participate in
that
process.

The ten of thispresentation har beentranscribed from an audio-tape recording of theworkshop
presentations. If necessary, we would suggestthat the reader veri& the accuracy of these comments with
the presenter.
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QUESTION PERIOD
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Question #l. What is the control process outside
of the Inuvialuit 7(l)a and 7(l)b
lands?

WwtPofDDmakesule~legianal~

llle”wathe”
goverrrmendindushyhweisthattbey

aretellingustheydon’twanttocreatea
Klengenberg.

Question

#2.

Klengenberg.

Question #3.

Klengenberg.

Question #4.

That goes to DIAND for review as
they are considered Crown Lands.

dbatLn*Wh”rn

different ~gicms.This would affectthe

brrildingofahkkmzkVakypip$ioe.I
Do you get input from the
environmental screening committee?

l3lirlkHR’MdKx4edthmltb&our~tiul

Yes, the review process applies plus
the local hunters, trappers, and
community corporations have to be
consulted.

some benefit from development.

Is there a guideline or set of
conditions that you follow for your
site inspections?
Yes, we do a pre-inspectionand
several ‘monitoring inspections with
the rights holder during the course
of their operation. If any other
inspections are required, we’ll do
more. That’s why we implemented
our environmental monitors to better
watchwhat’s happening out there,
and then they report directly to us.
What are the annual volumes of
granular being extracted from
Inuvialuit lands?

Klengenberg.

Well, it’s pretty slow right now.
The only real gravel work that’s
happening right now is with the
Paulatuk airstrip. We haven’tseen
an application for a quarry license
this year from Tuktoyaktuk.

Question #5.

Do you have any timeframe of when
the territorial water board will be set
up for the Mackenzie Valley
conidor?

Clary.

Our last meeting was in Edmonton

about three weeks ago and one of
the problems that we have is that
there’s pretty longtimelines-five
years or so. That is why we’re
looking at that for further down the
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Question #6.

You have indicated a territorial
water board. Are you referring to
both western and eastern?

Heron-Herbert.

Just the Mackenzie Valley. Just the
DeneNetis land claim areas.

Question #7.

Do you see some conflict
developing between the TFN and
the western Arctic regarding water
management?

Heron-Herbert.

No, I don’t think so. I think it was
always intended that there would be
two water boards even though we
may have the same legislation and
we may have the same regulatory
regime.

Clary.

In our regional claim negotiations,
when we discussed the boundary
issues between TFN and ourselves,
between
Gwich’in
the and
ourselves, and the Deh Cho and
ourselves, we tried to negotiate the
boundaries on the basis of the
watershed boundaries.

Question #8.

Do the Inuvialuit have any
involvement or say in this proposed
water management board?

Heron-Herbert.

I think that it will be an integrated
management board.

Question
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#9.

The only group that has not been
represented at this workshop of the
main aboriginal groups in the
Mackenzie Valley is the Deh Cho

region. I'm wondering if you could
just briefly give us an update of the
status or the "non-status" of the Deh
Cho claim?
Heron-Herbert. As I understand it, there is some
discussion within the region about
whether or not they have a claim to
be put on the table. First of all, the
government has a certain number of
comprehensive claims on the table
with British Columbia.I
suspect
that the regional claims in the NWT
are going to takeaback
seat to
those negotiations. But I understand
that the new Chief in Fort Simpson
is looking at a possible regional
claim. The
other
part of is
it
looking at a domino effect. We've
Seen in the past with the Inuvialuit
settling their claim, the Gwich'in
settling theirs.. .and it comes down
the valley. With theNorth Slave
now considering negotiations, we
suspect the Deh Cho region will
probably be the next to lobby for a
regional claim.
Question #lo.

There was mention of the Cameron
Hills development. Have you made
any initial investigations of that
development with the
Deh
Cho
Regional and Tribal Councils?

Herbert.

Yes, we have a joint venture with
the Deh Cho Council to set up an oil
corporation.

Question # 11.

Have they been discussing specific
borrow issues at this point?

Herbert.

No. They have not.

Question #12.

Informal. discussions I had
last
winter with the Chief
of
Fort
Simpson indicated that without a
claim the Deh Cho region was still
thinking of having some type of
agreement to accrue some royalties
to them in terms of gravel sources.
Could you comment on that?

Heron-Herbert.

The Deh Cho has wanted to have a
different kind of title than would be
available under a comprehensive
claim and still be able to take
advantage of the economic benefits
provisions.

Question #13.

Theother question I have is in
regard to MY specific pipelinerelated terms in either of the three
agreements. The Inuvialuit have
included specific economic terms
with regard to the diameter of
pipelines across Inuvialuit lands.
Could you comment on that with
respect to the Gwich'in and Sahtu
claims?

Herbert.

I don't have that information.

Mahnic.

Well, perhaps it was more a
comment than a suggestion. Yes it
does happen and it is based on
whether it be a12-inch line, 24inch line, etc. This is a different
method of assessment from any
municipal assessments of pipeline
operations in southern Canada.

Question #15.

Is there a land use plan for the
Mackenzie Valley which identifies
gravel resources?

Heron-Herbert.

No, not specifically. One of the
provisions of the claim is the
development of a land use plan.
The Delta did have a land use plan
already developed. It's going to be
different for the Sahtu because the
Sahtu land use plan was incomplete
at the time the program was shut
down. So that's an implementation
problem.

Question #15.

In terms of the Sahtu claim-are
there some specific negotiations for
right of way access for the IPL
system?

Clary.

No. There is nothing specific at
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this point of the negotiations.

SECTION I O .

WORKGROUP PLENARY SESSION

WORKGROUP PLENARY SESSION

(Pnsented by Bob Mahnic, Communiplnn/Stanley)
To this point, this NOGAP workshop on Mackenzie Valley granular resoutces has primarily consisted of
both technical and discussion panel presentations. Each of the panel sessions was concluded with a question and
answer period. To conclude this workshop I would suggest that we proceed through a plenary group problem
solving exercise to identify any outstanding issues or concerns. This has been a unique workshop in that we are
dealing with the results of past research and development initiatives and how they might affect future program and
policy development for a long-heralded series of granular resourcedependent projects-development of a major gas
or oil pipeline system through the Mackenzie Valley and the northward extension of the Mackenzie Highway from
the Wrigley area to the Mackenzie Delta.

This workshop has concentrated on the importance of information--northerngranular resources information.
One of the questions that needs to be addressed during the group plenary session relates primarily to northern
granular resource information gaps that need to be filled. I suggest that we use a simple problem solving model
as a framework for these discussions.
There are at least seven steps identified for effective problem solving:
step 1.

Define the problem-exactly what is the problem you're trying
to solve or to work towards?

Step 2.

List symptoms of theproblem-what

step 3.

Review possible causes of the problem--why are we seeing
that type of behaviour or that type of activity?

Step 4.

List the alternative solutions-what are some of the possibilities
of addressing this particular problem?

Step 5 .

Evaluate the alternatives--can you list potential ways to deal
with the problem? Which alternatives seem most appropriate?

Step 6.

Priorize appropriate alternative solutions. Choose the best
alternative to address that problem.

Step 7.

Develop an action plan leading to problem resolution.

dowe see now?

In recognition of the time constraints' that we have today, it is quite unlikely that we will be unable to
complete a full seven-step problem solving process. Nonetheless, we should try to use this as a framework for the
group plenary discussion over the next one or two hours. Given the considerable technical and practical expertise
assembled at this workshop we may provide Bob Gowanwith several strategic objectives leading to a new NOGAP
granular resource program action plan. We should consider the following:
1.

Are there significant gaps in the current northern granular resource information? Are these
information gaps primarily database related? Is there a need for more ground-truthing, inventory
related research, or other issues.

2.

Can the "future research requirements" identified in the workshop pleapry session be completed
within the short-term NOGAP timeframe (1 or 2 years) or are they longer-term projects of atleast
5 to 10 years in duration, projects which may require other non-NOGAP funding? By examining
the anticipated funding requirements and timelines of these projects, alternatives can be priorized.
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3

3.

Do wehaveenoughinformation to form anactionplan?Altematives
need to be priorized and
evaluated. It may be useful fortheparticipants
of this workshop to suggestone or two
recommended actions to be implemented in future NOGAP granular research.

Based on the excellent presentations of the past
two days, andmy own experience in workshop facilitation,
I would suggest there are at least two waysto look at northern granular research. One view is that granular
research is primarilytechnicalandphysicalenvironment-oriented.
This kindofactivityhas
been conducted
are concentrated on the
traditionally-inventoryprograms;ground-truthingprograms;anddatabaseprograms
technical and the physical side. The second broad area of granular research attention needs to focus on the human
environmental effects. As we are all aware, there is a growing need to also consider the social, cultural, and
economicissuesandconsequencesofnortherngranular
resource development. Future granular resource
development will require that effectson both the human and physical environmentsbe carefully considered.
The group plenary session consisted of an informal discussion and brain-storming session to identify
outstanding concerns or issues. The workshop agenda was used as topical outline to facilitate the plenary session
discussions. Flip chart information and audio-tape recordings wereused to record the comments made by plenary
session participants. This information was edited and grouped for easier issue/problem identification purposes.
The
reader should also note that other research recommendations were made
by several of the technical and discussion
panel members in their individual presentations. In some instances, these comments were not re-iterated in the
plenary session and therefore, despite their potential applicability, do not appear inthis listing.
Through the course of the plenary session discussions, eight major granularresource topical issue areas
were identified:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Sources
borrow
of information.
Regional
borrow
inventories
research.
Borrow
materials
usage.
Competing uses for
borrow
materials.
Trackinglmonitoringof
actual
borrow
use.
Industrial
demands
for
borrow
resources.
Potential
constraints
to
borrow
development.
Need formonitoringstudiesofquarry
sites adjacentto or inwatercrossings.

Each of the eight issueltopics is highlighted below and plenary session participant
comments are indicated in each

case.

Issue #l. Sources of B o m w Idonnation
One of the main issues participants identified concerned the lack of dissemination of the extensive northem
This problem hasbeen recognized and information "holders"
granular resources database and mapping information.
indicated they arc examining various methods of information delivery to resolve the problem. Obstacles such as
the status of proprietary information and financial
costs associated with product dissemination also require attention.
A summary of related comments included:
0

Lack ofdisseminationofinformationtostakeholders:

-

ASTIS Bibliography;
DIAND Reports5formation; and,
NOGAP Reports.

0

User-Pay
(development

0

Proprietaryinformation(completenessofinventory,

costs).
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Acnss to I n f o m i o n A d ) .

0

Expanded geographical area for database coverage (Yukon and other NWT):
GSC Mapping; and,
Northern Land Use Planning.

0

Have we already "got it all"?

0

Need to match informational needs on a supply/demand basis.

-

Issue #2. Regional Borrow Inventories Research
Most plenary session participants felt that the regional borrow inventories research program has been
thoroughly addressed in earlier NOGAP work programs. There was consensus that the regional borrow inventories
should be updated to reflect environmental and culturalheritage resource concerns. While better cost information
concerning various modes/regions of granular resource development was indicated as an area in need of further
research; others indicated that in the absence of a major project such information may not be critical at this time.
A summary of related comments included:
0

There are "no gaps left".

0

We are already "choking on information".

0

Need better supply/demand matching.

0

"What we really need is a project".

0

Need to get available information into the public domain
(e.g.,
computerized northern granular database program).

0

Need to update inventories to reflect environmental concerns and archaeologi&l/cultural impacts.

0

Small projects require information on site-specific concerns on borrow availability.

0

Need better information on costs:
Project dependent;
Accesshauling costs in different borrow management areas; and,
New royalties/royalty reglmes with land claims.

DIAND's "QuickMap"

-

Issue #3. Borrow Materials Usage
Several plenary session participants identified the need for more research and investigation into borrow
materials usage including the identification of suitable re-use situations, better management of the existing resoutce~
and the use of replacement technologies such as foam padding or other types of fill material. A summary of related
comments included:
0

Identify where borrow materials can be re-used:
Camp pads or stockpile sites;
Airstrips;
Former access roads;
Offshore and near shore drill islands; and,
Note environmental concerns related to re-use.

-

0

Examine the suitability of rock chipdshale as alternatives to opening new pits.
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0

Evaluatethe use ofgeotextilematerials,etc.in

areas suitableforre-use.

0

Establishandimplementsoundmanagementofresources(especially
construction and other large-volume constructionuses).

0

Examinereplacementtechnologiesthatmay
Foam or other synthetics;
Other
types
of
fill;
and,
Cost is a major factor.

for highwayembankmeat

be suitablesubstitutes:

Issue #4. Competing Uses for Borrow Materials
Itwasnotedthatmuch
of theNOGAP-fundedresearch
has had, by detinition, abiastowardsthe
identification of oil, gas, and pipeline granular needs in the Mackenzie Valley and Delta areas. It was suggested
by several plenary session participants that the scope of northern granular research be expanded to include other
uses such as highways and airports. A summary of related comments included:
e

Expandexistingdatabasetoincludeothernon-energy
Highways;
Airports; and,
Protected areas.

uses:

Issue #5. lhckhg/Monitorlng of Actual B o m w Use
It was noted that regional bomw material inventories may require updating ps this information does not
recognize recent extraction of granular resources by communities, government and industry. Several suggestions
quarry returnstatisticalinformation.Asummaryofrelatedcommentsincluded:
weremadeinrelationtoimproving
0

Need forbetterstatistics
GNWT;

-

on quarryreturns:

DIAND;
I L A Permits; and,
Others.

0

Formerpit sites to be reevaluated forremaining borrow potential.

0

Pit exhaustion needs to be morecloselymonitored.

Issue #6. Industrid Dcmands for Borrow Resources
A significant portionof the plenary discussion related
to potential industrial demands of Mackenzie Valley
It was suggested that industry keep government, the communities and
aboriginal
and Deltaarea granular ~esou~ct8.
groups
apprised
of any
grcmulardependent
developments
well
in
advance
of the
commencement
of field
construction.Industryrepresentativesindicatedthe
need for betterhaulage,royaltyandregulatoryregime
"team" approach to northern
information to helpwithproject economic andlogisticalplanning.Adoptinga
development planning was suggested and strongly supported by the plenary session participants. A gummary of
related comments included:
0

-

"What if" questions need to be answered,especiallyprojecttiming:
Cameron HillslIPC developments (50 km truck/tanker haul d);
HONDO pipeline project;
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I

-

-

Norman Wells extension to BeaufodDelta area; and,
Polar-Delta Gas project.

Better information is needed to determine granular needs.
The size of a project will have an impact on granular needs:
Approvals process for granular access needs to be streamlined;
Cost implications need to be better understood (haulage, royalties, etc.); and,
Borrow sources available to industry need to be identified.

-

Sand versus foam issue requires further analysis and study (for pipeline ditch padding).
Economic "window of opportunity" needs to be understood and addressed by regulators and
aboriginal groups:
Regulatory delays can force cancellation or termination of projects;
Volatile commodity prices can cause uncertainty in lending markets; and,
Other competing countries are producing produce more cheaply or more quickly.

Team approach to development is recommended.
Issue #7. Potential Constmints to Borrow Development
Future borrow development must address significant constraints such as biophysical impacts, fisheries and
wildlife interactions, heritage and cultural resource impacts, land claims jurisdictional changes and other resource
management issues. It was strongly suggested that the lack of sufficient or appropriate granular development impact
information could trigger costly and time-consumingenvironmental assessments or reviews. A summary of related
comments included:
0

Biophysical constraints (permafrost, flooding, slumping).

0

Fisheries/wildlife impacts during and post-borrow removal.

0

Information gaps that may trigger reviews or assessments:
Site-specific locations/conflicts;
Cultural/archaeologicallysignificant sites;
Community/local knowledge; and,
Mackenzie Valley has some areas of incomplete data collection.

-

Claims:
Land

-

New regulatory regime; and,
New royalty structures.

Land Use Planning:
Potential land use conflicts.

-

Resource Management:
potential resource management conflicts.

Issue #8. Need for Monitoring Studies of Aquatic/Quarrying areas
Some interest was indicated by plenarysession participants for more long-tern studies of quarrying effects,
especially those that are in close proximity of water sources. A summary of related comments included
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0

Monitoring of Norman Wellsproductionislands;and,

0

Monitoring
Aklavik-area
of

pits.

Potential Funding Sources
Following the identification and discussion of the previously-noted issue/topics, plenary session participants
were askedto identify some of the potential alternative
sources of funding that might
be available to conduct further
borrow research in the Mackenzie Valley and Delta regions.
The following is a preliminary listing of potential
sponsors:
0

Grants, etc. (NSERC);

0

NOGAP
funding;

0

Industry
sponsors;

0

Aboriginal
groups;

0

Academic
research
community;
and,

0

Consultant

Recommendationsfor

future

groups.

NOGAP Sponsorship

The time constraints of the plenary session allowed for the preliminary identification and discussion of
perhaps 10 or 15 future research studiesthatmight be considered for NOGAP funding.Severalexcellent
noted forpossibleshort-term NOGAP
suggestions are noted inthepreceding"issue"reviews.Twoprojectswere
Support:
1.

Cameron Hills/IPC developmentproposalfor 50 km truck/tankerhaulroad-needforborrow
resource inventory and terrain evaluation study.

2.

MackenzieValleyEnvironmentalAtlas-opportunity to consolidate/compilefisheries,archaeology,
and other studiesof potential limitationsconcerning borrow resource areas.

As noted, this isonlyapreliminaryidentificationofNOGAP-relatedgranular
will
planning
action
assessment,
evaluation,
priorization
and
be required.
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resource study needs. Further

-

SECTION 71.

WORKSHOP CLOSING REMARKS

WORKSHOP CLOSING REMARKS

(Presented by Bob Gowan, DIAND)
This has certainly been a busy two day session. We've heard some excellent presentations from some of
the consultants who have worked on the NOGAP-sponsored granular resources studies. Several departments of both
the federal and the territorial governments have also given very informative presentations on their activities. The
short term and future prospects for northern pipeline construction, from the industry perspective, have been clearly
outlined. We also have some useful, updated granular resources demand information. The importance of t h e
essential resources to aboriginal land owners has also been well presented. Throughout, there has been thoughtful
and well-informed discussion of the great quantity of information that has been presented.

As Bob Mahnic indicated in the opening plenary session, the main reason for having a workshop is to

communicate. One of our purposes was to present the results of NOGAP research. Another was to collect
information, and to determine what else needs to be done. This workshop has achieved these goals. I'd like to
thank everyone who participated and helped us realize success. I'm especially pleased with those who, on very
short notice, put together such well-prepared and well-presented talks.
It is reassuring that we have not identified any serious gaps in our program or any major problems. We
did, however, receive guidance from the workshop participants regarding future granular resource research efforts.
This will help in our planning to make the best possible use of the remaining NOGAP funding.
Finally, I would like to thank Stanley Associates, andColin Anderson, Jack Fujino and Bob Mahnic. They
have done an excellent job of organizing, coordinating and facilitating this workshop. in the past few weeks they
have on morethan one occasionperformedsome
"magic" to overcome unexpected organizational or other
difficulties to make this a successful workshop.

To everyone, a sincere thank you.
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APPENDIX 'B'

GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPERS
FOR THE
PROTECTION O F ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
IN THE
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

INTRODUCTION
The following guidelines havc
bum formulated Lo ensure that the impacts of p r o p o d dcvclopmenls upon
heritage rcsourccs an: afsessed and mitigakd before ground surfacealtering activities occur. Hairage resources are
dcfincd as, but not limited to, aFchaeological and historical sites, burial grounds, historic buildings
and cairns.
Collaboration bctwm hc developct, h e Archacolog~Programme of the Aim of Wales Northern Herilagc Centre
(PWNHC), and the contract archacologist(s)will prescrve huitage resources in h e Norlhwcst Terrimjes. The roles
of each arc briefly dcscrii.
a

The Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre (PWNHC)is the Tcmlorial Govcmment agency which
ovclsces Ihe protection and management of heritagc resources on Fedcral Crown and Commissionu's Lands. Briefly,
ils role in mitigating
impacts of dcvclopmenls
on
hcritage
raources is: to identify thc nccd
for an impact
asscssmcnt; sa thc terms of reference for h e study dcpcnding upon the scope of the dcvelopmcnt; suggest h e
namcs of qualifid individuals prepared to undertake h e study to the developer, issue an archaeologiszs permit
authorizing ficld work, ifrequired; assess he complacness of the study and its recommendations; ensure lhat b e
developer complieswidr the mmrncndations.
A developer is the initiator of a land use activity. It is the obligation of the developer to ensure that a
qualifkd archaeologist is hired 10 M o m the required study and thal provisions of the conlract wilh h e archaeoIogist
allow permit requircrncnllto be rnN i.e. fieldwork,collettions management, artiract conservation,and regon
preparation. On the recommendationof tbe contract archaeologist in the k l d or tbc PWNHC, h e developer shall
implementavoidanceormitigative m m u r e s to protect huitage resoufces or to salvage the informadmtheyconLajn
through excavation, analysis, and report writing.
The develop assumes all costs associated with the study in its
entirety.

I

I

Through his or her active participation and supervision of the study, the contract archaeologist is
accounwble for the qualityof work undertakenand the quality of the report produced. Facilities to conduct field
work, analysis, and reporl preparation shouldbe available to this individual lhrough institutional,agency, or
the curation of objects recovered during fieldwork whiIe undez study,and
company affiliations. Responsibility for
for documenrs generatedin the course of h e study as well as remittance of artifacts and documenrs to Lhc depository
u
n
d by the
specifid on the archaeologistspermit accrue to the mnbact archatologist. This individual is also b
plonhw
under which Lhe archaeologists permitis issued

a
a

.

-

TYPES OF DEVELOPMENT
I

In general, those developmentswhich cause concern for the s h y of heritage resources will include one or more
of the following kinds of surface disturbances. These calcgories, in combination, are comprehensiveof the major
kinds of devclopmenu commonly proposed in the Tern'@*. For my one developmentproposal, s c v d kinds of
lhese disturbanox may be involved
Linear disturbances: including the construction of highways. roads, winter roads, transmission lines, and
pipelines;
Extractive disturbances: including mining, gravel removal. quarrying, and land filling;

Impoundment disturbances: including dams, reservoirs, and tailings ponds;

I

Intensive land use disturbances: including industrial, residential commercial, recreational and agricultural
siting, wood cutting. land reclamationwork, and use of heritageresource as tourist developments
PROCESS O F ASSESSING A N D MITIGATING IMPACTS ON HERITAGERESOURCES
the need to conduct a heritageresource impact study is identifiedby the PWNHC lhrough one of several
screeningmechanisms When a developerapplies for a Land use Permit, or otherwiseannounces its intentions, the
application is reviewedby the PWNHC which identifies thenee far further study ofan area before ground surface
alleration can proceed. The intention of the regulatory agency is to ensure that developmentproject are compatible
with h e perservationof heritage resources.

TYPES OF STUDIES UNDERTAKEN .TO PRESERVEHERITAGERESOURCES

Overview: An overview study of heritage resources should be conducted at the same time as the development
project is k i n g designedor its feasibility addressed They usually lack specifiy with regard LO the exact location(s)
and form(s) of impact and involvelimited, if any, field surveys. their main aim is to accumulate,evaluate and
synthesizethe existing knowledgeof the heritageof the known area of impact The overviewstudy provides
managers with baseline data from which recommendalions forfuture researchand forecasts of porential impactscan
be made. An archaeologistsp e r m i t is not required for this study.
Reconnaissance: This is done to provide a judgemental appraisalof a region sufficient to provide the developer.
the consultant and government managers with recommendations for further development planning.This study may
be implemented as a preliminary step to inventoryand assessment investigations exceptin cases where a
reconnaissance may indicate a very low or negligible heritageresource potential. alternately in the case of smallscale or linear developments. an inventory study maybe recommended and obviatethe need for a reconnas
isance.
The maingoal of a reconnaissance studyis to provide baselinedata for the verification ofthe presence of
polential heritage resources,the determination of impactsto these resources, the generation of terms of reference for
further studies and, if required, the advancement of preliminarymitigativeand compensatory plans. The resultsof
reconnaissance studies are primarilyuseful for the selectionof alternativesand secondarilyas a means of identifying
impacts which must be mitigated after the final siting and design of the development project. An archaeological
permit may be required,dependingupon the scope of the field w o k
Inventory: The inventory is generally conducted at that stagein a project's development at whichthe geographical
area(s) likely to sustain direct,indirect, and perceived impactscan be well defined This requires systematic and
intensive fieldwork IO ascertain the effects of all possibleand alternate construction components on heriatge
resources. All heritage sites must be recorded on Archaeological Survey ofCanada site survey forms. Suflicient
information must be amassed from field, library and archival components of
the studyto generate a predictive model
of the heritageresource base which will allow the identificationof research and conservation opponunities; enable
the developerto make planning decisions and recognize their likely
effects on te known or predictedr
e
s
o
u
r
c
e
s
;and,
make the developer aware of the expenditures which may be required for subsequent studies and mitigation An
archaeologists permitis required.
Assessment: At this stage, sufficient information concerning the numbers and locationsof heritage resources will
be available, as well as data to predict theforms and magnitude of impacts. Assessments provide informationon the
size, volume, complexity, and content,
of a heritage resource which is used to rank the values of differentsites or
site types given current archaeologicalknowledge. As this information willshape subsquent mitigation
programme(s), great care is necessaryduring this phase.
Mitigation: This refers to the amelioration of adverse impacts to heritage resources and involvesthe avoidance of
impact throughthe redesign or relocationof a development or i t s components; the protectionof the resource by

constructing physical facilities or, the scientific investigation and recovery of information from the resource by
excavation or other method The types of appropriate mitigative measures are diclatcd by their viability in the
context of the development project Mitigation strategies should be developed in consullation with the PWNHC. it
is important lo note that mitigation activities should be initialed as far in advance of the construction of the
develoment as possible.
Surveillance and monitoring: these may be required as part of the mitigation programme. A surveillance
may be conduclcd during the construction phase of a project to ensure that the developer has complied with the
recommendations. Monitoring involves identification and inspection of residual and long-term impacts of a
development (i.e. shoreline stability of a reservoir); or the use of impacts to disclose the presence of heritage
resources for example, the uncovering of buried sites during the construction of a pipeline
REPORTING PROCEDURES

By law, a holder of and archacologisls permit must submit a report on the work performed by the end of the
calendar year in which the permit is issued. copies of the report are normally submitted to the PWM-IC and the
Archaeological Survey of Canada, in ottawa Should the developper wish to withhold submission of this report
beyond the end of the calendar year, then a separare report dealing with the archaeology must be forwarded by the
specified time. This report should document the baseline archaeological informationrecovered in the course of the
project but need not refer to the proposed developments with which they are associated nor to any of the anticipated
impacts of the development on heritage resources. This information can be r e l e a s e d according to the development
schedule, with the proviso that information concerning impacts must be forthcoming in good time for mitigation
studies and programmes to be implemented

For further information contact
director
prince of Wales northern Heritage centre
Department of Culture and Communications
Government of the Northwest Territories
Yellowknife, NWT XIA 2L9
Telephone:
(403) 873-7551
Fax:
(403)873-0205

APPENDIX 'C'

QUARRY LICENCE

A

brief summary
of the

Inuvialuit Land Administration
Rules & Procedures

Activities on private InuvialuitLands
are subject to the
Inuvialuit Land Administration Rules
& Procedures. All access to
Inuvialuit Lands, other than casual and individual recreation,
requires a Licence, Permit or Lease (called a Right) with the
Inuvialuit Land Administration. Approval and licencing
by the
Inuvialuit Land Administration is dependant upon the applicant
consulting with and receiving the support and approval
of the
& Trappers Committee.
local Community Corporation and the Hunters
This document is a brief summary of the most applicable sections
of the ILA Rules61 Procedures as they relate to Quarry Licences.
Because the Rules are a lengthy and complex
document, all details
cannot be included. If
there are any questions regarding this
brief summary orthe ILA Rules & Procedures, please contact:
Land Administrator
Inuvialuit Land Administration
P . O . Box 290.
Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T.
XOE 1CO

Telephone:
Fax:

(403) 977-2202
(403) 977-2466
(403) 977-2467

For a
fee, complete copies of the rules and procedures
are
available. Make cheque or money order payable to the "Treasurer
of the IRC, c/o' ILA" in
the amount of $25.00.
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QUARRY LICENCES

TYPES OF RIGHTS
6(2) (h)Quarry
Licence: the non-exclusiveright
to extract
Surface Materials from a specificlocation
on
Inuvialuit Lands;
TERMS OF RIGHTS

6( 4 )

Licence
Quarry a

6(8)

The termof
a right shall be for the reasonably
estimated or actual duration the
of proposed activities
or occupancy, provided, however, that the maximum term
of the various
right shall not exceed the following
periods :

-

(h)

AREA THAT MAY BE USED
Where the right includes the right to use certain lands
the total surface area of such lands shall not exceed
the following:

-

Licence
(b) Quarry
11 (1)

11 (2)

1 year

10

ha

No person shall extract, quarry, mine or take Surface
Materials from Inuvialuit Lands without a valid Quarry
Licence.
QUARRY LICENCE
A Quarry Licence is a non-exclusive Right to remove a
certain volume of Surface Materials specified in the
Licence for a specific purpose during a period not
exceeding one yearfrom a specific pit, quarry or area.

11 ( 3 )

The Holder of a Quarry Licence shall not carry outany
operations which require another Right unless he has
obtained such a Right.

11 ( 7 )

A QuarryLicence
cannot be issuedunless
the
applicant has:
a)provided
evidence to the satisfactionof
the
of Surface
Administrator thatthevolumes
Materials are required for a project that has been
approved by the appropriate level of government;
and

...
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b)

submitted his contract for the delivery of the
said Surface Materials.

11(9)

Quarry
A
Licence
cannot be
renewed.
However, any
Holdermayapply
for anewLicenceprior
tothe
expiration of the term of the current Licence.

11 (11)

A QuarryLicence
can beusedforthepurpose
of
stockpiling or for sale to any other party than an end
user, with the authorization of the Administrator. The
AdministratormayauthorizeaQuarryLicencefor
stockpiling for a purpose approved
by any level of
government and whereacontractexistsforthis
of stockpiling, royalties shall
purpose. In the case
be payable upon the removal of the Surface materials
from the quarry. Royalties shall not be refundable for
any unused material from a stockpile or for any loss of
material from the stockpile.

11 (20)

GRAVEL ROYALTIES
Any Licenceshallbe
subject to the royalties
established for Sand and Gravel pursuant to subsection
7 (32) of theAgreement..

..

11 (22)

Any royalties shall be calculated on the basis
of the
gross volume of the Surface Materials removed from the
pit, quarry or mine and shall include ice where such
iceisbeingremovedbutshallnotinclude
any
overburden removed and retained in the pit, quarry or
mineareaforpossible
later land reclamation
operations.

In addition to the Quarry Licence, a Land Use Permit ClassA for
the use of heavy equipment and a Temporary Right-of -Way for
access to the source are required. The following sections refer
to these two Rights.
6 (39)

Any operation related to a Quarry Licence requires the
necessary Land Use Permit.
CLASS "A" LAND USE PERMIT OR LAND USE PERMIT CLASS "A"

10(6)

..

. no person shall, without a Class A Permit, carry
out any operationon Inuvialuit Lands that
involves:
(a) the use

...

of explosives;

4

the use of any vehicle that exceeds
lbs.), net vehicle weight;

10

t (22046

the use of any power driven machinery for earth
drillingpurposeswhoseoperatingweight,
excluding the weightof drill rods or stems, bits,
2.5 t
pumps and other ancillary equipment, exceeds
(5512 lbs.)

...

the establishment of any campsite

the establishment of any petroleum fuel storage
facility exceeding 80,000 L (17598 gal. ) capa-city
or the use of a single container for the storage
of petroleum fuel that has a capacity exceeding
4,000 L (880 gal.)
the use of any self-propelled power driven machine
for moving earth
or clearing land of vegetation;
Temporary Kisht-of-Wav: the right granted for thenonexclusive use of a strip of Inuvialuit Lands for a
limited period of time for the purpose of commercial
transportation of people, goods and materials by road

...,

MAXIMUM WIDTH OF A RIGHT-OF-WAY

The maximum width that can be granted for a Right-ofWay is 5 0 metres.
TEMPORARY RIGHTS OF WAY

A Temporary Right of Way is granted for the specific
purpose specified in the Right, for a period of up to
two years. The Temporary Right of Way
may consist of a
continuous strip of land or successive strips of land
in a single corridor, where (as in the case
of ice
roads or power lines) the corridor consists partially
of the corridor are
of waterbodies
or where parts
outside Inuvialuit Lands. Each strip of land shall be
subject to the maximum width provided for in subsection
6(9)

TEMPORARY RIGHTS OF
WAY DO NOT INCLUDE WATERWAYS
of
For the purpose of determining any fees, the length
the Right of Way shall not include any length across
any waterbodies.

5
15(3)

A Temporary Right of Way may consist of a main corridor
and several branches leading into
or from the main
corridor.
Such
branches
may
also
be aseparate
to a different Holder.
Temporary Right of Way granted

15(4)

The term of a Temporary Right of Way cannot be renewed.
Where a Temporary Right of Way consists of a winter
road or other temporary
road, the Holder shall
be
responsible for creating the Right
of Way in
such a
manner that traffic can proceed safely 'on such road.
This responsibility shall include the erecting of such
signs as would normally be erected on similar public
roads. Any Temporary Right of Way canbe used by any
Person who has access to or has been given access to
InuvialuitLands,
provided such Personactsand
proceedsinamanner
as thoughthetrafficlaws
generally applicable inthe Northwest Territories were
in force, provided however, thatsuch Person shall not
have access (subject to subsections 13 (16) hereof) to
any area whichis subject to Land Occupancy withoutthe
approval ofthe Holder or Administrator.

15 (6)

Where it is expected that a road
may be subject to
significant traffic, or where significant impact
or
wildlifeorwildlife
harvesting may occur,the
Temporary Right of Way may include a provision that
obligates the Holder to erect a gate at the entrance
of
such road and provide for suitable control of the
of the
access to the road in accordance with guidelines
Administrator.
APPLICATION PROCESS (7( 14 \ -7 (701 I

Applications must be submitted on the appropriate form (Schedule
1) by the 22nd of any month to allow time for review by local
Community Corporations, Hunters And Trappers Committees, and the
Inuvialuit Land Administration Commission in order
to be heard at
a public meeting of ILAC
the second week ofthe following month.
The applicationmay
also requirereview
by the Inuvialuit
RegionalCorporation,
Inuvialuit GameCouncilorInuvialuit
Development Corporation.
ILA encourages all potential applicantsto initiate consultation
with the local HTC and CC prior to submitting an application.
Major developers are advised
to contact the Land Administrator to
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determine if they should consult and negotiate with IRC, IGC or
IDC prior to and/or during application.
Sufficient time (roughly 6-8 weeks) is allowed for the Inuvialuit
organizations to review the application and
to notify ILA in
writing of their concerns, conditions, approval or rejection
beforeitisformallyput
on the ILACmeetingagenda.An
application received on or near
the deadline may not allow enough
timeforreview
bythe
Inuvialuitorganizations.Thisis
especiallytrue
for those applicants who havenotdone
consultation with the communities prior to applying. Therefore,
the earliest such an application would be scheduled
is the second
ILAC meeting following its receipt.
To allow sufficient time for
proper review, an application is best submitted
as far in advance
as possible.
The application is reviewed to ensure all pertinent sections are
filled out accurately, properscale maps and plans are provided,
asecuritydeposit
is arrangedand,atleast,
the Initial
Application Fees are
paid.
Close
attention
is paid to
opportunities provided by the applicant for Inuvialuit business,
employment and training. If
not already negotiated, an Access
Agreement must be negotiated and signed. Further processing of
the application is suspended until
the applicant has provided all
of the above.
The Land Administrator will determine and advise the applicant
the date of the ILAC meeting at which the application will be
considered. A Public Session will be held at the ILAC meeting
for the public review
of the applications andmay be attended by
the applicant, HTC, CC,
IRC or any other interested parties. Any
a
attendee will beable
to provideinformationormake
presentation to ILAC.
This will befollowed
by aprivate
Commissioner's session duringwhich ILAC will render a decision.
ILAC will:
a) defer their decision if further information is required
from the developer. The application will be rescheduled
for the following ILAC meeting.
b) defer their decision if they require additional time to

consider
an
application.
The application
will
rescheduled for the following
ILAC meeting.

be

c) defer their
decision if
they feel there is cause for
environmental concern.
The developer will be advised to
submit a proposal to the Environmental Impact Screening
Committee. Once a decision from EISC is received, the
application willbe rescheduled for the next ILAC meeting.
d) reject the application.

The applicant will be advised of
the reasons for rejection and
the process stops.

of
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e) approve the application. The applicant will be advised of
any special termsand conditions setby ILAC and a Right
is
issued.
An appeal process exists if any party disagrees with and wishes
to challenge any ILAC decision.

FEES
ILA assesses fees on a yearly period
of July 1 to the following
yearly period are calculated
by
June 30. Fees for a given
multiplying the original fee, set in the Rules & Procedures in
1982, by a factor based onthe Gross National Expenditure ofthe
previous calendar year (Schedules
I1 - XII). This usually results
in a slight increasein fees.

The mostcurrentfeescheduleforaQuarryLicence,which
includes a Land Use Permit
Class A and a Temporary Right-of-way,
is attached.
Applications must be accompanied by, at l e a s t , the appropriate
Initial Application Fees (Schedule 11, 7(19)),a Security Deposit
of $150,000 (Schedule IX) and royalties for the first 1308 cubic
meters)
(Schedule
XVIII)
The Initial
yards (1000 cubic
Application Fees are non-refundable.
The remainder of the fees
(AccessAdministration,Wildlife
Compensation and Land
Use/Occupancy Rents) will be assessed if ILAC approval is given
to the application.

.

7 (95)

SECURITY DEPOSITS
A security deposit shall be in the form of:
a promissory note guaranteed by a chartered bank
and payableto theTreasurer of theIRC; or
a certified cheque drawn on a chartered bank in
Canada and payableto the Treasurer of the IRC, or
bearerbondsissuedorguaranteed
Government of Canada; or

by

the

acombination
of the securitiesdescribedin
paragraphs ( a ) through (c) hereof; or
with the approval of the Administrator, and only
where the Administrator
is of the opinion thatthe
amount of the Security Deposit would effectively
prevent the applicant from carrying out business
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on Inuvialuit lands, a written commitmentto make
each year a grant to the Land Reclamation Fund
equal to 4 % of the value of the Security Deposit
defined in Schedule IX, within three months
of
the grantingof
the Right or theAnniversary
Date of
suchRight.Suchpayment
for greater
certainty does not in any way limit or restrict
the obligations and liability of the Holder under
the Rules.
7 (96)

A security deposit shall be returned by the Treasurer
of the IRC, when the Administrator has issued a Letter
ofClearance
in respectoftheRight,unlessthe
security deposit isageneralsecuritydeposit,
provided however, that any grant pursuantto paragraph
7(95) (e) hereof shall only be returned for 50% of its
value.
MAPS /PLANS

TheApplicationshould
be accompanied by a 1:50,000 scale
of the source and the access
topographic map showing the location
of the
route. In addition, it should be accompanied by a plan
areashowing
the locationand
extent of the quarry area,
campsite, fuel storage,etc.

7(22)

7(23)

PRELIMINARY PLAN
Every Application shall be accompanied by a preliminary
plan showing the intended Land
Use Occupancy and an
estimate of theirarea
in hectaresor
square
kilometers.
The preliminary plan with an Application shall identify
the approximate location,
with coordinates, ofall:
(a) existing lines, trails, Rights of Way and cleared
areas proposed to be used inthe operations;
(b)

new lines, trails,Rights of Way and cleared areas
proposed to be used the
in operations;

(c) buildings,campsites,
air
navigationaids,fueland
sitestwaste disposal sites,
works and places proposed
used during the operations;

landingstrips,air
supply storage
excavations and other
to be constructed or
and
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(d)

bridges,dams,ditches,railroads,highwaysand
roads, transmission lines, pipelines, survey lines
and monuments,
air landing strips, streams and
other features, structures or works that, in the
opinion of the applicant, may be affected by the
operations.

PARTICIPATION
6(42)

&

ACCESS AGREEMENTS

...

A Land Use Permit
or Right of Way cannot be granted
unless the Holder has previouslyenteredinto
a
Participation Agreementor Access Agreement.

Participation Agreements are negotiated for access
to Inuvialuit
Lands to reach valid subsurface rights or interests issued
by
Canada on 7 (1)(b) lands.
AccessAgreementsarenegotiated
for all otheraccessto
Inuvialuit Lands or for access to or across Inuvialuit Lands to
reach valid surface or subsurface rights or interests issued by
Canada on crown lands.
Agreements are negotiated and concluded between the developer
the ILA to address variable terms and conditions under which
access will be granted with emphasis on Inuvialuit employment,
training, business opportunities and participation.
The local
Community Corporation may
be involved inthe negotiations.
OBLIGATIONS OF A RIGHT
Any Right shall contain
the following obligations:
(9) the obligation to provide Inuvialuit employment;

(h) theobligation
to provideopportunitiesfor
Inuvialuit businesses; and
Right

...

may stipulate:

(a) the payments
to the IRC where work commitments
have been established inthe Right and where such
work obligationshave not been fulfilled;
(b) the education and training programs undertaken for
the benefit of Inuvialuit;

and
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(c) equityparticipation
by Inuvialuit in
undertaking or operations carried out.

the

The applicant shall address the issues of Inuvialuit employment,
business opportunities and training as
inmuch detailas possible
(number of Inuvialuit employees, total
number of man-days of
employment, names of Inuvialuitbusinesses,approximate
expenditures, on-the-job training or upgrading, courses, etc).
If a Right is issued, the Holder will
have to report actual
figures for business, employment and training during and at end
of project.

MODIFICATIONS
.uit
No modifications ca.n be made to aright issued by the Inuvial
Land Administration without a writtenrequest to and approval by
'

Land

Administrator.
INSPECTIONS

7 (45)

PRIOR INSPECTION (PRE-INSPECTION)
The Administrator may, before issuing a Right order an
inspection of the lands proposed
to be used thereunder.
Where an Inspector makes an inspection pursuant
to this
subsection, he shallreport
to the Administrator
particulars of:
(a) t h ee x i s t i n gb i o l o g i c a la n dp h y s i c a l
characteristics of the lands proposed to be used
or occupied andthe surrounding lands; and
(b) any disturbance that
the proposed operations may
cause on the lands proposed
to be used and the
surrounding lands, the biological characteristics
thereof, and the potentialinterferencewith
wildlife harvesting activities
and the peaceful
enjoyment by the Inuvialuit of their
lands.
The Inspector will report
his suggestions regardingthe
manner in which the disturbance may be minimized or
controlled. The costsofsuchinspectionshallbe
billed to the Applicant pursuant
to Schedule IV.
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8(4)

8 (5)

INSPECTION COSTS
The Holder of any Right
shall pay all travel and
lodging costs related to an inspection by one or more
ILA officials. The Administrator shall ensure, to the
extentpossible,thatInspectorsmakeuseofthe
regular transport and lodging facilities available to
the Holder. Inspection fees shall be paid in accordance
with Schedule IV.

. ..

Subject to subsection 8(6) hereof,theAdministrator
shall order not
less than 3 and not more than
12
regular inspections per year, in total not exceeding a
12 inspector-days, for Holders of any
cost equal to
Rights

...

8 (6)

The Administratormayorderinspections,additional
inspections, more frequent inspections,
continuing presence of Inspectors, where:

orthe

(a) the Administrator has obtained a written or other
bonifidereportfromanyInuvialuit,thatthe
Holder maybe
violating certain termsand
conditions of his Right; or
(b)

the Holder has violated during the year previous
to the inspection,
the terms and conditionsof his
Right; or

(c) the Holder is Holderof a Land Use Permit. Class
A
or a Right-of-way and the Holder is carrying
outoperationswhichhaveamajorimpacton
Inuvialuit Lands.

...

A final inspection of the quarry area and access route is
required during the late summer months following completion of
the operation. A Letter of Clearance will not be issued nor the
Security Deposit refunded until a satisfactory final inspection
has been condcucted.

